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PHILADELPHIA,.PA., MAY, 1894. 
A Monthly Publication for the Teachers and Students ot 
i Music. 
/ BuBscarmois Rates 51.50 per year (payable in advance). 
Single dopy,..16 oentB. 
BISCOSTTiinrAirOE.-lf yon wish the Journal 
stopped, an explicit notice must be sent ns by 
letter, otherwise, it will be continued. All arrear¬ 
ages must be paid. 
RE NEW AIi.—BT o receipt is sent for renewals. On 
the wrapper of the next issue sent yon will be 
printed the date to which your subscription is paid 
np, which serves as a receipt for your subscription. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Postal ftrns. 
There are reports that Theo. Thomas is to return to 
New York. 
Wm. H. Sherwood is to make a tour of the Pacific 
States during May. 
A plan is formulating to put German opera on a 
permanent basis in New York. It is a worthy one. 
Paderewski begins his next American tour on Jan. 2, 
1895. He expects to make it his last appearance .in 
America. 
A supplementary opera season is to be given in 
N. Y., at which “Werther,” “ Mignon,” and other 
operas will be given. 
At a recent production in Boston of Bach’s St. Mat¬ 
thew Passion the audience joined the chorns in singing 
some of the chorals. 
The American rightB of “ Gabrielle,” Patti’s Opera by 
Pizzi, have been bought by Gustav Hinrichs. It will 
“be heard“ifi PKUa., Jhly 80. ■ ' ***#-■- 
The annnal meeting of the M. T. N. A. will be held 
in Saratoga, July 2—6. The meeting promises to be a 
successful and interesting one. 
A Wagner festival of four performances was given in 
Philadelphia. The works included Die Walknre, Got- 
terdamerung, and Tannhauaen. 
Mr. Ben Davies, an English tenor, is winning the {•raises of the critics for his artistic work. He is the 
atest of English oratorio singers to visit us. 
There has been a dearth of piano recitals this season. 
Pachmann, Burmeister, and Slivinski being the only 
travelling artists before the public. 
American orchestra players may congratulate them 
Belves on not being paid as their brethren in Prague are. 
#20 a month is the munificent figure they receive. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY, 1894. 
A late invention iB an alnminnm fingerboard, fretted, 
lettered, and bearing position numbers. It is designed 
to aid students of the violin in acquiring accurate fin¬ 
gering. 
The production for the first time in America of Jules 
Massenet’s “ Werther,” at Chicago, scored an immense 
success and established Massenet’s position as a fore¬ 
most living composer. 
Q 
Geo. W. Chadwick, the Boston composer, has been 
nominated by Dr. Dvorak as the winner of the $300 
prize offered by the National Conservatory for an origi¬ 
nal symphony. 
A bill has been introduced in the House of Repre¬ 
sentatives to incorporate'an American College of Musi¬ 
cians. The object is to place a thorough musical edu¬ 
cation within the reach of students. . The affairs of the 
College are to be administered by a registrar who will 
make Washington his headquarters. 
The mnsic carried by Gilmore’s Band on its tours 
requires 32 large cases, and weighs two tons. It is 
packed on shelves in 28 sections of eight rows each. 
The catalogue of the band calls for 8068 separate 
pieces, of which about 60 were composed by Gilmore 
himself, and as many more composed or arranged by 
D. W. Reeves, who succeeded Gilmore as director of 
the band. The office of librarian is not a sinecure. 
Each piece is arranged with parts for 100 instruments, 
and it is the librarian’s duty to have every piece and 
every part ready to produce at a moment’s notice. 
FOREIGN. 
Denmark refuses to adopt the international copy¬ 
right. 
Leoncavallo’s “ I’Medici ” has had great success in 
Berlin. 
The Wagner Society of England now numbers 202 
members. 
The remains of Hans von Billow were cremated 
March 29, at Hamburg. 
A recent operatic performance at La Scala was 
stopped by a dissatisfied audience. 
The Vienna Conservatory registered 860 pnpils last 
year, 180 of whom were foreigners. 
A musical paper devoted to the translation and har- 
monizRtion of plain Bong is announced in Ain. 
Breitkoff and Hsertel announce the publication of 
Queen Elizabeth’s “ Virginal Book,” with the six-lined 
staff. 
A hymn to Apollo, reported to have been buried 2000 
years, was recently sung in Athens. It is said to be. 
very beautiful. 
It is rumored that this summer’ (^Bayreuth perform¬ 
ances will be the last for several yeara. Richter is to 
conduct several works. / 
Sir Robert Stewart, an author, composer and jpyo- 
fessor of muBic in the University of Dublin, died ifi that 
city at the age of 68 years. ^ 
\Manuel Garola, the veteran singing teacher, lately 
celebrated his ninetieth birthday and was presented with 
a silver tea and coffee service. 
NO. 5. 
The news is cabled that Anton Rubinstein has retired 
to private life. He is 64 years old. This precludes his 
being heard in America again. 
The Musical Times rather sarcastically alludes to 
Wagner’s Operas as reminding it of a little book, 
“ What to Eat, Drink, and Avoid.” 
Saint Sasns has added astronomy to his list of ac¬ 
complishments, having contributed two letters on an 
astronomical problem to the Paris astronomical society. 
Mr. Geo. Henschell, familiar to Americans as a 
baritone soloist, is writing an opera of which U. S. 
Gilbert is the librettist. As he is a scholarly musician 
something first class may be expected. 
There is in successful operation in London, a college 
of mnsic founded and directed by an American. It is 
called the Central College of Music, and includes all 
branches of musical and related art in its curriculum. 
A Jena MS. of XIV century music,^now in the Uni¬ 
versity of Jena is bound in white leather, XVI century 
style, with the original chain for fastening it to the desk 
still remaining. Most of the songs are by Heinrich, of 
Meissen, Conrad, of Wnrzbnrg, and others. The first 
leaves of the volnme are lost. 
The following bit of gossip concerning Wagner and 
Richter in London in 1877 is interesting. They came 
over as conductor and assistant conductor of the Wag¬ 
ner festival. 
The public soon severely criticized Wagner for his in¬ 
efficiency and caused Richter to be installed as conductor, 
while Wagner contented himself with sitting in a chair in 
front of ite band. As a result the Richter concerts 
which have since been bo successful, were founded. 
A SUGGESTION. 
BY O. F. STAYNER. 
The f ollowing suggestion may not be new to the read¬ 
ers of The Etude ; but it is one which should have spe¬ 
cial consideration : 'A suggestion is of value to the in¬ 
dividual in proportion to the use he or she makes of it. 
Many of the suggestions in The Etude are of immense 
practical vaiue to those who will put them into practice, 
and let me add that it is not necessary to have had un¬ 
usual advantage in order to profit by such suggestions. A 
teacher who has but a meagre understanding of mnsic, 
can, through doing his best toward patting into practice 
these suggestions, get results, that will convince him that 
there is very mnch to be gained in this* way. Each effort 
put forth in trying to ^practically work out a principle 
suggested, makes ns more capable of working and of 
getting good results. 
To those who may think that they cannot work in this 
way, I would say tljat there is not anything that will give 
yon more satisfaction than to prove for yourselves, by 
^constantly trying, that you were mistaken. You can 
think for yourselves, Btudy, practise and accomplish 
much, whether yon have the assistance of a teacher or 
not. Is it not better for ns to grow as the oak, rather 
than as the mistletoe? 
lO <J m T U X> E 
EHGLISU SOHGSI1D BILUDS 
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS. 
THE HEW TEACHING AND TEE PHILADEL¬ 
PHIA SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL. 
struct his pupils in the mechanism of expression, and not 
think that he has done hiB whole duty in urging them to 
observe “stricttime.”—Fred'h Corder. 
LOW VOICE. VOL. I. 
GEMS FOR ALTOS AND BARITONES. 
*11 that we have said in our announcements of the companion boor 8 
(Vols. 1 and 2 for High Voice) applies with equal force to this collection 
of songs for low voice—a continuation of the series. In a volume of 
popular songs, such as is here presented, it is interesting to note the 
varied characteristics of the compositions, embracing Bongs of battle 
on land and sea; songs of love; songs of the forge and mine; songs of 
town and country; songs of devotional or sacred character; Bongs of 
•and heroic deeds. The fame of the composers is world-wide; 
thwsSfidTlSme greatest exponents of ballad writing. As this collec- 
tioiHii intended, principally, for the use of Altos and Baritones, the 
gongs do not extend above E, while several are especially adapted for 
very low Bass voices. The selections are unsurpassed, and for use in 
concert hall or parlor this volume is invaluable. 
Popular English Songs and Ballads for Low Voice, Vol. 1, contains 
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work, 
on fine toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed 
portrait of Stephen Adams. Musicians will appreciate the fine paper, 
excellent printing, and substantial binding (two styles—paper and half 
cloth) of this book. 
C03sT!X,E!3jTiI,S. 
Bells (The) of St. Mary’s. Rodney 
Beside Me   Matte 
Brave (The) Light. Roeckel 
Oherette.   Roeckel 
Chief (The) Mate’s Story.Pontet 
Clang (The) of the Hammer. Bonheur 
Deep in the ine. Jude 
Down in the Depths of the Sea.Moir 
Fiddle and I.. .....Goodeve 
For a Dream’s Sake.......Cowen 
Forge (The). Watson 
Gate (The) of Heaven.   Tours 
Golden Harvest ..:.Moir 
I Told You So Mora 
Kingdom (The) of Love. Rodney 
Loyal Death.Stainer 
Mighty (The) Deep.Jude 
ona..Adams 
Our Last Waltz...  Molloy 
Out on the Deep.  .....LBhr 
Outpost (The).'..JFHtmtti 
Over the Harbor Bar Marks 
Promise (The) of Te rs.Rodney 
[Soldier's (The) Dream.......... Rodney 
Song (A) from Heaven. ..Cowen 
They All Love Jack.Adams 
Thy King. Rodney 
Toreador, Hola.,...... Trotire 
When Daylight Fades.  Moir 
When the Lights are Low. Lane 
Wonders (The) of the Deep. Jude 
Your Hand in Mine ..••..'...Roeckel 
■ Paper, Cloth Baok, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. mere wm i 
_ same subje 
POPULAR ENGLISH SONGS AND BALLADS 
—— — ' _. —One of t 
FOR HIGH VOICE. to condact 
VOL. 2. them consi 
England has long been noted for her songs and ballads. This may be will be m£ 
accounted for in the fact that the list of her composers embraces such . 
foreign names as Pinsuti, Tosti, Gounod, Tours, Denza, Mattel, and 1 ro- into pOSBei 
tfere—master song writers—who have found the highest appreciation oi pondnctini 
their talents iri the English people and have settled in their capital city, cuuuuvi<iii{ 
London. Their association with such writers as Cowen, Adaiius,Watson, tuge in 8< 
Jude, Thomas, Rodney, Temple, and Molloy—composers of English birth .. , 
—has been the means of blending the merits and beauties of all the pupils an Cl 
European nations and producing the immensely popular Bongs of the Parpnts 151 
present time. The two volumes for high voice—intended for Sopranos A £*il vlilB 111 
and Tenors—contain the choicest works of these fine composers, and it best instru 
is difficult to conceive of better collections either for attractiveness of ., , , 
character or variety of subjects. build up b 
Popular English Songs and Ballads for High Yoice, Yol. 2, contains too,,!,,,.. . 
162 pages, printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this work, on tcufcuers i 
fine-toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed por- be COESld 
trait of Ciro Pinsuti. Vol. 2 is a fit companion to Vol. 1—and those , 
■ who possess the latter-will want the former. Bound in two styles—paper enough to 
and half cloth.. ... . 
contbitts. the newest 
Absent Yet Present... White tbpir nnrn 
■ AH in a Garden Fair.....'... Wahon classes, be 
Angel’s Tears.................Pontet ' 
Answers Blumenthal 
Ask Nothing More.Marziale 
Autumn (An) Story.....Kellie 
Call Me Back...Denza ADOU 
5r!?a Molloy So much t 
Entreat Me Not to Leave Thee.Gounod . ,. 
Eternal Best ..Piccolomini & feeling 
Golden Moon.. ..........Ivan himself fr 
Good, (The) Shepherd.i sight of. 
Home, Deane Home.Molloy , . 
In Sweet September. Temple feeling Cul 
play out o; 
n0 phrasil 
One Morning, Oh! So Early....Thomas the extenl 
P&rdoQOdoaotaKtx.MMKM,,,.. . • 
Parted or Near...\ZZ\Z Moir vanes COD 
Sailor (The) Boy's Farewell. ..,.Blnmmdhal lar piece i 
Saved by a (ffiild • .....Piccolomini , P , . 
Summer (A) Night.Thomas but to bel 
Sweet Visions. Gear i -n 
Tell Her I Love Her S .... ZZZ'.'.DeFmje Bacb 
Were I the Biver.. ....Mattel 8 10 . 6 
Yesterfay, To-day, and Forever._..;......".Verne beings likl 
* - tically rec 
^Contents ofEngligt Songs and Ballads, for Low ruhatn in 
Voice, Vol. II, and for High Voice, Vol. I, sent on ru0(*10 in 
application. nence in i 
TH-EO. PRESSER, . “ 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, competen 
The “New Teaching” teaches what to do, how to 
do it, and places the pupil in possession of the whysand 
wherefores in a way that forces him into its perfect 
doing, “ in spite of himself,” as it were. Every effect 
produced by artists is teachable. There willhe a Faculty 
of teachers at this summer school, which can do all of 
this, and put the subject matter in hand so clearly that 
the Btudents, especially those who take private lessons, 
can in- turn teach it all to their own pupils, aB far as 
they find them sufficiently advanced for their execu¬ 
tion. 
Not only in “Touch and Technic,” but in several 
other important subjects necessary to the first-class 
teacher, will the students of this summer school be 
grounded. It is a “ working knowledge,” that will be 
given. The different touch effects, such as melody, neu¬ 
tral, singing, fiute-like, pungent, and the several chord 
touches, octave touches, bravura effects, pedal effects, 
and its artistic uses. Phrasing and expression, and how 
to teach them. Ways of meeting the numerous diffi¬ 
culties that come up in the teacher’s daily work will be 
discussed, aud help given. 
The lectures will be, first of all, practical and helpful. 
They will give the teacher a broader outlook upon 
musical art aud the beBt ways of teaching it. The aim 
of the management and his assistants is to give a fund 
of workable, everyday ideaB which the students in at¬ 
tendance cau take away with them and use successfully 
in their own teaching. Not a mass of vague theories, 
but actual, workable, aud practical ways of doing, that 
they themselves can apply in their own work, both as 
teachers and performers. 0 
Teachers and advanced pupils who expect to attend, 
will do well to make a note of the things upon which 
they wish information. Each can feel assured that 
there will be many others who will be interested in the 
ct. In answering these questions before the 
class, the names of those seeking information will not be 
given. 
~~0ne ftHe mosfvalaable subjectsTaught, will be how 
to conduct weekly classes of private pupils, so as to give 
servatory advantages. ..Work for such classes 
arked out and explained, and the teacher put 
oss ssion of the knowledge for the best ways of 
conducting them. This feature will buof great advan¬ 
ta i securing the confidence and good will of the 
ud patrons of the teachers who take this course. 
Parents like to feel that their children are securing the 
best instruction, and through such means teachers can 
etter and larger classes. An advantage that 
teachers will appreciate, is the fact that they will 
be considered by their communities as progressive 
spend their vacation in the acquirement of 
t  st and best methods. This will greatly add to 
their popularity, and aB greatly help in enlarging their 
oth in numbers and quality. 
— bout 90 per cent, of music pupils are school-girls. 
ime is absorbed in drumming into their heads 
a for time that the average teacher cannot free 
i self from the idea that strict time must never be lost 
sight of. No more it must—in learning ; but once the 
c ltivated we have to learn next to deliberately 
f time, for Without this there is no expression, 
no phrasing, no accentuation even, possible. * Of course 
t to which this exaggeration must he carried 
ri considerably according to the style of the particu¬ 
lar piece as well as according to the size of the room ; 
ieve, as some do, that a Mozart Sonata or a 
ach Fugue should be played with mechanical regularity 
is to believe that neither Mozart nor Bach were huihan 
 e ourselves.” As a/fnatter of fact it is authen¬ 
orded that Mozart used a very free and bold 
rubato in playing, and certai y no performer of any.ami- 
 i  modern times has done otherwise. Nationality,' 
temperament and personal taste and feeling—these are 
the usual controlling influences in exaggeration, bat a 
t teacher should know how to advise and in- 
THE NEXT MEETING OP THE M. T. N. A. 
The next meeting of the Music Teachers’ National 
Association has been called for the first week of July, 
to be held at Saratoga, with headquarters for all visitors 
at Congress Hall. All meetings will be held in the ball¬ 
room of that famous hotel, which seats over 800 people. 
There will be a grand reunion of all on Monday, July 2, 
with souvenir badges, and special exercises for the oc¬ 
casion. On Wednesday a large banquet will be given, 
and on Friday an excurs;on to the beautiful Saratoga 
Lake, with appropriate features accompanying. 
Only superior essays and concerts will be given, and 
gold and silver medals will be offered for the best and 
second best essays on, “ Hclw best to Study the Piano¬ 
forte,” and “How best to Study Singing,” competition 
for which is open to all. The winners will be invited to 
read their essays before the meeting. 
The sessions will be short and bright, with ample time 
for business, although the social feature will be especi¬ 
ally fostered, and arrangements are being made to enter¬ 
tain all visitors in a delightful way. The place selected 
for the meeting is an attraction in itself, and while many 
members of the M. T. N. A. have, no doubt, visited it 
often, there will be some who know the famous resort 
from hearsay only, and to such it will be an additional 
inducement to attend. - 
The programme will be issued shortly, and can be ob¬ 
tained by writing to the President, E. M. Bowman, 
Steinway Hall, New York City. 
From what is said above, our readers will see that the 
managers are doing everything possible to make the 
meeting an interesting one, musically as well as socially, 
and we hope many will attend—coming to have a good 
time, and to go home taking with them revived and in¬ 
creased interest in the fraternity, thus giving new pros- 
perity to the Association. 
Stolen Circus Music.—Renz, senior (of “ Circus 
Renz” fame), was, during his whole life, so engrossed 
in his circus that other entertainments possessed no in¬ 
terest for him. One evening, however, his friends suc¬ 
ceeded, after much effort, in dragging him into the 
Berlin opera-house, “Le Prophete” being the work 
performed. When the opera was concluded, Renz hast¬ 
ened hack to his circus, where the performance was in 
progress. Just then appeared before the audience a 
grand procession in pantom he, which the orchestra ac¬ 
companied with the March from “Le Prophete,” which 
Renz had just heard for the first time in the opera-house. 
Highly enraged, he rushed to the conductor of the 
orchestra. “Sir, what does this mean? Why do you 
not guard your music better ?’ ’ he demanded. ‘ ‘ I' really 
do not understand you,” faltered the astonished con¬ 
ductor. “ Then I want t& inform you that our music is 
being stolen from us. A half hour ago, I heard in the 
opera house the piece which you have just played. If 
that occurs again, I shall Bue Hillsen (the opera mana¬ 
ger) and discharge you.” The conductor was silent. 
He was well aware that his aged chief was not only very 
unmusical, but also that he could brook no contradiction. 
A Sound proof Room.—A correspondent of.Engineer¬ 
ing, London, January 26, in answer to an inquiry regard¬ 
ing the best method of making a perfectly sound-proof 
music.-room, says that it is not difficult to make such a 
room if proper provision is made in the course of build¬ 
ing, but to make a room sound-proof in a house that is 
already built is an expensive matter. The floor must be 
lifted and filled in with silicate cotton, while on top of 
each joist a strip of hair felt mast belaid before nailing 
down the floor. The walls must be studded with vertical 
studs, either lathed or covered with wire n etting, and the 
space between the lathing and the original plaster filled 
with silicate cotton before replastering. _ The ceiling 
must be treated in'like manner. If there is a fireplace 
it must be filled with shavings or cat paper. 
TB ETUDE 




WORKS foe the PIANOFORTE. 
REUSED AND FINGERED 
OAK.L nVCISZTJLX. 
WALTZES (Vol. 27) and NOCTURNES (Yol. 30). 
PRICE 60 CENTS. PRICE 76 CENTS. 
TOUCH AND THE PEDALS. 
BT W. J. HENDERSON. 
A whiter in the Musical Courier tells of a China¬ 
man’s description of the piano. He described it as a 
four-legged beast which the Europeans make to sing at 
will. The manner of playing, as it appeared^to the 
eyes of the wondering celestial, was picturesque. A 
person, often a feeble young girl, sat down before the 
beast; struck its white and black teeth and trod upon 
its tail, whereupon it sang more loudly and sweetly than 
the birds. I am glad that the singing of the beast im¬ 
pressed the Chinese in that way. It has often seemed 
to me that the treading upon the tail was taken literally, 
and that the poor beast was screaming, with pain. What 
the Chinaman took for the animal’s tail, was nothing 
more or less than the pedals,, and these, indeed, are 
often trodden npon without mercy or judgment. 
lOl 
than the production of variety in tone-Color. As I have 
already said, Chopin showed ns how to do this; but 
Liszt explored another resource of piano-playing which 
gives myriads of new results. I refer to the varieties 
of touch. By combining the manners of pedalling ex¬ 
plained by Chopin, with the manners of touch revealed 
by Liszt, we arrive at a host of novel and beautiful 
effects, wholly unknown to the players of the classic era. 
It is my purpose, at this time, simply to call the atten¬ 
tion of teachers to the need of systematic instruction in 
this art of pedalling, and its union with the resources of 
touch. Even the great master, Rubinstein, has said 
that he does not think we have yet learned how to ex¬ 
haust the possibilities of the pedal. It is only lately 
that any attempts have been made to systematize our 
knowledge on this subject. For the moBt part, the 
pianist has to find out for himself, the possibilities of the 
pedals, and nine times out of ten when he has learned 
how to produce some extraordinary effect, he prefers to 
The history of the pedals of the piano ought to be keep the knowledge to himself, so that no other pianist 
fill LtT n A W* A Anf nn/I iMnnlnrA.! li m /I rtl 1      J J _ 1.1 ... , T ■ T 1 t 
(Other Volumes in Preparation.) 
The name of the competing editions of Ohopin’s works is legion. 
Many of these editions are incomplete in one way or another; few can 
claim the proud distinction of being (even aa far as they go) truly faith¬ 
ful transcripts of the great musician's original conceptions and inten¬ 
tions. Traditional tenets concerning details of interpretation are apt, 
especially after the lapse of nearly half a century, to become not only 
vague, but tinged to a greater or lesser degree by individual tempera¬ 
ment and bias. Further information gathered at second hand can never 
bear the same convincing weight as testimony from the master's own 
words and writings. Even Kiindworth, whose Chopin edition is bo 
justly praised, never heard Chopin play at all; he could not drink at 
the tountain head, and had perforce to fnake up for this great lack by 
an assiduous collation of printed $ud manuscript sources and hearsay 
evidence, aided, it must be admitted, by his thorough musical and 
special pianistic training, and by indisputable natural gifts. 
Car ll Mikuli, the editor of the present edition, eiyoyed the inestimable 
advantage, during a four-.years sojourn in Paris, of receiving instruc¬ 
tion from Chopin himself, studying the piano-works under their author’s 
personal supervision, the painstaking character of which is evidenced by 
the numerous marginal notes, etc., written by Chopin’s hand in 
Mikuli’s student-copies of his music. The latter’s own works discover 
him to be a pianist and amsioia'n of high aims and fine attainments, 
yet not possessed of a personality bo puissant as might perchance lead 
him, however unconsciously, to obscure by any veil of individualism 
the original lustre of Chopin’s genius. There is no reason to doubt 
that his edition of these compositions is a clear and undiatorted reflec¬ 
tion of that master-mind. The very fingering—and Chopin’s technique 
marks an era in pianoforte-playing—is given in accordance with his 
express directions. It is unnecessary to dilate on the important 
influence which a correct fingering exercises on phrasing and general 
expression.__ 
In consideration of these peculiar advantages, the Mikuli edition has 
been adopted in leading European conservatories. United with all the 
/well-known excellences wherein Schirmer’s Library stands preeminent, 
it may be confidently asserted that this new Mikuli edition of Ohopin’s 
pianoforte-works is not simply unexcelled, but unrivaled by any other; 
and nevertheless, it is furnished at a lower price than any foreign 
edition. The poetic biographical sketch of Chopin by Philip Hale (in 
Vol. 27), is a charming introduction to the series, further, volumes of 
which will soon appear. 
Major C.and His Friends, 
GRACE S. DUFF. 
PRICE, CLOTH, $1.00 
A well-defined and powerful trend in modern educational progress is 
the endeavor to render methods of teaching more attractive, especially 
to the very young. Instructors are increasingly willing to present . 
fundamental laws in a fashion so simplified, i. e., stripped of abstract 
reasoning, as to appeal directly and forcibly to a child’s intelligence. 
Instruction is combined with amusement; the youthful mind is inter¬ 
ested by the manner of presenting simple facts, and readily retains the 
tvbslar.ee of information conveyed in so agreeable a form. 
In her preface the authoress states that this little work has grown 
'■out of her own and others’ experience in teaching the rudiments of 
harmony. Reversing this statement, we obtain the wise old saving: 
JSxperientia doeet; and it really seems as if Miss Duff’s experience with 
“children had tanght her to devise a ready and charming method for^ 
smoothing the rough path of musical theory before little, stumbling' 
feet,—a method, too, which possesses the additional advantage of being 
adapted either for elasseg or single pupils. 
After a prefatory chapter on the grand symphony of natural sounds 
and colors, the mgjor scales, beginning with Major 0, are aptly intro¬ 
duced as “ families ” of tones—frolicsome children, kept in order by the 
head of each family, Major 0, D, and the rest. Tho finger-exercises are 
the games played by these youngsters; the structure of the scales is 
illustrated by pretty wood-cuts; and the several steps are explained In 
an easy, conversational tone, the language never rising above childish 
comprehension. Arriving at the minor scales, the families of Mrs. A 
Minor and her friends, these family-headi- are introduced to ns as poor 
widowed relatives of the several Majors, their sorrowful estate furnish¬ 
ing a sufficient reason for their melancholy mood. The pupils are thus 
led, step by step, up,to simple triads and their inversions. 
Teachers of small children will find this an interesting booklet, whose 
value Is enhanced by the numerous -original wood-cuts and bold, clear 
type. r; 
For Sale by all Music Dealers. 
The Monthly Bulletins issued by G. Sohirmer are 
invaluable to all interested in Music. Will be sent free 
to any address. 
written by some patient and trustworthy delver into 
mines of information. It would be quite as interesting 
and instructive as the history of musical ornament, 
which has been so admirably handled by Edward Dann- 
reuther, and one or two others. Of coarse clavichords 
were without pedals. The player could enlarge the 
volume of tone slightly by increasing the finger pres¬ 
sure. Indeed, owing to the direct communication of 
finger-touch to the strings of the instrument, a consider¬ 
able—though necessarily limited range-—-of dynamics 
was possible. I have had the good fortune, through 
the kindness of the excellent Morris Steinert, to be able 
to experiment on good clavichords, and I speak there¬ 
fore from experience. 
In the Ruckers harpsichords there was an attempt to 
reach some of the effects now attained by pedals. This 
attempt consisted of adding to each pair of strings 
tuned in unison, a third of shorter length and finer wire 
tuned an octave higher. This somewhat increased the 
power and brilliancy of the tone. There was a second 
key-board and stops which controlled the action of the 
jacks on the strings. To be Bare these contrivances 
prodneed a very limited variety of effects. I have tried 
them on a fine harpsichord of the Mozart period in Mr. 
Steinert’s collection, and can testify that nothing is ob¬ 
tained save a moderate increase of tone, and such rich¬ 
ness as comes from larger sonority. The stops em¬ 
ployed in the harpsichord were put out oLdate by the 
introduction of pedals, which were invented, according 
to Mace (“ Musick’s Monument”), by John Hayward, 
in 1670. Zumpe, who built in 1766, and later, had 
may learn how to do the same thing. I remember that 
when Anton SeidI was illustrating Mr. Krehbiel’s lec¬ 
tures on Wagner; he used to reproduce in a most re¬ 
markable way, the sustained horn tones in the “ Tristan” 
motive as announced just before Tristan’s entrance. 
Mr. Seidl is not a .pianist, but he always smiled and 
changed the subject when aBked how he did that. 
I recently, however, ran across a book which opens 
up this subject of pedalling in a most instructive man¬ 
ner. It is called iSThe Pedals of the Pianoforte,” by 
flans Schmitt, and contains the substance of four lec¬ 
tures delivered at the Vienna Conservatory of Music. 
In this book a systematic attempt is made to tell what 
effects the pedals are capable Of, and how they are to 
be produced. Many valuable examples are given from 
well-known compositions, and occasionally we are told 
how some great pianist has produced certain beautiful 
results. It seems to me that every teacher of piano. 
playing ought to study Herr Schmitt’s book. But I 
do not thiuk he ought to stop there, for admirable as 
this book is, it does not exhaust the subject. It cer¬ 
tainly does give all necessary information about the use 
of the pedals alone ; but it does not cover the possibili¬ 
ties of the combination of the different kinds of pedal¬ 
ling with the different kinds of touch. 
Here, then, is a subject for original research. The 
thoughtful teacher can find employment for many of his 
leisure hours in experimenting on touch and pedal com¬ 
binations, and noting the results. When he has elab¬ 
orated a system—and I see no reason why he should not 
do this—he can write a volume supplementary to Herr 
stops near the player’s left hand to raise the dampers. Schmitt’s. Such a volume would be of incalculable 
Stein and some other Germans, borrowed from the 
organ the idea of a lever to be pressed by the knee. 
But the real piano and forte pedals were patented by 
John Broadwood in 1783. 
Naturally, pianists soon began to make use of the new 
pedals, and in Beethoven’s piano concerto in C, and the 
sonatas op. 101 (Hammer-Klavin), 106, 109, 110, and 
111, we find explict directions for their use. The soft 
pedal, as it is popularly called, was extensively used by 
the classic players, bat it remained for Chopin to show 
how both pedals could be employed alternately, or in 
combination for the production of the most beautiful 
effects of tone-color. Liszt, of course, added greatly to 
our knowledge of this department of technique, as he 
ylid’ to that of all others. 
It is easy to perceive that" the tendency to use the 
pedals for obtaining only dynamic gradations is due to 
a survival of traditions associated with the old pedals 
and older stops of the harpsichord, which were capable 
of no other effects. Bat I think it iB entirely unneces¬ 
sary to tell any modern teacher that the great masters of 
piano playing do not nse the pedals simply to increase 
or diminish the loudness of the tone. It is true that 
one cannot make a piano speak as loudly with the soft 
pedal on as with it off; bnt I am Very doubtful as to 
whether the power of the tone is icreased by the use 
benefit to both students and teacher's. 
The Reproduction of Apollo’s Hymn.—The keen¬ 
est interest has been manifested throughout Europe 
over reports of the reproduction of Apollo’s Hymn 
in Athens recently. Making due allowance for sen¬ 
timental enthusiasm over the resurrection of the 
music which has been buried *2000 years, all accounts 
agree in ascribing the highest musical merit to the 
composition. One correspondent declares that every 
one present was ravished by the charm of the music, 
with its mingled originality, simplicity, and grandeur. 
The hymn occupied a quarter of an hour in rendering. 
It was sung by a choir with piano accompaniment. 
The King was quite overcome with emotion and re¬ 
quested a repetition. This is by no means the first mu¬ 
sical treasure of the ancient Greeks which has been 
brought to light and translated. There are the music 
of the first Pythian ode of Pindar, two hymns of Dio¬ 
nysius to Calliope and Apollo, and a hymn by Mesom- 
edes. None of these is particularly enchanting to mod¬ 
ern ears. Apollo’s Hymn is, however, much more 
grand and majestic in its melody. There is one part 
only, the Greeks not employing harmony or part singing. 
of the so-called loud pedal. The' volume of tone isAjThgy had seven modes, whereas modern music has &nly 
enlarged by the letting loose oi all the sympathetic two, mjy or and .minor. Apollo’s Hymn is of the Dorian 
vibrations, and the ear being crowded with simultaneous mode, which is described as dignified, severe, and grave, 
sotmds, gets the impression of londness. But the truly a sort of Gregorian chant. It will be publisher in 
greak artist never uses the pedals for any other purpose Paris, shortly. - 
Valuable Book for the Student. 
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By F. C. WADE. 
r^&QUND IN CLOTH, PRICE $150. 
A Concise Treatise on the Principles of Acoustics and 
Tonality, together with the Complete System of 
Husioal Notation, Interpretation, and an 
Outline of History, to which is 
added a Department of The¬ 
ory of Pianoforte 
Technics. 
Part I.—Contains a full and complete discussion on 
the laws of sound. The intensity, quality, and pitch of 
tones, number of vibrations of each distinct tone, rang¬ 
ing from 16J to 6000 per second. Methods of ascer¬ 
taining the number of vibrations of any tone. Laws of 
vibrations of strings, organ pipes, etc. Effects of reson¬ 
ance. Philosophy of sounding-boards. Harmonic, or 
over tones. Resultant tones. The musical scale : Me¬ 
thod of selecting the tones which form the scale, from 
the great over-abundance of possible tones. The equal 
temperament. 
Standards of pitch. Philosophy between concord and 
discord. Beats. Cause of the greater richness of cer¬ 
tain chords than of others. Why'the minor second is the 
harshest interval. Interference and re enforcement. 
Modes. Enharmonic scale. Philosophy of octaves. 
/Tonal relationship. Relation between keys. Transpo¬ 
sitions. Intervals. The triad, .etc., etc. Besides a 
host of other matters of tonality, in all forming a thor¬ 
ough foundation for the understanding of the deepest 
principles of harmony and advanced theory. 
Part II.—Musical notation: Traces from the origin, 
the principles, and signs of notation. The stave, clefs, 
signature, etc. Accidentals and their origin. Names 
of octaves. The time table. Solmization and tonic, 
Fa. Origin of the notes, Do, Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, La, Si. 
Besides containing a complete list of all the puzzling 
signs of "musical notation and the exact.method of per¬ 
forming them. The various forms of agremens; appog- 
giaturas, turns, trills, mordents, etc.,—in short, an ency¬ 
clopedia of musical notation. 
Part IH.—The interpretation of music. Laws of ■ 
phrasing ; accent, punctuation. Period construction : 
sections, phrases, motives. Polyphonia, monodia, con¬ 
tent. Construction of the various forms of composi¬ 
tions. Imitation; analysis of fugues, canons, etc. 
Musical “form analysis of symphonies, sonatas, and 
the various styles of classic music. 
Part IV.—Theory of pianoforte technic. Position. 
Finger exercises; scales, arpeggios, etc., best methods’ 
of practice. General rules for the fingering of all kinds 
of passages, runsr and chords. Complete list of technics, 
studies, pieces, theoretical works, etc., used at the lead¬ 
ring foreign and American conservatories, with instruc¬ 
tion for teaching, etc., etc. 
Part V.—The history of music. A complete history 
of the most interesting musical matters, from before the 
Christian Era to the present time. 
List of chapters contained in Part V. 
Chapter I.—Music previous to the Christian Era. 
Chapter II.—Composers and their music, from A. D. 
1 to 1600. 
Chapter III.—From Palestrina to Handel. 
Chapter IV.—From Handel to Haydn. 
Chapter V.—Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Schu¬ 
bert. 
Chapter VI.—Mendelssohn, Chopin, Schumann, and 
Wagner. . 
Chapter VII.—Gther composers of the nineteenth 
century. 
Chapter VIII.—American composers and musicians. 
The above chapters also contain a full account of the 
other leading composers, the development of the ora¬ 
torio, opera, orchestra, musical instruments, etc., etc. 
Part VI.-—Difctionary of music, containing all the 
important musical terms, instruments, and sketches of 
all the standard musicians, etc. 
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price $1.50, by mail, 
postpaid. _ 
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REMmSOEFOES OF MY TEACHING DAYS. 
I must have been what Mr. Van Cleve would style a 
“ musical crank,’.’ for I imagined that as soon as my 
career as a teacher was entered upon the whole army of 
young musical students would arise and call me blessed; 
I should lead them by such sunny paths to well-springs 
of musical knowledge. Alas I I failed to realize that 
the same.landscape seen through different jgyes may be 
either a “perfect picture,” or “that tiresome old 
view.” One of my first pupils was a bright little girl 
of some ten or eleven summers. She “adored” music, 
if her mother was to be considered a judge, and I fully 
believed she would likewise adore practice ; but not so 
easily were my dreams to be fulfilled. Her lesson was 
arranged for the most desirable morning hour, but in 
spite of all attempts to the contrary, her attention would 
wander to almost any other subject than the onerin 
hand. 
$ “ Oh dear! ’ she exclaimed one day, “ I'm sick and 
tired of being told to .practise ! Music ought to be made 
so one could learo it without so much work.” 
“But my dear,” I remonstrated, “nothing worth 
having is to be obtained without work. Think of 
Beethoven; of the music he wrote that can never die, 
and then think how he was often compelled to leave his 
play sadly against his will, and even whipped to make 
him practise. Of course he suffered then, but now his 
name is a household word. The grandeur of his music 
sways—” 
‘ ‘ Did you say he was whipped often ? ’ my pupil in¬ 
terrupted. 
“Yes, frequently, I believe.” 
“ To make him practise?” 
“Yes.” 
“ And that’s his picture?” pointing to one reposing 
on an easel hard by. 
“ Yes,” I replied once more, and was about to launch 
forth into a panegyric upon his marvelous acquirements, 
when she continued, ignoring my wise remarks, but still 
gazing fixedly at the face of the master : 
“ I’m so glad you tcld me, for I’ve often wondered 
what made him look so cross, and now I know ; ’twas 
because they whipped him, and I’m sure,” she was 
becoming excited with her theme, “yes, I’m cer¬ 
tain in that sonata you played for mamma, where the 
bass is just like thunder tearing all up and down the 
clouds, I know when he wrote that he was thinking of 
the people who punished him, and wishing he could just 
get hold of ’em and grind ’em to powder.” 
And this was her idea of a Beethoven sonata I For 
a moment I was really discouraged; but remembering 
that a mind capable of grasping any decided impression 
with such speed and certainty must also be fitted to ap¬ 
preciate the beauties of music when study had lightened 
the dark places, I took heart and went to work once 
more. 
A way out of the difficulty soon suggested itself. I 
asked her if she would promise to play each period of 
her lesson through carefully three times at each practice 
asked so demurely if I supposed she ever could learn to 
play. She is a noted pianist now,-while the other one 
is, I fancy, still playing “ Old Black Joe.” 
Then the little boy whose one ambition was to become 
a butcher. He could only be induced to practise with 
the promise that I would intercede for him with his 
parents, if he still disliked to devote himself to music 
when the end of the year should come ; but he must do 
his best if he would win my assistance. I was never 
called upon to talk his people over, for he became in¬ 
terested almost from, the moment he fancied he might 
give it up if he chose- 
Each pupil has his separate individuality; each parent 
his ardent hopes of accomplishing wonders, sometimes 
with most wretched material; and the teacher who 
would succeed, must be proficient, not only inmuBic, but 
in the study of human nature as well; that he may de¬ 
termine the best course to pursue with each pupil, then 
having decided, do his duty, and leave the result in the 
hands of Providence. Erato. 
THE ROMANCE OF CELEBRATED PIECES. 
The Moonlight Sonata. 
Gounod is said to have said that the true composer, 
when a “great thought strikes along the brain and 
flushes all the cheek,” is conscious that the smile of the 
Deity is beaming upon him. 
The idea is a charming one, and a work such as the 
Moonlight Sonata, pregnant.with inspiration from the 
first bar to the last, would almost persuade one to receive 
it as glorious fact. Singularly enough, however, Beet 
hoven is represented to have expressed surprise that 
this sonata made so deep an impression upon the public, 
and avowed his decided preference for the one in F sharp 
minor, op. 78. Certain it is that he was fond of playiDg 
the latter. 
The so-called “Moonlight Sonata” is almost as 
thickly encrusted with mythical narratives as a bottle of 
’47 port with cobwebs—narratives which do more credit, 
however, to the imagination than the veracity of their 
originators. 
Probably the most dramatic—if not the most bare¬ 
faced—of these impositions upon the credulity of musical 
human nature is a story printed some years ago, which 
describes the mighty man of Bonn walking, with his 
noble head sunk- upon his-breastr, in deep thought one1 
beautiful moonlit night, through a narrow and devious 
back street of Vienna. Suddenly, his impetuous stride 
is arrested in front of a poor tenement by the feeble 
tinkling of a timeworn harpsichord issuing from a room 
on the ground floor. But, although the voice of the 
battered chattel of an instrument was weak and quaver¬ 
ing with age and infirmities, the hands that awoke the 
echoes in iis dusty recesses were those of one in whom 
Beethoven’s keen perception recognized a fellow-member 
—albeit a humble one—of the Universal Brotherhood of 
Music. 
The door of the house standing slightly ajar, Beethoven 
walked unceremoniously into a small and poorly-fur¬ 
nished apartment, in which, .listening to the music the 
sweet-faced Fraulein was coaxing from the wire-filled 
old mummy-case,.were some three or four persons of 
various ages, with the sweet content of the satisfied 
music-lover printed on their faces. 
Without manifesting displeasure or embarrassment at 
the advent of the grave-looking, shabbily attired intruder, 
hour, which with her came at nine in the morning and'» Gretchen played calmly on to the end of a Mozhrtean 
. ,, ,, OL ... , , ... , Andante, upon which the stranger spake a few kindly 
two in the afteri on. She readily agreed to do this and wordsin praise of the taste and skill displayed, and the 
kept her word. I was surprised to hear her mother say little company begged of tneir somewhat uncouth-look- 
when she brought the little one for her next lesson : ing visitor to favor them with some music himself. 
“I don’t know what’s happened to Marjorie; I The “ only Beethoven,” now in an unusually gracious 
, , , . . „ , : . , . mood, sat down and ran his fingers over the worn and 
haven t hacx to tell her to practise once this week, and yenow keys, and soon there was such music issuing from 
she’s worked a good two hours and a half every day the venerable instrument as had never been galvanized 
without even looking at the clock.” out of it before. When at length a pause occurred in the 
* * * jg_ superhuman improvisation, one of the party, a man of 
* * mud and benevolent aspect, wiping the dewdrops of 
The average parent impresses me from the first as emotion from his eyes, ventured to inquire of the player, 
being the natural enemy of the music teacher, and when “ Who in Heaven’s name art thou, wonderful man ?” 
an unusually voluble mother appeared with a sleepy The player vouchsafed no verbal answer, but, with the 
looking boy or girl, whose stupidity could not be doubted, °/ Ifts S^Ron/irFltlLn^^^ j^ 
I felt certain she would declare the child a musical duced), and paused. 
“ phenomena,”, and expect me to start him out as a com As may be imagined, the effect upon the little gather- 
cert artist the next season. ing was more than electrical; all crowded around the 
A vision of a young ladywho called w.th Old Black “heCwonde/al bei7, ; who had, even then, come to be re- 
Joe,” and “ Come back ttf'Erin,” with variations—Borne garded as one of the mighty “ Masters in Music.” 
of them not to be found on the printed page—passes At this moment, the one candle, which had loDg been 
before me in vivid contrast to the quiet little Miss with . {jpvi°£ signs of approaching dissolution, indulged in a 
4 . . ... , ... -i^-final flare-up, and expired. The venerable individual 
the wistful blue eyes, ^ho, in visible fear and trembling, whQ had pre^0UBiy addressed the master now advanced 
played a Chopin nocturne in a way that brought its to the window, and opening wide the shutters, let a flood 
beauties before one in the most irresistible fashion, then of moonlight pour into the room.—Keyboard. 
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IN FOUR BOOKS: 
PART I.—The Ttvo-Mnger Exercises 
CSchool of Touch). 
PART II.—The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated (School of Brilliant Passages). 
PART III.—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (Passage School). 
PART IV.—School of Octave and Mramtra 
Playing. 
I PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch, and Teclmic 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the-beginner to the- 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil's mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason's System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their, estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason's System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of ^Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. 
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM. 
The question as to whether American students should 
go abroad for study iB still a vexed one. Much, pro and 
con, has be**n written about it. It may be viewed from 
so many standpoints, and the personal relationship of 
the writer, whoever he may be, to it, has so much bear¬ 
ing upon the value of his opinion that it promises to 
remain ah unsettled problem for some time. 
There come to the surface, however, occasional items of 
interest, which do much to decide individuals as to what 
is for their best interests. The following excerpts from 
letters by Fannie Edgar Thomas to the Musical Courier, 
from Paris, will be of great interest and help to intend¬ 
ing students abroad. She quotes M. Marsich, professor 
of violin at the Conservatory of Paris :— 
“ I feel intensely attracted toward America artistically. 
Never in the history of nations has there been a record 
of such prodigious, progressive enterprise, and at the 
same time a temperament endowed with such rich 
arlis ic material as is in America. She has no concep¬ 
tion of this latent power herself. We older countries 
see it for her. 
"I have studied with deep interest our American 
pnpils here. They are wholly different and much more 
susceptible musically than the English. 
“A.merieans are endowed with temperament, with 
rare intelligence and grasp of comprehension, and are 
like ourselves, as to intuition. They yield immensely to 
training. I feel I can do anything with them, but they 
are sadly crippled in two ways :— 
“ First, they lack the musical spirit that comes from 
reading, thinking, talking music. They have not pride 
in art or respect for it. They do not feel its importance. 
They have no standards as to what is good and bad. 
They are starved and consequently stunted and de¬ 
formed, but the physique is there. They do not 
breathe musical air ; they take it as we do our liquors 
and medicines, and alas ! many of the doses are of in¬ 
ferior quality. a 
“ Second, they lack correct primary musical instruc¬ 
tion. Their training seems to begin on top, at the end, 
in the middle. They build on air, and the structure is 
forever toppling. Great talent is being laid waste, 
great genius being suppressed, for the need of primary 
instruction. Music must begin with the children. 
American teaching seems to begin with grown up people 
and advanced work. No trade or profession is thus 
prepared for." 
Our difficulty is too much struggling to demonstrate 
4 my method " as the best, yea, the only sure thing. 
“ Unless endowed symmetrically, one should not make 
a life-work of music. It is no use starting upon a career 
with but one or two of the many gifts necessary to suc¬ 
cess. One highly endowed musically may fail through 
misconduct. Another by lack of application. Art is 
a complete circumstance. One must read, study, think 
work, behave. ’ 
As f° practice, it is quality, not quantity, that makes 
profitable practice. It depends on natural endowment 
and preparation. I seldom practised more than three 
hours a day. Some can study profitably through five 
and six. Mach of my thought was given to the analysis 
of motion." 
In keeping with the opening paragraph is our close. 
It the question as to whether American students should 
go abroad for study is a vexed one, the subject for dis- 
’ cussion presented in M. Marsick’s concluding paragraph 
is still more so. Will women ever excel in art? Now 
rises the din of discussion. Very earnest are the advo¬ 
cates on either side; many arguments do. they present 
to prove their various contentions. Much ink and good 
breath are need in the vain effort to settle the dispute. 
Meanwhile earnest, painstaking, indomitable teachers, 
writers, composers, players, singers, both men and 
women, go on doing good, great good, to musical life; 
uplifting and progressing the art and science of music to¬ 
day while our disputants are doing——what ? 
“ No, women in general will never excel in art, no 
matter what changes as to opportunity the world may 
offer them. They are not serious enough. Dress, 
vanity, adulation, beauty, most of all, sentiment, pre¬ 
vent. They are born to love and marry. They cannot 
sacrifice wbat is necessary for real art. Yes, it is a ques¬ 
tion of brain. Were the brain so constituted the instincts 
would accompany." 
Let me close with a question which may be answered. 
Why not let questions which do not bear upon the 
actual good of musical life settle themselves as they 
eventually will do, and devote onr energies to much 
needed reforms and questions of immediate and lasting 
benefit? A. L. Manchester. 
** Foreign criticisms^on American musical training are 
not always to be commended for their accuracy, but 
here iB one to the point. There is a 44 lack of the 
musical spirit that comes from reading, thinking, and 
talking music." 
.. Many teachers who read these lines will remember 
many instances in their own experience when this lack 
has been a fatal barrier in the way of progress. And, 
dare I say it, some who also read these lines will feel in 
their own consciousness, this lack. Then, again, we are 
all too familiar with 44 beginning on top to train.” We 
have all lamented the lack of perseverance and consci¬ 
entious, patient foundation building that prepares for 
higher work. Pages might be written concerning this 
serious drawback to musical progress in America. 
Our pupils must be church or operatic singers, organ¬ 
ists or teachers in a year. Such things as a careful lay¬ 
ing of preparatory foundation, a deliberate and ex¬ 
haustive development of details, or sweeping out to 
acquire breadth of culture, are not included in the plans 
of too many ambitious students. ' 
But it will not always be so ; the signs of promise are 
in the musical sky and the indications of better things 
can be seen on every hand. _ 
44 Wfiat you need is national music endowment. You 
need music_ schools supported by the Government for 
your infants, where music shall be absorbed With the 
first breath and food. The best musical training on earth 
is here in France—the maiirise, the solfege, the Conser¬ 
vatoire. It is ten times as good as in Berlin. English 
training is not much better than American. Solikge is 
the basis of musicianly training. It is the technique of 
music, to be conquered in childhood—the reading, spell¬ 
ing, notation intervals, rhythm, harmony principles, etc.” 
We do need official recognition of the value of music 
study. The proper teaching of solfeggio^tfl children is 
the basis for musical training. The development of the 
ear in acuteness and correctness of musical hearing, as 
well as the development of musical co^epts ; the ability 
to hear,, understand and discriminate even in the child 
arc necessities of musical training, and these mast be 
began in childhood. 
A PLEA FOB OUTSIDE STUDIESr 
BY THALEON BLAZE. 
The greatest aid to a professional musician, outside of 
his art, is a college education, or its equivalent in private 
study. 
The cultured and refined gentleman—the scholarly 
musician, is, happily, multiplying-of late years, since 
musicians have learned to their advantage, that the well- 
balanced brain must needs have had other training than 
art alone. 
It musicians wish a. higher recognition of their pro¬ 
fession,—if they desire to rank in influence and prestige 
with the physician, the lawyer, or the divine, they must 
become their equal educationally. A man thoroughly 
posted on musical matters, but uncouth in his speech, 
or boorish in his manners, is a decided bore, to say the 
least, to those with whom he cfomes in contact. No one 
can excuse a neglected education, for, “where there is 
a will, there is a way." 
The successful lawyer or scientist who is learned in 
his specialty is, almost without an exception, a well in¬ 
formed man along many other lines of mental activity. 
Musicians will not likely1 entertain the idea that they 
IUUUU uw —-1---- ..— ,  ~ 
No one conversant with those matters but will know 
that mastery of any of the “ learned " vocations demand 
the labor of a lifetime. The accomplishments of such 
men have been acquired at odd moments, or in the few 
regular hours spared daily from their professional labor. 
An hour or two given daily to studies not directly allied 
to art, though often a task at first, become, when perse¬ 
vered in, a pleasure, as new fields of thought are reached 
in which the mind can wander, and feed on the hidden 
sweets of new trut^ip. A change of employment i&, be¬ 
sides, beneficial ’ the brain, which thus rests when 
wearied by long application to other subjects. 
The~ profession at large could most likely find profit 
from much more “ outside " study. 
■<* 
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EDITED, ARRANGED IN GROUPS, AND THE FINGERING 
REVISED AND SUPPLEMENTED BT 
FRANKLIN TAYLOR. 
This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte 
technique, and to provide students with the means of 
attacking and overcoming the different special difficul¬ 
ties which have to be encountered. (With this view, the 
Studies have been arranged in groups, those in each 
group being placed in progressive order and having 
reference to some one particular difficulty.) The greater 
part of the Studies themselves have heeE selected 
from the standard works of the most eminent 
Study-writers, and with these are included numerous 
others which, though of equally great practical utility, 
havye hitherto been less generally accessible. 
1. FIVE-FINGER STUDIES .Fart 1 
u »  « 2 
3. SC A EES .. .Fart 1 
4. “    “ 2 
5. BROKEN CHORDS.Fart 1 
6. . « “ .. “ 2 
7. “ «  “ 3 
8. “ “     “ 4 
“ .<   u 5 
10. EEFT HAND.Fart I 
u it    tt 2 
12. — “- “ - “ 3 
13. “ “  “ 4 
14. ARFEGGIO.Fart 1 
15. “ . “ 2 
16. “ .  “ 3 
17. VEEOCITX .Fart .1 
[Oar snbscrlhen are Invited to send in questions for this depart¬ 
ment. Please write them on one side of the paper only, and not 
with other things on the same sheet In Evkbt Cask the 
Wsetke’s Font. Address must be Given, or the questions will 
receive no attention. In no case will the writer’s name be printed 
to the questions In Tecs Etude. Questions that have no general 
Interest will not receive attention.] 
N. B. C.—The name of Bartholdy, which is sometimes^found in 
connection with Mendelssohn’s name, is the maiden name of his 
mother. As she was of distinguished family, this means was taken 
to retain her name after marriage. 
M. A. M.—Ethelbert Kevin was born in Pittsburgh, 1862, and now 
makes his home in Boston. He was a pupil of Carl Kiindworth and 
Hans von Btilow. 
J. L. McC.—The following are the opus of von Wilm that are suit¬ 
able for children: Opus 81 and 12 ; of Gurlitt, opus 107,101, and 197, 
are good for that purpose. 
B. M.—Eduard Lassen is a Danish composer, born in Copenhagen, 
April 13, 1830. He is one of the foremost song-writers of the present 
day, and an eminent conductor. Has composed several operas, 
orchestral and choral works, pianoforte music, etc. 
K. S., Nevada, Mo.—The new International pitch for A is 435 
vibrations. C sharp bears to A the ratio of 5 to 4, and E bears to A 
the ratio of 6 to 4 (or 3 to 2). With these data you can calculate the 
number of vibrations of C sharp and E by the simple rule of three. 
B. M. H., Norwalk, Ohio.—Con espansione means expansively; 
con traporte means with transport; enthusiastically. 
A. L. B., Marlboro, Mass.—What you need is a good musical dic¬ 
tionary, such as the publisher of The Etude can furnish you. If 
you find word3 which are not in your dictionary, let me know and 
I will try to help you out. 
2 Tyrolienne is pronounced tee-ro-lee-en; diatonic with the two 
i’s long and the o short; climax with long i, a as in axe, and the 
accent on the first syllable; Schottische, shortish. 
3. A chromatic semitone is expressed by notes written on the 
same statFdegree, as C, C sharp; a diatonic semitone requires two 
staff degrees for its representation, as C, D flat. 
FIGURES IN SEQUENCE.Fart 1 
66 ((   46 g 
BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS, AND OC- . 
TAVE8...Fart 1 
BROKEN THIRDS, SIXTHS, AND OC¬ 
TAVES.   “ 2 
. SHAKES.  Part 1 S8. HAKES.....Part
28. <s ..  “ 2 
*0. “ . \. “ 3 
11. DOUBLE NOTES.Fart 1 
12. “ “ ...... “ 2 
13. “ “    « 3 
14. “ “  « 4 
*5. OCTAVES.Fart 1 
16. “ ...  « 2 
17. CHORDS .Part 1 
*8. “  « 2 
19. STACCATO. 
10. REPETITION AND TREMOLO......Fart 1 
11. “ “ “ . « 2 
12. “ “ “  « 3 
13. PART-PLAYING .. Fart 1 
14. “ «• • . . « 2 
15. ’ ORNAMENTS....Part 1 
16. “  « 2 
17. ACCOMPANIED MEEODY. .Part i 
18. “  « 2 
ip. EXTENSIONS’AND SKIPS.Part I 
50. “ “ “ .. « 2 
51. RHYTHM......Fart I 
52. “    “ 2 
FIFTY-TWO BOOKS, PBICE 50 GTS. EACH. 
NOVELLO, EWER & CO., 
21 EAST 17th STREET (8 Doors West of Broadway), 
NEW YORK. 
4. The character \ . . /, means portato, or legato-staccato; It 
signifies that the note over which it is placed is to be slightly de¬ 
tached and played quite heavily. 
5. Try Loesehhorn's studies, Op. 66, after Koehler’s Op. 50. 
J. C. F. 
A. B. C.—Please explain common, triple, and compound time. I 
find the subject anything but clear in “ Burrows’ Primer.” 
Ans.—Simple time has two, and three beats to a measure. Com¬ 
pound time is made by putting two or more measures of simple into 
one longer measure. The so-called “ common time,” is made by put¬ 
ting together two measures of~two heart, thus making a measure of~ 
four beats, hence the necessity for the accent on the third beat, this 
being an accented beat in the original, for, as you doubtless know, 
the first tone of every measure has an accent. Six time is made by 
putting together two measures of three beats, so making a measure 
of. six beats, the accents falling on the first and fourth beats. Nine 
.time is made of three measures of three beats, thus'having aeeents 
on the first, fourth, and seventh beats. Twelve time is made of two 
measures of six heats, which is really a “ double compound time.” 
This is why the accents are stronger on the first and seventh beats, 
and lighter on the fourth and tenth beats. C. W. L. 
-N. R.—1. How can I make a pupil count aloud ? She has taken 
lessons for two years hefore coming to me, and now says that she 
cannot count. 
2. How can a pupil be taught to play without letting the nails hit 
the keys ? The pupil in mind keeps np a continual clicking of nails 
on the ivory. 
Ans.—1. Take a slow piece of complicated time, such as an easy 
organ piece (see Vol. H, of “ Landon’s Reed Organ Melodious 
Studies," or one of Bach’s “ Inventions "), and require each note to 
have its own just and exact time-value, holding every key its true 
duration. This requires that the popil should make a special study 
of time, calculating how long to hold the key for each note. The 
pieces and studies selected should be otherwise easy, yet full of time 
difficulties. Also, play four-hand arrangements of classic music 
with her. The pupil must be taught to think or calculate out 
the true value of each note, and then to count it aloud, feeling 
itB rhythm. 
2. Keep the nails short; but give scales and easy studies for the ' 
express purpose of feeling the contact of the finger with its key on 
the ball, or tip of the finger, somewhat back from the nail. Make a 
specialty of feeling the place of finger-contact, playing only for this 
feeling. G. W. L. 
C. T.—One rt called upon to play when he feels that his fingers are 
stiff and will not go well. Is there any quick way to nimble them up? 
Ans.—Yes. Straighten out the fingers and close them at the 
middle, or second joint, hot too firmly, however; close them so that 
the balls of the fingers press the roots of the fingers lightly. Then 
close the whole fist with somewhat of a firm grasp; open and Bhut 
the fist several times. Also, rub the palms till the friction makes 
them glow. C. W. L. 
N. B.—1. Is it advisable to use instruction books ? /I see that they 
are discouraged by some writers. / 
H. Should scales be taught during the first term, tp a beginner ? 
3. I have a pupil who has taken a term, but has accomplished 
nothing. How can I wake her up musically ? j 
Ans.—1. There may be a few teachers who have had sufficient ex¬ 
perience to gertalong as well without as with an instruction book; 
but the great majority of teachers need the graded and well laid 
out plan of Instruction found in first-class instruction books. Lan¬ 
don’s “ Pianoforte Method ” gives carefully-arranged material for 
the first lessons, beginning at the very beginning, and covering the 
ground most thoroughly, yet in an interesting and pleasing way. It . 
calls out the native feeling for music that there may be in the pupil. 
2. Scales can be taught the latter part of the first term of leBBOns 
to the average pupil; but there needs to be preparation for them in 
a separate drill of the thumb in passing under the hand, and of the 
third and fourth fingers in passing over the thumb. It is also well 
that the pupil should first feel a need of knowing how to play a run. 
This is all provided for in the above-mentioned Method. 
3. Try easy four-hand music. Be sure to select some very easy 
and pleasing melody for her, and teach her in your presence to play 
a period or more of it by accurate repetitions of measures, over and 
over, then the same with phrases, then the whole period, calling her 
particular attention to the fact that each phrase really says some¬ 
thing to her; thiB after she can play it fairly. Teach her that she 
can make the piano sing, and lead her to listen for musical effects. 
Get her to sing short melodies, and then to pick them out on the 
piano by ear. When the child finds that she is making real music, 
rather than merely playing notes and keys, if there is any music in 
-,her soul, she will begin to realize pleasure, then comes interest and 
success. 
_ A. P.—1, Can a beginner take lessons on a piano and do his prac¬ 
tice bn a reed organ, and accomplish good results in fingering and 
in general advancement? , 
2. What are the best manuals or methods of harmony for classes ? 
Ans.—1. So far as note-values, letters, names of keys, and the 
common things of notation are concerned, yes; but the more diffi¬ 
cult part of playing, piano-touch, cannot be learned in that way. But, 
if the pupil is to continue a reed organ player, he can take his les¬ 
sons on a piano, even to a distinct gain in some things. However, 
his teacher should give him special instruction in the best use of his 
organ. 
2. It all depends. Howard’s “Method of Harmony” is one of the 
most popular; Weitzman’s is good. The newest is Goodrich’B “ Har¬ 
mony from the Composer’s Standpoint." Clark’s “ Method for Piano 
Students ” is easy and good. C. W. L. 
M. K. T.—Will The Etude give the correct pronunciation of the 
Welsh word Eisteddfod ? 
Ans —It sounds better than it lboks. An authority gives its pro¬ 
nunciation as follows: “Pronounce the first syllable as i in idol, 
only lightly accenting the second syllable, which is pronounced 
stethe, and the third vod—i-stethe-vod.” 
G. F. W.—Are reed organ makers advancing the quality of their 
work from the tone-quality side ? 
Ans.—Since the success of the Vocalion the best organ makers 
have been experimenting with pressure bellows, suction bellows 
only being foundin the common reed organ. Three or four leading 
firms now advertise improved instruments—organs that have new 
effects and greater art capabilities. Progressive teachers will do well 
to give this subject careful attention, and when opportunity pre¬ 
sents itself to examine these new instruments. It is a pity that 
mnaieal people do not also have a good reed organ in. the music room 
with the piano, for there is a wealth of superb and sublime music 
that is finely arranged for the two instruments together, and also 
with the addition of the violin, flute, or cornet. The reed organ is 
gaining in popularity with the best musicians, for the leading 
makers are now.making an instrument that challenges favorable 
attention. C. W. L. 
F. R. A.—lam amusical amateur and my business takes me among 
musical people. I hear a great deal of amateur playing, but so few 
who play with any satisfaction. This Is often aa true of those who 
have a good technique and keep up their practice as of the less am¬ 
bitious pianists. What is the cause of thiB? . 
■ Ans—Your.question should have a series of articles rather than 
a short paragraph for its answer. Granted that there is a love of 
music and good musical talent, it is evident that there is a lack of 
‘ clear phrasing, of contrast, and especlafi^ of the really soft pianis¬ 
simo in expression. Then, again, there is a lack of refiqed feeling, 
of a due appreciation of the necessity of a finer doing of the very 
small things that make up superior playing. Too many amateurs 
try to astonish rather than please; they attempt showy music rather 
than musical music. As “ salt spoils the taste of food that has no 
salt in it," so much of the lack you speak of is a lack of touch. Too 
many players allow harder passages to go uneonquered. Almost 
universal is the fault of attempting pieces that are beyond the 
player's musical and technical powers of good playing. C. W. L. 
' E. T. O.—There is quite a number of people here who are musical. 
; What can we do for mutual improvement, and for elevating the 
musical tone of our town ? 
i • Ans.—First organize a musical club, at which you shall have good 
i programs played and sung, and essays givon. Arrange with good 
i artists to give you recitals, and let each member of the club sell 
i tickets, and by your combined efforts you can sell enough to make a 
recital a financial success. - C. W. L. 
) 8. B. C.—One of the most satisfactory piano methods for the 
’ youngest pupil is Landon’s. “Kohler’s Method," Vol. I, which is 
> originally published in the LitollFedition, is also very good, 
t The characters used in Gradus ad Parnassum, at the bottom of 
i pages five and eight of “ Mathews’ Graded Course,” are double whole 
t notes, and this is the customary way of writing them. * 
s
M. H.—There is a story of the “ Moonlight Sonata” in another 
part of the paper. I would advise you to get Beethoven’s “ Sonatas 
r Explained,” by von Elterlein. 
G. S.—“Oxon" means Oxford. The degree of Mus. Doc? being 
1 beftowed by the Umjeraity of Oxford. 
M. S. N.—George Nevin, the song writer, is not related to Ethel- 
; bert Nevin. A Bhort sketch of the latter will be found In another 
1 answer in this issue. 
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Marie H., Ont.—A girl who can learn to play tlie piano can ordi¬ 
narily learn to play the Ante, and if she is delicate in the sense of 
not haying good vital capacity or breathing power, flute praotice in 
moderation will do her more good and less harm than piano practice. 
The breathing exercises of any gymnastic system are to be recom¬ 
mended as preparatory to flute study, and any reliable music dealer 
can furnish a good instruction book for the instrument. 
Mbs. T. F., Wis.—It is excellent discipline to practise technical 
Anger w.ork in such positions as require the thumb to play black 
keys; but, in playing everything should be done in the easiest pos¬ 
sible manner. The pushing of the forearm forward and backward, 
as is necessary to get the thumb over the black keys, is an exertion, 
a^ds^pultUhn, avoided, unless something is gained that is of com¬ 
mensurate value. When such a gain is possible, no rule, by whom¬ 
soever made, should ever be allowed to stand in the way of the 
exertion. 
K. H., Mich.—1. ITausig’s fifth selection from Clementi’s ■ ‘ Gradus ” 
(original No. 95), is undoubtedly intended to cultivate the rhythmi¬ 
cal sense. Every mathematician knows that if the Arabic decimal 
system of numeration—which grew out of the primitive custom of 
counting on the fingers—could he superseded by the duodecimal 
system it would greatly facilitate computation, because it would so 
largely increase the integral aliquot parts of the numbers expressed 
by the unit followed by one or more ciphers. In the decimal system 
there are but two such parts—2 and 5—while in the duodecimal there 
are four—2,3, 4, and 6—and one of the two—5—seemB to be grasped by 
the ordinary mind with great difficulty, in its relations to unity. On 
account of this difficulty quintuple rhy tiffin and extended quintolets 
are very rarely written, and septuple rhythm has never been at¬ 
tempted, to the writer’s knowledge, and would probably prove, if 
undertaken, simply impossible of execution; it would inevitably he 
treated as an alternation of four and three subdivisions of the half 
of eight. Pupils commonly treat five in the same way, as three and 
two, subdivisions of halves of six; and the study in question is de¬ 
signed to give practice in conceiving and executing five equal sub¬ 
divisions of a single beat. This is difficult even where the other hand 
executes but one note to the beat, and doubly so when it executes 
two equal notes to the beat. The best way of acquiring the necessary 
skill is by practising slowly at,the clavier with but a single accent to 
the/group, and till the clicks are recognized as perfectly equidistant 
in each hand, separately and together; and when this can be done ■ 
without hesitation the first time trying at a new undertaking of 
practice, then going at once to double the speed at which success is 
assured. The attempt to gradually accelerate the tempo at which 
the feat can be accomplished, is almost certain to lead to a lengthen¬ 
ing of the last note of the quintolet till it becomes really a sextolet. 
Where the other hand plays a sixteenth and dotted eighth to the 
beat, it is sufficient to regard the sixteenth as a fifth of the quarter, 
and the dotted eighth as filling the remainder of thehBat. H. G. H. 
2. Good piano playing consists in doing everything required by a 
composition in the easiest possible -way. This requires one to train 
all fingers till they shall be able to produce tones of exactly equal 
value, and this again means the favoring of the weak little fingers 
and the resisting of the strong ones. The favoring of the weak little 
finger is accomplished by holding its root so high that it can be 
given greater movement and momentum than is accorded the index 
and middle fingers, without greater exertion. The idea that the 
little or any other finger must be prevented from acting in sympathy 
with its neighbor, when the former is not in use, is an idea like that 
of all work and no play, which makes Jack a dull boy, and makes 
fingers very tired and lifeless. Let them do what they will except 
mischief when you have no special use for them, and they will serve 
you better when you need them. 
GENERAL REVIEW IN HARMONY. 
What is an interval ? 
What are degrees ? 
What are steps and half-steps ? 
Give the general divisions of intervals, with their 
' subdivisions, and the steps contained in each. 
5. How far are degrees reckoned in naming intervals ? 
6. How are tenths, elevenths, etc., usually reckoned? 
7U3Tve examples of. 
8. What is the interval from C sharp to A flat ? 
.< tt 4« U p “ “ E “ 
it It ■ ll ll Q Ik ii Q. (i 
What is an enharmonic interval ? Example. 
Which intervals are consonant ? 
Which"are the perfect consonances? 
“ “ imperfect “ 
When is an interval said to be inverted ? 
What changes result from inverting a prime, second, 
third, etc. ? 
How is the character of intervals affected by inver¬ 
sion? 
What is the meaning of diatonic t 
“ “ “ “ chromatic f 
What is the difference between a diatonic and a 
chromatic semitone ? 
What are the names of the different octaves? 
How are the different octaves designated by letters ? 
Where is two-tined D t 
“ great Et 
“ four-lined Gf 
“ contra Bt 
“ one lined, or middle Ct 
“ three-lined F t 






















































What is the ascending order of intervals of the major 
scale ? ^ 
What is the object of transposing the scale, or 
key? 
What is the natural order of transposing the scales, 
and why? 
How far may we transpose the scale by fifths ? 
“ “ “ fourths? . 
What is the utility of both systems, sharps'and flats ; 
and why do we substitute one for the other, as, 
two flats for ten sharps, etc. ? 
Give the theoretical names of the degrees of a dia¬ 
tonic scale? 
In the key of G, which is the dominant? 
“ P sharp, which is the leading tone? 
“ B flat, which is the sub-dominant ? 
What is the name of sab-dominant in the key of E 
flat ? 
What is the name of super tonic in the key of A? 
“ “ . “ dominant “ “ F? 
In what major key is F the mediant ? 
“ “ “ leading tone ? 
“ G sharp the dominant ? 
What is the signature of B flat major ? 
“ “E “ 
“ “ “ “ Aflat “ 
When are keys said to be related ? 
What is the relative minor of a major key ? 
“ “ F sharp major? 
G flat 
C “ 
P minor ? 
A flat minor ? 
C sharp minor ? 
C minor ? 
B flat minor ? 
F “ 
two keys have the signature of 2 sharps ? 
“ “ “ “ 3flat? 
“ “ “ “ 1 sharp? 
are the essential intervals of a common chord, 
or triad ? ’ , 






















































“is the. difference between a diminished and a 
minor triad ? 
What is the difference between a diminished and a 
major triad ? 
What is the difference between a diminished and an 
augmented triad ? 
What is-tbe difference between a minor and a major 
triad ? 
What is the difference between a minor and an aug¬ 
mented triad ? 
What is the difference between a major and an aug¬ 
mented triad? 
What is the prominent character of a'major triad? 
“ “ “ « “ minor “ 
“ “ “ “ “ dim’d “ 
“ “ “ “ ofahaug’d “ 
Upon which degrees of the major scale do we find 
major triads? 
Upon which degrees of the major scale do we find 
minor triads? 
Is there any other variety here presented, and if so, 
what? 
Name the root and character of each of the follow¬ 
ing triads: CEG, BGD, ACP, B flat DG, G 
sharp EB, E flat CA flat, AFDFD. 
Write the diminished, minor, major and augmented 
triads of E. 
A SIDE TALK WITH PARENTS. 






















The faithful Penelope who unravelled daring the 
night all the ingenious mesh her fingers had woven in 
the daytime, had. in her madness a method which 
claims our admiration. Bat what can we say in defense 
of those who pursue similar tactics with no other aim 
than a wanton destruction of the results of labor ? And 
what can those parents say in their own defense, who 
spend their hard-won money in procuring musical tuition 
for their children, and as zealously spend their energies 
in destroying the effect of such tuition? “In what 
way?” Let me explain. 
As a preliminary to the explanation, arise other 
questions to be answered. Ont of the hundreds and 
thousands of young people who take music lessons, how 
many ever develop into even fair players? How'many 
“ graduate ” so to speak, without ability to play a waltz 
in time, or a march with spirit ? How many droj> their 
music with relief as soon as they readr-wi age at which 
they are allowed to judge for themselves^ What pro¬ 
cess has been at work turning that which ought to be 
a soul-elevating, pleasure-blessed accomplishment into 
an irksome burden to be shaken off as soon as may be ? 
Where lies the blame ? 
To be sure, a certain small percentage of young peo¬ 
ple seem to be born “ shiftless,” and much is never ex¬ 
pected of them. They are given music just as feathers 
are put in their hats, because it is the style. Then there 
are others who are forced to practise in spite of their 
manifest lack of musical aptitude. This forcing has 
oftentimes been written about in terms which represent 
it as an injustice to the child, but surely it is less of an 
injustice than never to have given him a chance at all. 
After making the above mentioned allowances there 
still remains unaccounted for, an enormous number of 
deserters. 
The cause is to be sought for in a deeper injustice, a 
more grievous error,—I refer to the eternal snnbbing - 
the little student receives at hofne from its nearest rela¬ 
tives. 
“ Don’t pick ont tunes with one finger,—you make me 
nervous.” 1 
“For mercy’s sake, shut the piano and stop drum¬ 
ming ! ’ ’ 
“ Can’t you put on the soft pedal ? I want to read ?” 
“I’m sorry yon ever learned anote. You do nothing 
bnt strum.” 
Or the remarks have a contrary but equally vexatious 
significance:—“Put down that book, and go to your 
practice.” • B 
“Lazy child! if you were at your practice instead of 
lolling in bed, I would be less ashamed of you.” 
And so on, ad infinitum, but^all adding to the pupil’s 
growing disgust of the piano. Their music is always 
impressed upon them as a task. They are too often co¬ 
erced and bullied into playing their “pieces,” the par¬ 
ent demanding the exhibition as a sort of quid pro quo 
for the money expended, instead of being asked to con¬ 
tribute their music as an addition to the family fireside 
pleasure. They need to be encouraged, not by being 
shown off to visitors (and probably “blown up” for 
blunders on the visitor’s departure) but by the subtle 
sympathetic encouragement which lies in being shown 
that their music is a divine blessing, a powerful joy-giver. 
Annoying, lazy, ungrateful little baggages children 
often appear, but what sensitive, suffering little things 
they really are! Scarce an hour can pass bnt their 
honor is insulted, or their quaintly shrined modesty is 
shocked, or their sensibilities are wrung and tortured. 
Remarks like those quoted above have extraordinary 
potency, not only to sting a young person, but to stick 
and cling and rankle. The older person sees what the 
child does not, that devotion to. scales and exercises is 
necessary to .produce the skilful player, but if once a 
child learns a love of music it will learn for and by 
itself to appreciate the value of earnest work. Their 
voluntary application will be of immeasurably more 
benefit to them than the compulsory practice, against 
which their hearts rebel and their very muscles pro¬ 
test. 
How then, may this necessary love for their music be 
'brought to them, or developed within them? It will 
come when the piano is removed from the lonely horror 
of the “ best parlor,” and placed in the sitting room ; it 
will come when the little students are allowed, (not law¬ 
lessly bnt in the proper hours) to pick out their harmless 
little tnnes, and compose their monotonous little airs; 
it will come when their practice hoar is artfully chosen. 
so as not to clash eternally with their dearly prized 
playtimes-and outdoor enjoyments. Above all will it 
come when they are taught the wonderful mystery that 
music is a speech, a language which will translate their 
wayward moods in intelligible harmonies,—that music 
is a divine expression. Never fear lest they may not 
comprehend. Nothing is too high and holy for a child 
to get a/gfimpse of. It is easy to bring to little children, 
whose matures are thrilling with a passionate apprecia¬ 
tion of all mysticism, a comprehension of what is often¬ 
times grasped so late,—theSsignification of musical 
sounds to interpret the divinations of the human heart. 
Then will it be borne in upon them that music is . too 
holy a gift to-be miBnsed, too far-reaching a power to be 
lightly thrown aside. ^ 
LIPE OP RIOHABD WAGNER. < 
_ i 
WRITTEN BY HIMSELF, < 
- I 
My name is Wilhelm Richard Wagner, and I was born i 
in Leipzig on the twenty-second day of May, 1813. My i 
father, who was a police actuary, died six months after < 
my birth. 1 
My step-father, Ludwig Gever, was an actor and a i 
painter, and had written several comedies,—one of 
which, “ The Slaughter of the Innocents,” had consid¬ 
erable success. The family went to live with him in l 
Ik^den. He wished to make a painter of me, but I i 
hadrtfSmdudiy=lio talent for drawing. ] 
mV step father, too, died early—when I was only 1 
seven years old. A little while before his death I had 
learned to play on the piano “ Ueb’ immer Treu und 1 
Redlichkeit” and the “ Jungfernkranz,” then quite a ’ 
novelty; and on the day before he died he-had me play i 
them both over to, him in an adjoiniug room. I heard i 
him say in a'faint voice to my mother, “ What if he 
should have a talent for music ? ” 
Early the next day, after he was dead, our mother 
catne into the nursery, and said something to each of ns 
children; to me she said, “ He hoped-that something 
worth having might be made of you.” ~ 
And I remember that I long imagined something 
would be made of me. 
With my ninth year I entered the Dresden Kreuz- 
schule. I wanted to study ; I had no thought of music. 
Two of my sisters were learning to play the piano ; but 
I listened to them without taking lessons myself. 
Nothing pleased me so much as “ Der Freischutz.” 
I often saw Weber pass our house when he came out of 
the rehearsals. I always looked upon him with religious 
HWG» „ 
At last my private tutor, who taught me to construe 
Cornelius Nepos, had to give me piano lessons as well. 
I had hardly finished the first exercises in fingering when 
I began secretly to study the overture to the “ Freis- 
chiitz,” at first without notes. My teacher once over¬ 
heard me doing this, and pronounced that I would come 
to nothing. He was right ; I have never in my life 
- learned to play the piano. Still, I played then for my¬ 
self alone,—nothing but overtures, and these with the 
most terrible fingering. It was impossible for me to 
play a passage clearly, and in this way I came to have a 
great horror of all “ runs. ’5 
■ In Mozart’s music I only liked the overture to the 
“Magic Flute; ” “Don Juan ” I disliked because it 
had the Italian text under it; this seemed to me su¬ 
premely ridiculous. 
This whole connection with music, however, was en¬ 
tirely a thing of secondary importance. Greek, Latin, 
Mythology, and Ancient History made up my chief em¬ 
ployment. I made verses, too. On one occasion a 
school-fellow of ours had died, and the teachers set us 
the task of writing a poem on his death. The best poem 
was to be printed. Mine was printed, but only after L 
had cut out of it a good deal of bombast. I was then 
eleven years old. 
I now longed to be a poet. I projected tragedies after 
the Greek model, incited thereto by reading Apel’s trag¬ 
edies, “Polyidos,” “The Aikolians,” and the rest. I 
was thought at school to be apt at literary studies; even 
while I was in the third form I had translated the first 
twelve books of the Odyssey. At one time I began to 
learn-English solely that I might know Shakespeare 
thoroughly. I even made a metrical translation of 
Romeo’s monologue. 
My English, however, I soon dropped ; but Shakes¬ 
peare remained my model. I projected a great tragedy, 
more or less a compound of Hamlet and Lear. The 
plan was on the most stupendous scale. Forty two per¬ 
sons perished in the course of the piece ; and in order 
to perform it I found myself compelled to reintroduce 
the majority of them as ghosts; for otherwise I should 
have exhausted my personnel. 
. —-i This piece occupied my attention for two years, during 
which time I left Dresden and the Kreuzschule and 
^went to Leipzig. There, at the Nicholas seminary, I 
was put into the third form, after I had been in the sec¬ 
ond at the Dresden school; and this circnmstance so 
embittered me that from this time I let all my philo¬ 
logical studies go by the board I was idle and disor¬ 
derly ; and only my great tragedy kept its place in my 
heart. 
While I was finishing it, I made, at the Leipzig Ge- 
wandhaus concerts, my first acquaintance with Beet¬ 
hoven’s music. The impression it made upon me was 
powerful to the last degree. I made friends with Moz¬ 
art, too, especially through his Requiem. Beethoven’s 
music in Egmont so excited me, that I determined that 
my now completed tragedy should not proceed a step 
farther without being provided with just such accompani¬ 
ment. 
Without hesitation I put full confidence in my own 
ability to write this necessary music myself ; at the same 
time I thought it best to get a few of the chief rules of 
thorough-bass clearly in my mind. In order to do this 
rapidly I borrowed Logier’s “ Thorough-bass Method ” 
for a week, and studied it zealously ; but the study did 
not bear such quick fruit as I had imagined. The diffi¬ 
culties delighted and fascinated me. I decided to be a s 
musician. j: 
Meanwhile, however, my great tragedy had been dis- t 
covered by the family. They were extremely annoyed z 
at it; for it was now revealed that I had utterly neglec- r 
ted my school studies for it; and I was thenceforth kept v 
rigidly to their diligent continuance. Under these cir- g 
cumstances I kept my secret profession of music to my- £ 
self; but 1 nevertheless composed, in tfr^ greatest I 
secrecy, a sonata, a quartette, and an aria. s 
When I felt my musical studies sufficiently advanced, z 
I at last came out with the disclosure. Naturally, I had y 
to meet with much opposition ; for my relatives looked g 
upon my inclination for music as also nothing but a s 
passing fancy, since it was not justified by any prepara¬ 
tory studies, or especially by skill in any instrument. ( 
I was then in my sixteenth year, and infected with the t 
wildest mysticism by reading Hoffman; during the day, ] 
while half dozing, 1 had visions in which fundamentals,, 
thirds, and fifths appeared to me incarnate, and revealed i 
to me their wonderful meaning; what I wrote of them 1 
was the purest nonsense. At last I was put under the ! 
teaching of a capable music-master. The poor man 1 
had sad trouble with me ; he had to explain to me that 1 
what I looked upon as marvellous figures and powers ] 
were really intervals and chords. What could be more i 
disappointing for my family than to find that I proved 
myself careless and unsystematic in this study also ? 
My teacher shook his head ; and it certainly looked 
as though in this, too, I should come to nothing sensible. 
My zeal for study gradually died away, and I preferred 
to write overtures tor a full orchestra, one of which was 
once produced in the Leipzig theatre. 
These overtures formed the culminating-point of my 
absurdities. 1 chose, to aid the clearer comprehension 
of any one who should study the parts, to write them in 
three different inks,—the stringed instruments red, the 
reed instruments green, and the brass instruments black. 
Beethoven’s ninth symphony was to be a mere Pleyel’s 
sonata beside this wonderfully composed overture. 
When it came to be performed I was especially injured 
by the regular repetition, every four bars-throughout the 
piece, of a recurring fortissimo pound upon the drum : 
the audience soon passed from their original wonder at 
the obstinacy of the drummer, into unconcealed disgust; 
and thence into a levity that wounded me deeply. This 
first performance of a piece of my composition left a 
deep impression upon me. 
Now came the revolution of July (1830). With one 
bound I became a revolutionist, and adopted the opinion 
that every man with any aspiration should devote him¬ 
self exclusively to politics. I enjoyed nothing but asso¬ 
ciation with political literati; I even began an overture 
dealing with a political theme.- 
Thus I left school and entered the university; not, 
indeed, to pursne any one of the studies of the faculties, 
for 1 had really determined upon musical study ; but to 
hear lectures on philosophy and aesthetics. 
From thiB opportunity to educate myself, I derived 
practically no profit; I rather gave myselfrup to every 
kind of student’s excesses, and with such recklessness 
and ardor that they soon disgusted me. At thiB period 
I gave my people great trouble, and my music was al¬ 
most utterly neglected. 
I soon came to my senses, however ; I felt the neces¬ 
sity of beginning anew, and strictly disciplining myself 
in my musical studies ; and Providence led me to the 
right man to inspire me with new love for the pursuit, 
and to rectify it by the most thorough teaching. This 
man was Theodor Weinlig, cantor at the St. Thomas 
seminary in Leipzig. Though I had already made some 
attempts at the study of fugue, I began with him for the 
first time the really thorough'study of counterpoint, 
which he had the happy faculty of making the pupil 
learn as he played. 
At this period I first learned to really know and love 
Mozart. I composed a sonata, in which I freed myself 
from all bombast, and committed myBelf to a natural and 
unforced style. This very simple and modest work ap¬ 
peared in print, published by Breitkopf and Hartel. 
My studies with Weinlig were over in less than half a 
year; he himself let me leave his teaching after he had 
carried me so far that I was able to solve easily the most 
difficult problems of counterpoint. 
“ What you have gained through this dry study,” he 
said to me, “ is self reliance.” 
During these same six months I also wrote an overture 
after the model of Beethoven, whom I now understood 
somewhat better ; and it was played amid encouraging 
■ applause at one of the Gewandhaus concerts. After 
several other works, I also set to work at a symphony ; 
and to my chief model, Beethoven, I joined Mozart, es- 
i pecially his great symphony in C major. Clearness and 
; strength were what I strove for in this, though amid 
> many singular errors. 
On the completion of the symphony, I made, in the 
summer of 1832, a journey to Vienna, with the sole 
i object of making a hurried acquaintance with the much- 
v praised musical city. What I heard and saw there im- 
f proved me little; wherever I went I beard “2&mpa,” 
i and pot-pourris of ZampUyby Strauss. Both—especially 
’ at that time—were horroii for me;- On my return I 
[ stayed awhile in Prague, whete I made the acquaintance 
- of Dionysius Weber, and Tomaschek ; the former had 
everal of my compositions, among them my symphony, 
played in the Conservatory. There, too, I composed 
he text for a tragic opera—“ The Nuptials ” (Die Hoch- 
eit). I no longer remember where I got the mediaeval 
material for it;—a mad lover climbs to the chamber- 
window of his friend’s bride, where she awaits her bride¬ 
room. The bride struggles with the madman, and 
hurls him down into the court, where he, crushed by the 
fall, expires. At his burial, the bride, with a shriek, 
inks dead beside the corpse. When I returned to Leip¬ 
ig, I at once composed the first number of this opera, 
which contained a grand sextette which pleased Weinlig 
reatly; but my sister disliked the libretto, and I de¬ 
troyed it all. 
In January, 1833, my symphony was performed in a 
Gewandhaus concert, and received much encouraging 
applause. About this time I became acquainted with 
Laube. 
I made a journey to Wurzburg to visit my brother, and 
remained there during the whole year 1833 ; my brother 
was very useful to me, for he was an experienced singer. 
During the year, I wrote a romantic opera in three acts 
“ The Fairies ” (Die Feen),—for which I had composed— 
the libretto after Gozzi’s “Serpent Woman.” Beet¬ 
hoven and Weber were my moaelB. Many of the general 
effects were good; the finale of the second act especially 
gave promise of considerable effect. Whatever I had 
played in concerts at Wurzburg was also successful; and 
I went back to Leipzig with high hopes for the work I 
had finished, and offered it to the director of the theatre 
there for public production. 
In spite of the willingness he expressed at first to carry 
out my wishes, I soon learned what every German com¬ 
poser baa to learn in these days,*—that we have been 
crowded from our own stage by the success of French¬ 
men and Italians, and that the production of our operas 
is a favor that we must beg for. My “ Fairies ” was de¬ 
layed indefinitely. 
. In the meantime I heard Devrient sing in Bellini’s 
“ Romeo and Juliet.” I was amazed to hear such a 
remarkable performance of Buch utterly insignificant 
music. I was driven to despair at the means that could 
lead to so great a success. I was far from attributing 
any great merit to Bellini; yet the material of which his 
music was made seemed to me nevertheless better calcu 
lated to diffuse life and warmth than the careful and 
anxious conscientiousness with which we Germans gen¬ 
erally brought about only a tortured semblance of reality. 
The feeble tameness of the modern Italians, and the 
trifling frivolities of the French, seemed to challenge 
the earnest, conscientious Germans to make themselves 
masters of the better chosen and elaborated material of 
their rivals in order to vastly improve upon them by 
using it for real works of art. 
(3b be Continued,.) 
INSTRUCTIVE HINTS. 
BY ROBERT GOLDBECK. 
The more rapid the execution upon the piano, the 
more important the fingering. In slow passages greater 
diversity of fingering is possible and greater license 
allowable—in fast passages on^ one fingering generally 
is the best. Care and ingenuity should be exercised to 
discover it, rather than practise for dajs and months 
against hope with combinations of fingerings that may 
have a logic of their own, but are too difficult. ^Players 
will sometimes practise very difficult passages for years 
without conquering them, simply because it does not 
occur to them to improve the fingering. The passage 
in the Fantaisie-Impromptu, in C sharp, by Chopin, 7th 
and 8th measures, is very difficult and unsafe when ex¬ 
cluding the thumb from the black keys, while it is not 
hard and quite safe when the thumb is taken on C sharp, 
passing over to B sharp with the 2d. With the fingering 
first alluded to, this run will remain a source of anxiety 
to the player even after years of the most thorough 
practice, while with the one' last explained, a dozen 
occasional slow repetitions will suffice to keep it fluent, 
and instead of dreading it, the player will desire to per¬ 
form it. Pupils who read very Blowly at first, cannot 
see the need of a particular fingering. 
Careless players often strike octaves in the left hand, 
where single bass notes are written. These single notes 
arg_purposely written by the author to obtain a bell-like 
s6und, and a more delicate foundation tone for the har- 
onic superstructure, and the coarser octave is, out of 
/place in such cases. Franz Liszt has a particular dis- 
/ like for this habit. Another and worse practice is the 
striking of other notes with an octave in the left, a 
handful of notes as jt were, resembling a grunt. 
* it must be remembered that this was written in 1840.—Tsaks- 
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SELECT LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 
FROM THE CATALOGUE OF 
LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
BY, JOHN S. VAN CLEVE. 
WM. ROHLFING & SONS, To MH y tf 
' lo M. H.—-You ask for some pieces which shall be 
MIL'-^k.XT'gg.TBlICT, encouraging as well as instructive, for beginners. I sup- 
--_ P08e by this you mean compositions which will so appeal 
pi 1USIG t0 th8 pupi1’8 exi8tinS seil8e of the beautiful in tones 
PIANO SOLO that iey will act upon the dusty high road of technique 
V», Love Romance, Op. 67. Eight instructive kke water-sprinklers. The only difficulty which 1 ex- 
Na ...go 40 per.ience is in .kDOwiDg wbat to select out of the vast and 
I ......-.-40 varied treasure which these industrious bees of the beauti- 
4. Love Whispers..AO our piano composers, have extracted from a thous- 
e! ^^.^TereneM.—;.% and moments of inspiration. I will mention four classes 
} ---ZZ2ZZZZZZZZ i40 of such pieces: first, the easy music of Robert Schumann, 
Holst, Ed. The School Festival. Six easy and 'inatrnctive *D especial his 0p l5 (Scenes of Childhood) and Op. 68 
No^M&roh.... so40 ^or Youth). Some of these pieces are abstruse 
4. .40 farming. Where is there any one with the least musi- 
6. ..••• eal fiber ln who cannot relish “ The Happy Farmer,” 
Novara, I*. Musical Cameos, Op. 76. Easy piece*Gp. ^°* or “The Hunting Song ” No. 7 in the 
No- 2; is fiT..* e.!l  ®°^ ?ame WDrk>0T 26 and 19>or perhaP812>28 and 30. Then, 
& Marionettes. ‘40 in the Scenes for Childhood the “ Child Falling Asleep ’ ’ 
5. —• ;|o and tbe world famous “Tranmerei” ought surely‘to 
s. t+t N^-polltan Bam*.............;... touch the sensibilities of every one. But if Schumann 
f’1*8 of8|h™Buttermes*Op. 46 ‘.75 ds t0° spiritual and oracular, there comes in the second 
. fa place Lkhner; that dainfy Rondino of his in G major 
BylvanBMce, Op.47,Not8. .60 called “The Pink,” and a hundred other tiny but well 
Caprice EBpagnole, Op. 62. .. [75 made compositions, may touch sensibilities a little less 
ThirdVateedeOoncert, Op. 68.. subtle. Third, there is a collection in four parts, of 
Italian Scenes, Op. 49:— German Folkslieder (people s songs) by Franz Wohlfabrt. 
/ 2. -•..fs Tiie German folk songs are the perfection of naive sin- 
' I* pg^^ni'Tnd^'."•».»""!!. !eo cerity, poetic tenderness and lucid form. Mr. Mathejvs 
Love Song, Op. .60, Nojl«.!<lo *n Vs ‘* ^irst Lessons in Phrasing,” and Mr. Macdongal 
:io in tke tw0 volutnes of Mslody. have coUected the best of 
Arabian Eights Nootume, Op. 64 ....60 all easy music. In the fourth place, if even these pieces 
HtrelexMi, A. Mosaic, Album Moeieale, Op 30' are to° mu8iCal and your pupil must needs have either 
-Ko. l. Mtnuot..™........40 a downright march or an undulating waltz, there are 2. Chanson Triate...... 40 j . . . . ° . 
s. Petite Mazurka...*.. !40 many good compositions in those forms, especially by 
6. Jde^e.V™ ;f£ such masters as Schubert, Weber and others. Some of 
6. Scberzino..40 the bewitching melodies from Weber’s Der Freischutz, 
7. Valsette.......40 r . • a 7 
8. Hiiitoriett®. .40 lor instance the country waltz in D major, three-four time, 
10.' LiMe SSzyyyyyyyy!'y‘iyyyyy!!!yi!!iyyi'yyyy"; ,;|q and tke Chorus “ A Rosy Crown we Twine for Thee,” in 
12.' EMM^Vaise....... *40 < even measure, must please unless there is absolutely no 
18. Spring Song... jo musical nature in the student and no more responsive 
16. P'^^lT^^oiap^lale‘..;|q vibration to ideal hints of a musical kind than elasticity 
J®* fiocoeo..... in a hag of sand. 
18. TaranteUe..... ;40 Your second question, “ Should the elastic touch be 
io! ^^^^5^^::;;:::;::::::;:::;::;:";:::;;:;:;::;::::::;::::::;;;:: ^ s'ven to beginners,” i should be inclined to answer, in 
four HANDS. two cases out of three, “ Yes ”. There are two extreme, 
KoIUiigr* c. Rosebuds, Op. 313. Twelve Instructive pieces with types of hand possessed by those who aspire to play the 
No.°L sS^beriong. . . 50.25 P*ano—b’irst, hands stubborn, close webbed, chubby; 
2. ^nversaMon...20 second, hands loose-jointed, dangling, flaccid. It is not 
o« -afiOllSU .45 j _ * 
4. Cbildren’B Dance... ,40 always an advantage to have the hands exceedingly 
e’. 8avoyaMe8beplmrd’Boy,40 i°08e* Between these two extremes there are a hundred 
8 SMwMbihip116. -50 intermediate grades. What we learn to do in playing 
9. Roguery ........"40 the piano is to produce attitudes, measurements and 
ll! .gj motions, and in the highly complex automatic power 
12. Ball-room Memories.60 which we develop it is imperative to offset contrasted 
PIANO STUDIES, ETC. exercises against each other. Thus I think it usually 
Biemann, Dr. H. Comparative Piano School, theoretical and advisable to learn the sweeping elastic touch at the 
> practical, A guide to the study of the most important educational . , , * 6 *? 
work*ufw*,the Pianoforte, completed by the addition of selected same time as the quiet hammer touch, 
material. Materials in four books:— mi • j , m 
Book i. Elementary School...81.60 ihird, you ask how to cultivate taste.and ear. Taste 
2. Preliminary Technical Studies for developing strength, is to be cultivated by administering crumbs of informa- 
independence, aud fluency in the fingers, for producing . . . . ° , 
the various kinds of touch, and for insuring control of tiou concerning musical history, by giving pithy remarks 
8. '' DtVertiom for'«^cuting the oa tte meanings of the music studied, and the ear by 
. ““^tlycoirecUyand in properetyie.81.60 direct exercises looking toward its development. There 
Quintettes,etc. 81.50 18 a book by.r. JL. Ritter, called “ Musical Dictation,” by 
WQCAL STUDIES. which a student can systematically train the power of 
Hwiptner, Th. Voice Culture. A new theoretical and practical the mind to think tones and to translate music heard into 
approved principles... I2.50 I?[1U81C visible. Lastly you ask what can he done where 
ORGAN little muBic is heard by the pupil. Here I have some 
The Organist’s Album. A collection of classical and modem really very good news for you. There is now on foot a 
adapted**hy ti ^sSr,rchurch and home, selected and magnificent enterprise looking towards the establish- 
Two volumes, each...  .81.50 ment of co operative societies for the giving of re- 
of musio. contains 73 different choice pieces on 82 pages citals. The time is not far distant when artistic per- 
Is ,pi®ce8 °,n 87Jiages- °r ™UBi® , ’ . , , formances of a genuine character may be secured in Complete catalogue of publications furnished free of charge „ . . , ... 
on application. small cities and towns at a price ranging from ten to fifty 
nation.°* the t0reg0lng mentioued «>mpositlohs sent for exami- do]lar8 each> No community ca^i possibly be Musical 
-—- or have an atmosphere favorable to\students of the art 
nr,vi;_ir _ , unless concerts are given and heard. If yon desire 
PnOMerS WM. R0HLF1NG & SONS Importers■ furihur information concerning this importka|, educational 
movement address me, in care of The College of Music, 
Cincinnati. 
To A. L.—You ask whether it is best to correct 
immediately when a mistake is made. That depends 
upon the importance of the mistake If it comeB from 
carelessness by all means stop, and if necessary ten times 
or a hundred times, and do not allow the pupil to go one 
notch beyond that tone till it can be done correctly, for 
nearly all the mistakes that even great people make arise 
insufficient attention to that particular point. I 
have known many a pianist who blundered at easy places 
but played the different passages with faultless precision, 
simply and solely because the mental illumination which 
produced the musical photograph had not been equally 
distributed. Fight the mistake as the butter maker 
fights whey: drain it, squeeze it, draw it out in every way, 
and give us a pure golden color. Now on the other 
hand it may chance that your pupil is constitutionally 
nervous and excitable, that thje nerves are not strong 
enough to carry the shock of electricity which the 
mind sends out, and consequently the hands tremble 
and the fingers fly into the neighborhood of the keys but 
are nearly always a little awry. 
In that case you will generally aggravate the trouble by 
causing the pupil to be too self-critical. If there is a 
disposition to be over conscious and over sensitive, com¬ 
pel your pupil to rush on in a regular wild English, or 
still better, wild Irish, steeplechase; jump five barred 
fences, leap ditcheB, tear the way through thorny hedges, 
—anything and everything,—over stqpy ground, o’er field 
and fell and heather bloom,—anything to arrive at the 
point designed. Such a pupil would be greatly bene¬ 
fited by frequent drill in the way .of rough, jagged playing. 
To Mrs. S. E —Your story about the girl who had to 
stop her lesson while the barrel organ displayed its dia¬ 
bolical genius, and the consequent test of the pupil as to 
absolute pitch, brings up a much mooted question on 
which I believe the opinions of musicians differ widely. 
I was taught myself, as a boy, to think that the recognition 
of absolute pitch was purely a gift of nature, but long 
training of my own ear and observation of many other 
persons of all degrees of musical suceptibility have made 
me believe that any one who has in him any real music 
at all can acquire a sense not only of the inter-relation¬ 
ship of tones, by which we know intervals and chords 
from each other, bat of absolute pitch, so that A fiat can 
be known from A natural with eqnal surety. 
I do not suppose that many of us could acquire the 
exquisite perceptions and accurate memory of Mozart, of 
whom you probably remember the famous anecdote. 
On taking up a violin, after twenty four hours, he 
suddenly exclaimed “ Why you have changed the pitch 
of this an eighth of a tone fromewhat it was yesterday ” 
It certainly is a very great convenience, in listening to 
music, that one has an ear and intellect capable of realiz¬ 
ing what is passing through the air and through the 
nerves. The more intellect we can put into our music 
the better, and let no one fear that it in any serious 
degree kills the emotions. I once heard an amatenr say, 
apropos of this very subject, tiat if one could not tell the 
notes, and if he scarcely knew the key in which the com¬ 
position stood, the emotional enjoyment was all the more 
intense. This I do not believe except for a certain kind 
of half-sensuous enjoyment which agitates the nerves 
while the mind can be occupied with all sorts of irrele¬ 
vant and dissociated ideas. My observation is jnst the 
reverse : and in proportion as the musical intellect grows 
keener and more discriminating the emotional relish 
gainB fineness and variety, though perhaps there is less 
ontward demonstration of excitement and a more pol¬ 
ished, cold demeanor. But that proves nothing, for a 
well-bred man will take his turtle Boup and lobster with 
all the diversities of a ten-course dinner with less dem¬ 
onstration than a hungry rustic would make over a pig’s- 
foot and a bowl of mush. 
" Those who would he tethers, in the highest and best 
sense ox that word, must look upon the young mind as 
a galaxy of wonderful capabilities only waiting for de¬ 
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nr 'wr 
are especially invited to examine the following-named 
choice selections from our recent publications, fwkich 
are carefully edited and revised hy competent musicians 
being printed. Ask your music dealer to send 
thenfCroF^el^g'tion. If he cannot or will not furnish, 
send direct to the publishers, 
VOCAL. 
I Love a-Maid...Stulls §0 40 
-y\reary .. Reinhardt 50 
Will Ton Be True ? Grant 40 
Two Little ots..Trebel 40 
The Old Church Bell ..Smith 40 
Bead the Answer, Darling, in My Byes ...........Smith 50 
A Last Adieu (Melody by Beethoven).Langey 50 
A Sbng for H r.^.Pfeiffer 60 
Ah ! Koey Lips Must Tell. (Soprano)...Koerner 40 
The Old Days were Best. (Contralto).Petrie 60 
The First Biss of Love.McGlennon ‘40 
Dear Little Sorrel-Top Bess.  Sirrah 40 
I know a Fair and Pretty Maiden. (2 keys).Smith 40 
My Dream of Love Must End To-day.Harris 50 
My Heart Hath Its Love. (2 keys) ...Morrill 40 
Love and Be Happy Again. Powell 50 
Love Needs No Language Hettinger 40 
The Mighty Sea. (2 keys). ......Arthur 40 
Because I Love You.' (2 keys).... .'.Hamlet 40 
The Lass of Berry Lane "...Smith 40 
Nobody Knows but the Man in the Moon.Smith 40 
Love’s Dream. (2 keys).Bischoff 60 
Darling Little Sunbeam.. . Arthur 40 
Light and Shadow. Pfeiffer 40 
He Might or He Might Not. Smith 40 
Mocking at Love.Smith 40 
I Told the Bose Thy Name. (3 keys).Kimball .60 
If You Want a Kiss, why, Take It..Smith 40 
Darling Sweet athleen.Smith 40 
Night Has a Thousand Eyes....Lawrence 40 
I PIANO SOLOS. 
, Occidental Club. Caprice . Wilmarih 40 
Les Exstases. Mazurka de Salon. Koerner 1h 
Pic Nic Waltzes.  DeWitl 60 
Carlinetta. Schottische..-.Arthur 40 
Glen Echo. Polka....  .Benner 50 
The Sparkler. Galop........Bose 40 
Imperial March .! Arthur . 40 
-Bair Columbia Waltzes .......  Smythe 60 
Sunlight on the Snow. Schottische.Arthur 40 
Vivian Polka Mazurka. Arthur 40 
If You Love Me, Darling. Medley Waltzes.Kopek 75 
Chiming Bells Gavotte. Arthur 40 
Queen of My Soul Waltzes. Arthur 75 
Baaiska. Serenade Busse  .Strelezki 5C 
Wilhelminb. Minuet a 1’Antique.Strelezki 5C 
Presto Grande Yalse .  Strelezki 75 
Queen of the M eadow. Polka Hondo....Brown- 75 
In Bye-Lo-Land (Hamlet. Transcription) ......TheopMl 5C 
No, Not Good-bye, “Anf Wiedersehen” (Kent) ... Theophil 6C 
Coronet. Mazurka...Arthur . 41 
Elberan arch.  Cohen 4C 
Bor You and Ms. Yorke.Mattingly 4C 
Heart and Hand. Gavotte .  Cohen 4C 
Sweet Bemembrance. Melody.Arthur 4C 
A Thought of Thee. Waltz.Mattingly 6C 
Alexander. Mazurka.MacElwee 4C 
Christina. Polka. Arthur 5( 
Castles in the Air. Schottische.Smythe 4( 
Limb of the Law. .Polka Mattingly 4( 
Biver View Waltz.. ...........Thornburg H 
A full supply of music for Banj o, Mandolin, and 
Guitar, including the publications of all the principal 




Bella Bocca. Polka.  Waldleufel 
Les Sylphes. V lse...Bachmann 
Arranged by Max Brownold for 
TWO PIANOS-TWEL FJE HANDS. 
BOOKS. 
Moelling’s New Progressive Method for the Piano. By Theo. 
Mo lling.g  
Stepping Stone to the Science of Music. By H. M. Nores. 50 
A New Discovery. The Foundation Studies of Pianoforte Playing. 
By Thorald Jerichau ..’.. i 50 
Two-Part Exercises (Vocal) By A. E. Scammell  40 
A New Year’s Beception. (Operetta.) By Hubbard T. Smith. 60 
The Lottery Ticket. ' (Operetta.) By Hubbard T. Smith. 60 
Bramblettm Fair. * (Operetta). By Chas. G. Hettinger.. 60 
Remember, we keep constantly on hand a full stock 
of Peters Edition, Litolff Edition, Boo .ey Edition, 
and all kinds of similar cheap editions. Also a full line 
of Music Paper and Blank Music Books. Our stock is 
most complete in every particular. 
JOHN F. ELLIS & CO., 
I3LPENHSUVJIIIA IKE.. I. W.. WISHIIIETDR, I. C. 
If you want anything in the music line, send your order 
to us, and you will be sure to get it. 
PHILADELPHIA SUMMEE MUSIO SCHOOL. 
Much interest has been manifested in this project. 
The plans for the school have been completed and cir¬ 
culars are ready for distribution. There will now be an 
opportunity for first-class advantages in music at a min¬ 
imum rate of expense. In another part of this issue 
will be found an advertisement giving general-informa¬ 
tion, but there are many details which can only be set 
forth in a circular. The prospects are for a large at¬ 
tendance and arrangements are made for an unlimited 
number. The University of Pennsylvania is an ideal 
place for just such a school. It is centrally located, 
has large, well ventilated class rooms and lecture hall,, 
a library which is unsurpassed, and which will be open 
day and evening. The grounds contain 35 acres and, 
are situated in the coolest part of the city. 
It is the aim of the movement to make every one who 
attends, a better teacher, singer, player, or theorist. 
While the system of Technic, as founded by Dr. Mason, 
will receive much attention, all other departments will 
be on a par. The school will afford the best possible 
advantages for general Musical Culture, not alone for 
teachers but also for students at every stage of progress. 
The following are some of the departments of study 
which will receive attention : Harmony, Elementary and 
Advanced, Counterpoint, Musical Form, The Art of 
Teaching, Sight Singing, Tonic Sol Fa, Questions and 
Answers, Practice Clavier and Technicon, Chorus 
Class, and Organ and Violin. 
A special feature will be made of Lectures and Re¬ 
citals. Besides the faculty, quite a number of outside 
talent have been engaged, among them H. E. Krehbiel, 
Rev. E. E. Ayres, Chas. H. Jarvis, J.v Brotherhood, 
and Dr. H. G. Hanchett. Mr. Mathews will give 
daily lectures on “ How to Understand Music.” Dr. 
Clarke will give a series of illustrated lectures on “ Old 
Songs, Madrigals and Motettes.” The following are the 
subjects of some of the lectures :— 
How to Listen to Music. 
Folk Song in America. 
The Story of German Mu¬ 
sic. 
The Genealogy of Music. 
Wagner and his Theories. 
History of Dancing. 
How to Listen to an Or¬ 
chestra. 
Schumann : His Life and 
Works. 
Some Principles of Art 
Interpretation. 
History of Expression as 
traced in Poetry, Paint¬ 
ing and Mnsic. Devel¬ 
opment, Tendencies. 
Principles of Expression 
and their Application to 
General Art Interpreta¬ 
tion. 
Rhythm of Nature. 
Ear Training. 
Psychology of the Musical 
Scale. 
Analogies of Tone and 
Color. 
Students of the Music School will be admitted to all 
the classes of the University Extension Summer Meet¬ 
ing for an additional charge of $5.00. This school is 
held in the same building, and instrnction will be given by 
eminent specialists in five departments. (1. Literature, 
Science* etc. ; II. Pedagogy; III. History and Civics; IV. 
Economics and Sociology; V. Mathematics.) Among 
the lecturers are Dr. E. Benjamin Andrews, President 
of Brown University ; Rev. Edward Everett Hale, of 
Boston, author of “The Man withont a Country,” 
etc. ; Professor A rthur T, Hadley, of Yale University; 
Prof. John Bach McMaster, of the University of Penn¬ 
sylvania ; Dr. Nathan C. Schaeffer, Superintendent of 
Public Instruction in Pennsylvania; Professor E. R. A. 
Seligman, of Columbia College; Professor Frank Mc- 
Mnrry, of the University of Illinois, etc., etc. In all 
over fifty lecturers, representing fifteen leading Colleges 
and Universities. 
Send for all information to The IStude Office. There 
are some points that all who contemplate attending will 
wish to-know. We give here a few of them :— 
A large list of boarding places will be sent on appli¬ 
cation. 
We would like to know in advance, the number that 
will attend, so that necessary arrangements can be 
made. 
The Saturday before (June 30) the opening^will be 
the day to register, assign teachera, and arrange classes. 
Positively no assignment to anv special teacher before 
that date. 
Books and sheet music will be sold at the regular dis¬ 
counts allowed to teachers. 
A season of first-class operatic performances will be 
in progress during the time of the Summer School. 
Ample provision is made for Piano Practice, for 
which the charges will be from 10 to 15 cents per hour. 
There will be a lecture by Richard G. Gilder, Editor 
of Century Magazine, on “ Lincoln,” Saturday Even¬ 
ing, July 7th, to which all will have free admission. 
The school will open promptly with all the classes on 
Monday, July 2, and it is highly important that all 
should be registered before that time. 
By engaging board from Saturday, June 30, it will 
make four weeks complete to the date of the close of 
the school. 
MENTAL PEA0TI0E. 
BY M. M. J^lNES. 
Although the writers of The Etude are constantly 
discussing almost every possible class and sort of piano 
pupils, very helpfully prescribing for their musical ails, 
etc., still there seems to be one class for the special help 
or encouragement of whom very little is said. In fact, 
very much that is written, tendB to discourage them. I 
have in mind those who have a real talent and love for 
music, and who have plenty of will and “ stick-to-it- 
tiveness,” with possibly an inordinate ambition, but who 
are not physically strong enough to practise at the 
piano the required number of hours. It is to such that 
I wish to make a suggestion. 
Of course it is understood "that they will make every 
moment of the time they can practise, count; think as 
well as play, etc., but has the thought ever occurred to 
them, that time away from the piano might be very 
profitably utilized, and that, too, in the way of practice ? 
It most certainly can be, and what I would say to such 
pupils is, when yon cannot use your fingers, substitute 
your brains. Now for the way in which to do it. Each 
day before practising at the piano, take some, of the ex¬ 
tra time you would practise if you could, and go through 
your entire lesson (excepting the bare mechanical ex¬ 
ercises), mentally. Think it through, not only for the 
correct notes, but the time, accenting, fingering, and, 
finally, even the phrasing and expression as it becomes 
more and more familiar. Not only think it all, but feel 
it. 
Work very carefully and slowly, especially at first, 
giving the parts requiring the most practice, special and 
repeatedattention. 
This sort of practice will be found to be not only pos¬ 
sible, bnt of great assistance^fco slow readers. In my 
own experience it has also proved to be a great help to 
a pupil just before taking a lesson, when the same 
amount of practice at the piano would have caused too 
mnch fatigne. 
Some who read this may say it is nothing more of less 
than mental reading; but I beg to make a distinction. 
It is more than that, for jus% so far as it is possible, it is 
to be made to take the place of the fingers, and is to be 
applied to each leBson as a part of its daily practice. This 
point I would emphasize, that notwithstanding it is 
entirely mental work ; it is itself practice, and not mere 
reading. 
LONDON COLLEGE OF MUSIO. 
In another part of tffe Journal will be found the ad¬ 
vertisement of the London College of Musicians. This 
institution has been in operation in England for a num- 
- her of years, and has proved of great advantage to mu¬ 
sicians : membership m it being the stamp of approval 
of the foremost musicians in England. The College of 
Mnsic is authorized to grant degrees, and wishing to §the benefits of its operations to this country, has 
the consent of a number of the leading musi- 
Ameriea to act as examiners." The standard of 
bn is placed highland is, therefore, all the more 
9; membership inlhe College being a guarantee 
of thorough musicianship. The opportunity of joining 



















New Works in Press. 
SPECIAL OFFER. 
The Embellishments of Music. 
BY LOUIS ARTHUR BUSSELL. ~ 
A Work for Pianoforte Players, Singers, and all Mu- 
sicians. 150 Pages, Octavo Size. 
s- ■_ 
Selected Studies from Concone. 
BY CALVIN B. CADY. 
The Studies are somewhat easier than Heller’s, and 
similar in style. 
Graded Course of Pianoforte Studies. 
GRADE IX and X. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS.. 
This Course is giving the greatest' satisfaction to all 
who are using it. 
We will send these four works, when issued, 
postage paid, to anyone who will send one 
dollar in advance of publication. These works 
will all retail at $1.00 each. The offer will only 




1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
ENUINE, METRONOMES, 
We have just received a new importation of 







1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
QRGAftS 
"over 90.000 sold" 
SEND FOR CATALOGUE s. PRICES 
F- p • C AR PENTER (?0 RRATTLEBORO • YT 
_____---: 
A New and Original Publication. 
EIGHT FUGUES, 
By JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH, 
With Analytical Expositions In COIiOBS and Ap¬ 
pended Harmonious Schemes 
By BERNARDTJS BOBKELMAN. 
A highly approved edition and endonod by the following promi¬ 
nent artists 
Q. W. Chadwick, E. A. McDowell, A.M, Dnvemoy, Arthur Foote, 
Kiels W.Gade, Fr. Genuhelm, Alex. Gnlhnant, August Horn, Walter 
McFarren, A. C. Mackenzie, William Mason, H. W. Nicholl, Carl 
Rei » ke $ Hug' 1 emann 1 dtz Boo nth s’ Samuel P Warn 
Arthur Friedheim, Fanny Bloomfield-Zelsler, etc. 
Copies fur sale hy 
wMmMoMe pieasiit, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
OONOEET PBOGEAMS. 
Miss Grace Martin, Graduate in Music, Virginia College 
for Young Ladies, Roanoke, Va. 
(a) Invention No. 1. in C., (6) Gavotte in D Minor, 
Bach ; Sonata, Op. 27, No. 2, Quasi una Fantasia, Beet¬ 
hoven; Song: 1 Ave Maria,” Mascagni; (a) “Noc¬ 
turne,” Op. 16, No. 2i (6) “ Polonaise,” Op. 26, No. 1, 
(c) “ Valse,” Op. 64, No. 2, Chopin; 6tn.de, “ If I were 
a Bird,’? Henselt; “La Pileuse,” Raff; “Concerto^. 
D Major,” 1st movement, Mozart. & 
Recital by the Junior Pupils of Mrs. S. H. Talbot, 
Escanaba, Mich. 
Piano Solo, “ Allemaude,” “ The Harmonious Black¬ 
smith,” Handel; Song, “ The Mumett,” Mosenthal; 
Piano Solo, “ Scherzo,” Op. 2, No. 3, Beethoven: “ The 
Children’s Ball,” Gounod; Piano Solo, No. 3, Twelve 
Little Preludes, Bach; Piano Solo, “The Evening 
Bell,” Kullak; Piano Solo, “The Jolly Huntsman,” 
Merkel; “.The Wren and the Hen,” Molloy: Piano 
Solo, “ Spanish Serenade,” Meyer; “On Meadows 
Green,” Merkel ; Piano Solo, “ Slumber Song,” Gur- 
litt'; “Waltz.” Gnrlitt; Song, “ The Sweet Red Rose,” 
Ingraham; Piano Solo, “The Fairy Tale,” Schytte; 
“TheKermis,” Gnrlitt; Piano Solo, “ Christmas Pas¬ 
toral,” MeDougel; Song, “ The April Girl,” Fairlamb. 
E. Brockman, Director, Columbia Female College, S. C. 
“Moonlight Sonata,” L. von Beethoven; “Gentle 
Be Thy Slumbers ” (vocal duet), Schlesinger; (a) “ In 
the Woodland ” (a reverie), S. F. Powell; (6) “ Pretty 
Primrose” (air de ballet), Henry Houseley: “The 
Lark and the Nightingale ” (trio for flute, violin and 
piano), arranged from Waldmann; (a) “ The Erl King,” 
Schubert-Liszt; (6) “ An Lac de Wallenstadt,” Liszt; 
(a) “Home, Sweet Home,” Theodore Presser; (b) 
“Grandfather’s Clock” (Marche Brillante), Himan; 
“Spanish Serenade,” O. Metra; (a) “Valse de Con¬ 
cert,” Moszkowski; (b) “La Balladine” (Caprice), 
Lysherg; (c) “Der Freischutz” (Concert Fantasie), 
Weber-Smith. 0 
Music Pupils of the Normal School, Indiana, Pa. 
Trio, “ Life H is No Power,” Donizetti; Song, “ The 
Sailor’s Grave,” Snllivan ; “ Grand Valse Brillante,” 
Op. 18, Chopin; Galop, “ Milifcaire,” Charles Mayer; 
Song, “0 Promise Me,” De Koven; “ Tarantelle,” 
Nicode ; “ Spinning SoDg (from the Knickerbockers),” 
De Koven; “ Valse” (a flute), Moszkowski. 
Pupils’ Recital of Mr. C. S. Moore, Oil City. 
* Overture, “ Zampa,” 4 hands, Herold ; “ Pavane,” 
H. Sharpe ; “ Danse de Feramor,” 4 hands, Rubin¬ 
stein; “Sailor Boy’s Dream,” La Hache; “Danse 
EcosBaise,” 4 hands, F. T. Baker; Song, “ Good Night, 
Farewell,” Kuckan ; March, “Dramatic,” Messonier; 
“Invitation So the Waltz,” 4 hands, von Weber; 
“ Diavoline,” Lange; “Etude,?’ 4 hands, Conoone ; 
“ Sleeping Beauty Polka,” R. Goerdeler ; “ March from 
Lenore Symphony,” 4 hands, J. Raff; “ Grand Waltz, 
Isabella,” Bachman; “ Rhapsodie,” No. 2, 4 hands, 
Liszt. 
Recital by the Graduates from the Department of Music 
in Rollins College, Winter Park, Florida. Fate 
Waldo Peck, Musical Director. 
Piano, Gavotte, Bach-Saint Saens; Song, “ The 
Heart’s Springtime,” Wickede; Piano, (a) “Pastorale,” 
Scarlatti, (b) “ Romanze,” Op. 28, No. 2, Schumann ; 
(c) “ Cradle Song,” Mason; Song, “ Winds in the 
Trees,” A. Goring Thomas; Piano, (a) “Moment 
Musicale,” MoBzkowski; (b) “Berceuse,” Chopin; 
Song, “Ave Maria” (with violin obligato), Campana; 
Piano, “ The Loreley,” Perry ; SoDg, “ The Butterfly,” 
Sieber; Piano, “ Barcarolle,” Schnbert-LiszS; Song, 
“ Sognai,” Schira ; “ Theme and Variations for Two 
Pianos,” Schumann. 
Miss Woodward's School, by Miss Jeanne Pratt's Class. 
“ Serenade,” 8 hands, E. Schultz ; “ Gipsy Life,” 
Kullak ; “ The Shady Glen,” Spindler ; “ Rondino,” 2 
pianos, 4 hands, E. Schultz; “ Curious Story,” Heller; 
“Gipsy Dance,” 4 hands, Drobegg“ Triumph,” 
Heller; “ Merry Making,” 4 hands, Nenmann ; “Awak¬ 
ening of Spring,” Harberbier ; “Hungarian Dance,” 4 
hands, Loeschhorn; “ Andante in G,” Haydn ; “ Zin- 
gara,” Chaminade; “ Ballade in A Flat,” Chopin ; 
“ Bird Etude,” 2 pianos, 4 hands, Henselt. 
Pupils of Luella C. Emery. 
Trio, “ Menuett,” Mozart; Solo, “ Playful Zephyrs,” 
Schwalm; Solo, “ Serenade de Gounod,” Sydney Smith; 
Vocal, “Three Little Kittens,” Peck; Solo, “Polo¬ 
naise,” Op. 40, Chopin pDuet, “ Buceohale Galop??’ 
Desseaux ; Vocal, “ Voglio Fnmar,” Ettore Bariti; 
Duet, “ Spanische Tanze,” Moszkowski; Solo, “The 
Two Skylarks ” Leschetizky; Trio, “ Hnsarenritt, 
Spindler; Vocal, “ Spring-Tide,” Reinhold Becker ; 
Vocal, “ Lullaby,” Decevee. 
NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
LESSONS IN AUDITION. 
By Helen M. Sparmann: John Church Co., Cincin¬ 
nati, 0. 
This little work cannot be too highly commended. It 
begins where all musical instruction ought to begin,, 
namely, with the training of the ear. In the author’s pref¬ 
ace the following..sentence occurs: “The difficulty in 
studying an instrument is, that it calfe too many facul¬ 
ties into operation at once, so that the faculty of hearing 
musically is lost, under the necessity of exercising the 
sense of sight, and the muscular sense in performing on 
an instrument.” The truth of this statement cannot be 
gainsaid. It may be asserted with confidence that general • 
progress in the art of music, can never be attained until 
the cultivation of the musical sense of children in schools 
and other places, becomes universal. The “ Lessons in 
Audition,” are evidently the work of a careful, observing 
teacher, and the result of years of experience. Not-' 
least among the merits of the work, is the collection of 
songs in one and two parts at the end; these hay*! been 
selected with taste and {judgment that has ^Carefully 
eschewed the “ popular melody ” that in cur day too 
often carries only vulgar associations with it. 
ANALYTICAL HARMONY. 
By A. J. Goodrich : John Church Co., Cincinnati, O. 
This work deserves commendation as an attempt to 
teach harmony without the time-honored but clumsy ex- , 
pedient“of figured basses. Also for the attempt the 
author makes to relieve composition from the cast-iron ; 
antiquated rules, that are now so totally disregarded by 
composers. We find it impossible to agree with the 
author, though, in his account of the origin of dissonant 
chords, especially that chord, unknown to musicians, of 
augmented sixth with doubly augmented fourth. (“ The 
discoverer of this chord called it the American sixth to 
distinguish it from the old fashioned names of the vari¬ 
ous forms of augmented sixth chord, known as the 
French, Italian, and German) ;” however, as it is purely 
a theoretical question as to where or how a chord 
originates, it does not interfere with the usefulness of a 
work which is designed, not to be theoretical, but to be 
a practical guide to the use of chords in .composition. 
_A new ; choir ^ journaL appeared March,.last, Choir 
Leader, edited by E. S. Lorenz. Devoted to the inter¬ 
ests of choirs, furnishing an anthem for every Sunday in 
the year. Published by Lorenz & Co., Dayton, Ohio. 
Subscription to single number, 76 cents a year; clubs 
of ten at 60 centB each per year. The first number con¬ 
tains five anthems, two by Lorenz, one each by Ogden, 
Beirly and Gabr'tl. Compositions are promised for the 
near future by Danks, Herbert, Tenney, Q’Kane, Towner 
and.others. The selections are of original anthems, 
with solos for all voices, duets, trios, qnartets and chorus 
parts. The pieces are only of moderate difficulty. 
Church- festivals and seasons will he provided for, such 
as Christmas, etc. A. feature which will be appreciated 
by many, are the editorial annotations regarding the best 
effects to be gotten from anthems and how to secure 
them. The publication will furnish a cheap and ac¬ 
ceptable means for supplying choirs with fresh and 
Bingable anthems. Thi&journal, with a few well-chosen 
standard compositions, which can be found in .the 
popular octavo form, will equip a choir for doing fine 
singing. 
A valuable book for choir leaders, presidents of young 
peoples’ church societies, ministers and all lovers of 
sacred poetry, will find great enjoyment in “ Annotations 
upon Popular Hymns for Ubo in Praise Meetings,” by 
Charles Seymour Robinson. Published by Hunt & 
Eaton, 160 Fifth avenue, New York. The book is about 
the size of the larger hymnals, containing 681 pages, and 
annotations upon about a thousand hymns, with several 
hundred portraits of authors, birthplaces, famous 
churches, etc. The annotations furnishing incident, 
anecdote and other interesting information about the 
hymns and biographical sketches of their authors. The 
author’s idea has been to give such help as will tend to 
a more interested and intelligent understanding of the 
hymns, in fact, there are many incidents which, if re- 
to a .congregation, would stir them deeply, tending 
topmost enthusiastic singing of the hymn. The work is 
particularly suitable as a gift hook 
no THEE ITUDE 
BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 
Music and Musical Instruments, 
39 East 19th Street, Hew York 
MUSICAL NOTES. 
BY E. E. AYRES. 
Schumann, in Bpeaking of some of Heller's music, 
says that “his intellectual talent manifests itself in (he 
man, whether there is such a thing as the musical pro¬ 
fession. Some years ago a thoughtful listener was pres¬ 
ent at a meeting of the National Teachers’ Associa¬ 
tion. He himself was a musical enthusiast, but he went 
away saying, “ Surely it is not strange that many of our 
brightest men should be almost ashamed to acknowledge 
ELEMENTARY SCALE AND CHORD STUDIES 
roa TH» 
^V-IOLIN. 
By G. DANfettrfHER. 43 Pages. 4to. $2. 
Especially designed for the use of young students, ena¬ 
bling them to gain a dear and accurate knowl¬ 
edge of aU the major and minor scales, keyB, 
and ohordB. It may be used in con¬ 
junction with any method. 
V‘>v - 
Breii^opf & Eartel’s 'VIOLINS. 
(Hade in our Hew York workshops 
by Herm. GKLaesel.) 
The Highest Grade Violins in the market. $100, $150. 
Theory of the Mew Keyboard. 
By WINKLER & KEELER. 50 cts. 
Gives in a comprehensive, concise form,. Scales and 
Chords on the Janko Keyboard. 
Students’ Violins. 
$5 to $25. Style 231, Maggini Model, strong, 
sonorous tone. Teacher’s prioe $10. 
School of Modem Piano Virtuosity. 
By ROSENTHAL & SCHYTTE. Complete, $5.00 
3 Books, $2 each. 
Technical Studies for the highest degree of develop¬ 
ment. 
American Mandolins. 
THE SPRING LAKE, No. 102. Walnut, American 
, a Machines. Prof. Price $7.5,0. 
Melodic Studies of Medium Difficulty. 
By HERMAN MOHR, Op. 66. 
3 Books, 60 cts. each. 
9 Studies of much value. “ Musiksseitung.” 
American Qnitars. 
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 76, Rosewood, 
$12.50. Our own make. 
Musical Penmanship. 
By E. BRESLAUR-GANS. 75 ote. 
Edition of the Hew England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston. Practical exercises for music writing. 
Artists’ Violins. 
_/ : $20 to $ioo. 
Made after the best models of the old masters. They 
s possess the sympathetic, sonorous tone of 
the originals. 
Jadassohn, Manual of Harmony. 
. Translated by PAUL TOREK and H. B. PASMORE. 
258 Pages. Cloth, $2.50. Prof. 
Price $1.50. 
Imported Mandolins. 
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweet tone. No. 25, 
Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Price $10. 
Please Write for Catalogues of Sheet Music, Music 
Books, and Instruments. 
BREITKOPF & HARTEL, 
MEW YORK. 
Scherzo.” He considers Heller’s Scherzo, opus 24, es- that they are devoting their lives to music, when even 
pecially happy; “it is full of humor and artistic inform, the leading lights in the musical profession make so 
In it we feel ourselves, from the beginning to the end of~^poor a display of thinking power in the great National 
the piece, in the presence of an extremely lively yet 
amiable kind of a man who, while he knows how to jest 
and amuse, also knows how to introduce a profound 
idea.” He Bays that this Scherzo is refined and intel¬ 
lectual enough to prevent any dissatisfaction on our part, 
nevertheless he claims that Heller'B music cannot be¬ 
come popular, and now mark hie reason : “ To under¬ 
stand, to admire it, more is necessary than mere amateur, 
or even the ordinary mnsician’B cultivation. More re- 
Bonnds from this Bportive humor than mere musical 
experience. 
“ He who understands Shakespeare and Jean Paul will 
compose quite differently from the man who draws his 
music from the depths of his own wisdom and Marpurg, 
etc., alone. He who lives in the rash of a varied existence 
will suppose possible an ideal mastery far removed from 
that of which the contour of some quiet town dreams, and 
from those where in other respects talent and serious 
studies are equal. We discover a more than merely 
musical cultivation and experience in the compositions 
of this young artist. Not that we mean to assert the 
presence of anything non-existent in them, but certainly 
they are not works that every one iB capable of under¬ 
standing.” 
This is quite a commentary on the importance of broad 
and general culture in the musical student. Sorely it is 
not ordinarily supposed among students of music and 
professors thereof that Heller is too profound for the 
ordinary understanding ; and yet Schumann, one of our 
most intellectual, and surely one of the most musical 
spirits, declares Shakespeare and Jean Paul essential 
even to the understanding of Heller. 
Another illustration of the__ same thought may or 
drawn from the sketch of Mendelssohn as given in Grove’s 
dictionary, volume 2, page 282. He says, “ Antigone 
was given bn September the 19th, in the Neue Palais at 
Potsdam, and the Midsummer Night’s Dream at the same 
place after eleven rehearsals on October the 14th^ id 
on the 18th, 19th, 20th and 21st at the King’s Theatre 
in Berlin. The mnsic met with enthusiastic applause 
each time, but the play (Antigone) was for a long time a 
subject of wonder to the Berliners. Some disputed 
whether Tieck or Shakespeare was the author ; others 
believed that Shakespeare had translated it from German 
into English. Some in that refined atmosphere, were 
shocked by the scene with the clowns, and annoyed that 
the king should have patronized so low a piece, and a very 
distinguished personage expressed to Mendelssohn him¬ 
self his regret that such lovely mnsic should have been 
wasted on so poor a play, a little scene which he was very 
fond of mimicking. Antigone procured for him the 
honor of membership of the Philologen of Versamm- 
lunge of Cassel.” 
And yet in accordance with the laws of human nature, 
there is no profession in the world more ready than the 
musical profession, to criticise the intellectual standing of 
other professions. An excellent organist a few days ago 
was speaking of the mental calibre of the different pro¬ 
fessions ; very haughtily he Bpoke of the intellectual 
quality of the men who enter the professions. Of the 
men who enter the ministry, he says they represent the 
very lowest grade of thinkers, as he has seen many of these 
men. Of the men who become physicians, V&ry few are 
capable of any thought pare and pimple. He grants 
that there are some lawyers of moderate ability. ThiB 
is not an uncommon thing in the musical profession, of 
all professions the jleast capable of criticizing the intel¬ 
lectual standing of the professions which require college, 
training and systematic and scientific professional train¬ 
ing, as do all the professions above mentioned. For the 
musical profession to smile at the ability of any other pro¬ 
fession has raised the doubt in the mind of the thinking 
Convention.” Platitudes, threadbare anecdotes, per¬ 
sonal allusions, were the staples of the discussions. On 
the Babject of voice culture scarcely an idea was advanced 
that had not already been advanced in every semi-musical 
circle a thousanid times before. 
In piano study not a thought was expressed that was 
not elementary, and to be found in almost any ordinary 
treatise on music. Outside of one or two papers pro- i 
duced by musical critics whose lives had been devotee!^® 
to special criticism, and whose training had been literary. 
rather than musical, there was absolutely nothing that 
was worth the journey from Philadelphia! to New York 
to hear. 
***** 
Another thing was said by this same distinguished 
organist. He made the remark that it was truly provoking 
^o the musician and artist to have nearly all the musical 
criticism in the hands of men who knew nothing about 
music, and his sweeping condemnation of the men who 
write for music journals and for the great daily papers 
and his general charge of ignorance was quite amusing. 
The real truth is, there are very few musicians who are 
capable of delighting an audience with their piano or 
organ playing, or with their vocalization, who are at the 
Bame time capable of writing anything fresh or instruc¬ 
tive on musical art. There are some exceptions, it is 
true. There are one or two great artists in every genera¬ 
tion who are able to write also about music, because 
there are a few great artists always who have literary 
gifts and a high order of intellectual training as well as 
a merely musical education. Perhaps the greatest of all 
musical critics was .Schumann, (but even Schumann was 
not an artist) and Rubinstein is a fresh and instructive 
criVic. There are some in oar own country who are distin¬ 
guished pianists, who are capable of writing most worthy 
Synd profound and searching criticisms on music, but 
they are indeed the. exceptions. _ 
HOME FOR AGED MUSICIANS. * 
This subject is one that is bound to come to the front 
sooner or later. No class or profession need something 
of this kind more than the musical. Musicians, as a 
class, do not provide for their old age. They are often 
retained as teachers until old age creeps- over them, 
when they are discharged without a moment's warning, 
from positions they have held for years and their places 
are filled by younger persons. In European coun¬ 
tries, teachers of this" kind are pensioned. We have 
known of numerous cases where there was nothing but 
poverty and want to look forward to, after a life of useful¬ 
ness. It is to call attention to the necessity of something 
of this kind that leads ns to write ; and we truBt that the 
teachers throughout the country will take up the subject. 
We will gladly print any opinions, or^suggestions, that 
may be made. 
Rossini left, by will, a sum of money for a home for 
aged musicians, which is now established somewhere near 
Paris, and which is a success. The following we quote 
about Verdi: “ The crowning work of his life is not 
“ Fals aff” exactly, but the Home1 at Milan for superan¬ 
nuated Italian musicians and singers. He hopes to be 
able to take in 130 persons of both sexeB, and he is much 
exercised in mind as to the best way to accommodate the 
musical artists. Will it be more desirable for them to 
/ occupy large rooms in twelves ? Or would they prefer 
small rooms for two, bo that if one old person should 
have a serious attack of illness-in the night, another 
will be at-hand to render assistance ? ” 
Quite recently a sum of money has been left by a be¬ 
nevolent person in the city of Bonn, for the widows of 
mnscians and for female music teachers. The-sum is 
sufficient to provide a permanent home for from 80 to 40 
persons of thiB kmd, and thus the good work has been 
started ancLwe lfope that something of this kind wilfsoon 
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PRIOH 81.50 
WEAKNESSES OF MUSICAL STUDENTS./" 
BY JEAN LOIS CARRUTHEBS. 
I THINK most persons will agree that the inaccurate, 
unmeaning, timeless, and tuneless performances of the 
large proportion of our children on any instrument 
whatever, betoken a tranquil blank in their small and 
precious heads; and after such trials I have listened to 
the hurdy.-gardy street organ under my window, with 
undeniable relief, since it, at least, exhibited a certain 
cheerral method in its madness. 
This is not the place for discussion of the philosophy 
by which we arrive at the conclusion which should be a 
self-evident proposition.—-that anything, to be well 
said, must take clear and definite mental form before the 
first attempt at expression; from which was doubtless 
drawn the warning, “ Think before you speak.” 
Clear music thinking, writing, and reading are not 
°*te*1 e^Pected, and still more rarely met with'; but 
would 1 be accused of great expectations were 1 to ask 
a very Bmall child to mentally compost some simple 
and well formed statement and write it out for me in 
her own handwriting? Or would I be considered to 
possess absurdly advanced ideas should I point to a sen¬ 
tence written upon the blackboard and expect its mean¬ 
ing to be understood by an intelligent child, without 
the aid of laboriously pronouncing each syllable ? Yet 
how many musicians, outside of singers'who have been 
especially trained to sight reading, obtain the dimmest 
id|a of a written musical phrase .until after they have 
heard it, forsooth, by articulating each tone aloud upon 
some instrument ? 
It used to be said that the -‘three It’s ” were quite 
indispensable to an ordinary English education, and a 
certain degree of readiness.in reading, ’riting, ’rithme- 
tic was required by every schoolmaster, while I can 
remember that mental arithmetic has been made a 
special branch of study even in these degenerate times. 
But is it ordinarily recognized that a musical education 
is incomplete without an equal facility in composing, 
writing, and mentally reading music ? While every 
music teacher knows that no small command of mental 
arithmetic is requisite for the swift comprehension of 
many complicate 1 rhythms. 
A successful and well known vocal teacher complained 
bitterly to me that among all her American pupils she 
had scarcely found one who could ready a simple mnsi- 
cal phrase ; and added that as she had\ of course, no 
time to teach anything but voice building)and tone pro¬ 
duction, she was obliged to teach songs ^chiefly by rote. 
A piano teacher will tell you that jshe'has no time to 
teach anything but piano playingf a harmony teacher 
has no time to teach anything bdt harmony ; and so— 
where will we find any one who has timeTo teaeh music' 
independently of its particular instrument of expres¬ 
sion. ‘ v 
A bright and musically talented young lady came to 
me some time ago for lessons. Shejtiad studied the 
piano for six years, and for the same length of time had 
remained a member in good and . regular standing of 
one of the largest choruses in Chicago. In addition to 
thiB she had studied singing with a prominent vocal 
teacher for about a year. She played a Polish dance by 
Scharwehba, with considerable effect, though with 
noticeable lack of significance in the middle or trio 
part. 
I asked her to turn the page and sing the melody from 
memory; Bhe complied, with a look of undisguised 
amazement, and sang the ascending phrase with much 
logic and consistency downwards, completing in severe 
nnconsciousnesB a very clever improvisation, guiltless 
of any resemblance to the original. Supposing it only 
her memory which could play such pranks, I gave her 
the boob, asking her to Bing the same melody from the 
notes. The result was equally interesting, being a faint 
reminiscence of her first tune, with variations. The 
reason for her inconsequential rendering of the com¬ 
poser’s idea was very clear; while her fingers had 
automatically played the passage a hundred times, there 
was nothing,approximately like unto it in either her 
mind or her memory. 
Facing such mockery, our poet grimly assertB the 
music of the future will see “some curious changes in 
piano playing.” How shall this be brought about? 
Every artist who draws with pencil or paints with 
brush will tell yon that it is the eye which must be cul¬ 
tivated to draw a straight line or round a beantilul 
curve in color ; even so every thoughtful musician feels 
that it is the ear which must be educated to understand 
the value aud.nse of various intervals, their significance 
in both melody and harmony; and that since the ear is 
only the sense avenue, to the mind, it is the. mental 
training which mast come first of all, to form and direct 
all modes of expression, whether vocal or instrumental. 
—Vocalist. 
The very best Bayings on musical topics, chosen gaining hich ust co e first of all, to for  and direct 
from the highest rank of ll  i , t  l  i t t l. 
170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS. lT is muct ea,ier wbe correct^ 
Every teacher-j-every student-should own Musloal Bisraelu 7 
Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci- Examine yonr own work with aB severs criticism as 
n*®llf „ .you do yonr fellow-laborer’s, and you will be surprised 
: As a presentation volume it cannot be excelled. to see your weakness. 
HINTS AND HELPS. 
Lear.n all that there is to learn, and then Choose your 
own path .—Handel. 3 
Contact with the powers of others callB forth new ones 
m ourselves.—Weber. 
P.racti8ing chords, play from the wrist, and think 
the inner notes—-the ontside ones are sure to be heard. 
iR?,noy. wi*hold praise for the task well done; the 
child looks up to yon and wants to please ; recognize it.. 
To find fault with another’s work does not make vonr 
own perfect. J 
Beware of self-satisfaction, 
for ignorance. 
It is the evil one’s cover 
One never needs one’s wits so much as when one has 
to do with a fool. 
Don’t ignore your neighbor’s brain ; the chances are 
it is better-than your own. 
a V { 
Sometimes we may learn more from a man’s errors 
than from his virtues.—Longfellow. 
When ydu fxplain what a pupil can find out for him- 
selt, yon rob him of so much education.—Sanchett. 
e as Conscientious in teaching an nntalented pupil 
as one of great promise. Good work tells everywhere. 
Capacity and character in a teacher always command 
respect; if you are not respected surely one or the other 
is deficient. 
Many persons criticise in order not to seem ignorant - 
they do not know that indulgence is a mark of the 
highest intelligence. 
The teacher who lacks experience lacks a great deal, 
but ^tli6 teacher who lacks patience and a progressive 
Bpirit, lacks everything. ' 
To look for great and grandjesulte without commen¬ 
surate labor is like the expectation of a harvest where 
there has been neither plowing nor sowing. 
Let every exercise given to pupils have a purpose. 
Tell that purpose, that the student may work intelli¬ 
gently for an end. 
It is not a sign of great knowledge to display temper. 
A mind that cannot govern an abusive tongue, cannot 
grasp and retain great ideas. | 
Music is never stationary; successive forms and styles 
are only bke so many resting-places—like tents pitched 
and taken down again on the road to the Ideal.—Franz 
Liszt. 
Do not he careless or indifferent while yonr teacher is 
talking to yon. What he says is the result of years of 
experience and observation, and is well worthy of yonr 
consideration. 
You maybe a genius and still trample art under foot— 
you may be one only possessing meagre talent and still 
claim the respect due to^him who strives worthily.— 
Ferdinand von. Hiller. 
A true musician will aim not only to have a technical 
knowledge of his art, or of ihe branch which he is 
making a specialty, but will strive to know the history 
and philosophy of the art. 
Never trust to a single hearing of a composition for a 
final decision upon its rqerits. Good mnsic wears well, 
improving with each new performance, while the pleas¬ 
ure of trashy works is evanescent. 
There is no harm in being stupid, so long as a man 
does not think himself clever ; no good in being clever, 
if a man thinks himself so, for that is a short way to the 
worst stupidity.— George MacDonald. 
A teacher often concentrates into a single sentence the 
result, of years of work and study. Fortunate the pupil 
who has the faculty of seizing upon such gems of wis¬ 
dom, and using them to hiB own advantage! 
How many parent! are there, ,alaB 1 like the father, of 
Handel, who said, concerning music: “ As an occupa¬ 
tion it hath little dignity, having for its object nothing 
better than mere entertainment and pleasure l ’ 
Ye peddlers in art, do ye not sink into the earth when 
ye are reminded of the words of Beethoven on his dying 
bed, “ I believe I am yet but at the beginning?” or Jean 
Paul, “ It seems to me that I have written nothing as 
yet!”—Schumann. - •« 
If yon ask the pupil, after hiB frnitless attempt, “ Is 
the piece difficult?” then, to your surprise, he will an¬ 
swer, “ No,«is easy. ’ ’ Behind such a reply larks con¬ 
ceit, for he isliqagining that no'hing is- too difficult, for 
him to overcomeNr-A1. <S. Easel. 
119 THE ETUDE 
SOME SEOBETS OF SUCCESSFUL PBAOTIOE. 
BY MADAME A. PUPIN. 
tell you some 91 the secrets 01 succession . . . y 1 | I I 
asked you to make out a list of the charac- ■ ()■ J JJJ H—- J-JJ-g-jr- p- -*-*-e-* 
- nnnnn{ri11n n/OminofO it) +1)0 nloTTtTIOr flf ---—H ^-' » "it ^  
Dkar Sophkonia.—When I promised you I would 
write and t of of ful
practice, I 
teristics you had especially admired in the playing of 
different pianists, and which you would like visible, or 
audible in your own playing. I have your list before 
me: you say you would like your playing characterized 
bpf*$cisiori, equality, brilliancy, velocity, ease and de- 
liber^^TT^^^uld have the self-possession of the 
artist, and his perfect control over his fingers ; you would 
like the different kinds of touch that shade from ff to 
pp, and above all, that peculiar quality of touch which 
-jou^term'velvety; besides, all this, you want to know 
how tiHqemorize and how to conceive the effects which 
make a piteqe, played by an artist, sound so altogether 
different from the same piece played by an amateur, and 
then you pathetically add that it seems absurd to think 
that you can acquire any of them, unless at the end of a 
life-time. 
Now if you are a good timist and can read notes read¬ 
ily, you may set to work at once, to acquire all of these 
characteristics. First of all then, be it said, that there 
are three distinct stages of practice, and somewhere in 
these stages, you take up your aims, one at a time: for 
example, if you wish to play a passage with ease, de¬ 
liberation, velocity, precision, and brilliancy, you must 
not begin practising with aU these aims in view, for you 
can never accomplish it, and to attempt to do it will 
only end in discouragement. 
Before describing the three stages of practice, it will 
be/necessary to mention an important preliminary.' The 
student who wishes to follow this system of practice 
must be able to play a passage slowly, with perfect uni¬ 
formity of tone. This is a necessity; it is the begin¬ 
ning of the secret, the foundation on which the system 
rests.' For. those who have not previously required this 
uniformity of tone, I will give a simple exercise, which 
may be practised five or ten minutes a day, or at odd 
moments on a table^. Lay ihe elbow and arm loosely 
on a table,—the wriffl^may rest on a spoofof cotton,— 
put the tips of the fingers on a piece of white paper, in 
the shape they would have if placed on five consecutive 
white keys of the piano : make dots with a lead pencil 
on the paper just under the tips of the^fingers. Lift 
each finger 20 or 30 times, and let it drop on the paper ; 
if the finger be lifted loosely from the knuckles and 
without moving the first and second joints of the fingers, 
the finger will drop in the same spot each time—right 
on the dot. The object of this exercise is uniformity of 
motion. 
Now transfer the hand to the keyboard, making the 
dots oh the keys under the tips of the fingers. The 
thumb and little, finger will have the dots near the edge 
of the key ; the middle finger near the black key, and 
the other two fingers nearer to the middle finger, than to 
the thumb. Begin making the motions as before, with 
one finger, preferably the second, to begin with, drop¬ 
ping on the key so lightly it is not even depressed; then 
as the finger continues its motion, add a gradually in¬ 
creasing weight to the tip of the finger, and, as the fin¬ 
ger falls with more weight, play more slowly. 
The table exercise gives these motions without muscu¬ 
lar effort, and the reason they are begun on the key¬ 
board, with a light drop, which is gradually increased to 
a heavier one, is because in this way, the student detects 
the first feeling of rigidity in the muscles. There is no 
UBe telling the player who is accustomed to play with a 
stiff arm and wrist, to play with a loose wrist or a 
devitalized arm, for he does not know how this feels. 
But practising finger motions as above, first on the 
table and then on the keyboard, the student is conscious 
of the moment when the stiffness comes into the arm, 
and can prevent it. 
The keyboard exercise is easier, if, after the five 
fingers are laid on the keys, one is pressed and the 
others taken up; then these others go through the mo¬ 
tions in turn. 
(See exercise above.) 
This exercise brings about such great results in an 
easy way, it should be practised several times a day. 
Whenever the hand and arm can conveniently rest on a. 
table, these motions may be practised and a good 
habit established. 
Ex. with 1st fiDger fixed.. 
Ex. with 2nd finger fixed. 
-<s> iLSJii ■ \ ; rfl—£?-? 
Ex. with 3rd finger fixed. 
il -a. -£2-0* .a. 
Ex. with 4th finger fixed. 
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control ofj the fingers; 
two tempos, no matter what their speed 
Double tempo is the foundation for the three stages of 
practice. Play a passage,—a scale of eight notes, or a 
slow trill,—at the rate of one note a second, or even a 
little faster, six notes in five seconds; then play it ex¬ 
actly twice as fast, then four times as fast. Now in the 
first two tempos, the aim is perfect uniformity of mo¬ 
tion and tone ; each finger must rise to the name height 
and fall with the same weight. In the third tempo, how¬ 
ever, the first of every four notes must be accented, that 
is, the finger playing the accented note must be raised 
higher and fall with greater weighfon^hp key. Here 
you get the first idea of perfect 
in the first 
may be, you aim at uniformity, and this ‘uniformity must 
become a habit; in the third tempo, ybu choose that 
any one finger shall do a different thing from its-usual 
habit, and it must obey. 
' Practise the first and second tempos,-=^one and two 
notes to a count or beat,—till the fingers play with uni¬ 
formity unconsciously; then take up the third or accent 
tempo, where you will a certain finger to step out of its 
habit and make its motion a different way, and thus you 
gradually bring the fingers under the control of the 
mind. 
It must be remembered that finished playing is a habit, 
and to Becure this habit, the mind must be concentrated 
on one aim at a time, in the beginning of practice. 
Before studying anything by the three stages of prac¬ 
tice, the student must be able to play by a metronome; 
that is, must be able- to play one, two, three or four 
notes to each beat of the pendulum. 
The first stage of practice may be in the first or second 
tempo, that iB, it may have one or two notes to a 
beat; it is that stage which gives equal value to every 
note, or in other words, its aim is perfect uniformity of 
motion and tone. It must be practised forte and with 
decision: 
The second stage is the exact opposite of the firBt 
stage, giving an accent to the first of every four notes, 
or if triplets, to the first of every three. In this accent, 
the finger must be lifted very high and fall, not stiffly, 
but flexibly, on its key, the other two or three fingers, 
as the ease may be, strike near the key very lightly; 
thus you have one loud tone and two or three soft ones. 
As this passage is played by the metronome, with in¬ 
creased velocity, the force of the accent diminishes, and 
we go gradually into— 
The third stage, which being more rapid, the fingers 
cannot be.raised so high, and consequently the-force of 
the accent is so diminished that the tones are more^qual, 
and this accented note is no longer audible as an accent, 
but is sensibly felt as a rhythmic note. r 
To repeat:—the aim of the first stage is equality; the aim 
of the second stage is an exaggerated accent of the rhyth¬ 
mic note, which stage, being practised with gradually in¬ 
creased velocity, leadB insensibly into the third Btage, in 
which we at last find all the perfection of a finished 
performance, by virtue of the careful practise of the first 
two stages. A thoroughly finished and reliable perform¬ 
ance can be brought about, by practising at first, smaller, 
. and later, larger.portions of a piece or study in this way, 
till it can be played as a whole, as well as it can be 
i played in parts. 
It is best to experiment first on this system of Btudy 
with an &tude which has • continuous motion, beginning 
one’s practice at one-third, or one quarter the rate of 
speed for the finished piece ; for example, if the met¬ 
ronome time be 100, or even mo$8f for a quarter note, 
begin practising at 100 for a sixteenth note. This you 
’ will doubtless think is altogether too slow, but re¬ 
member, it iB into this slow tempo you have to put some 
of your aims, notably precision. 
Precision is a quality easy to be acquired. No one 
need ever strike a wrong key—no one should strike 
„ wrong keys in practising. First, aim to strike each key 
exactly in the middle. If you had done that in the ar¬ 
peggio of the dominant seventh, of D flat, you would not 
have slipped off the black keys So the white key on the 
right or on the left; you took no aim at all, but struck 
at random. All technical exercises should aim at cor¬ 
rectness in their slowest tempos, to be sure of it in the 
rapid tempo. Second, practise no faster than you can 
play correctly, without hurrying; return again and again 
to the slower tempos, and work up to the highest rate 
of speed, consistent with perfection in every detail; 
beyond that do not go. 
Frequent practise of the slow tempos gives delibera¬ 
tion, which is the opposite of hurrying. To acquire 
ease, prune off all unnecessary motions in the first or 
slowest tempos. Never play faster than you can play 
perfectly without effort. Cultivate the appearance of 
ease. Practising with a metronome will enable you to 
play with ease, all within your ability* for if you reach 
a tempo that you cannot play without hesitating, fumb¬ 
ling or scrambling, do not attempt to play it, but return 
to the slow tempos and work up, till this tempo becomes 
possible. 
In a very slow tempo the finger motions are a quick 
up motion and a quick down mdtion, and between these 
motions a moment of perfect rest; any hesitancy of 
motion, or any wriggling between the up and down mo¬ 
tions is an unnecessary motion to be pruned off. This 
is of vital importance, and is the first secret of a finished 
performance. Remember, your finished passage will 
depend on how you practise your Blow tempos. You 
admire those even pearly scales, which may be said to 
look like this, AAAAA then your slow tempos must 
be like this AAAAA- can imagine how 
infinitely fine and perfect your finished scale ought to 
look, then magnify that perfect'form for the slow prac¬ 
tice. Or imagine sixteen capijpb'A’s, graduated from 
one two inches high, to one an eighth of an inch in 
height; each succeeding one is like the first, only smal¬ 
ler ; so must your practice be, the more rapid tempos 
like the diminishing A’s, bA never losing its perfect 
form. So if the first or slowest tempo be perfect, the 
succeeding or more rapid tempos will be perfect too. 
The work that succeeds is all done in the slow 
tempos; velocity is limited by the first imperfection. 
Precision, equality, ease and. deliberation are car¬ 
ried right along from the lowest rate of speed up ; 
the tempo that shows any imperfection, indecision, un¬ 
evenness, hurry or other fault may be the limit of prac¬ 
tice for that day. Beginning one’s practice with the 
slow tempos and working to a higher rate of speed, 
pushes this limit a little ahead every day without effort. 
In my next letter I will give sqme practical illustrations 
and continue the seclrets of successful practice. 
LISZT’S HUffGABIAIT RHAPSODIES., 
The Magyars are probably the descendants of a Tartar 
Mongolian stock, and from this*: the chief branch of the 
inhabitants of the Country, come the syncopated rhythmB 
and forced accents which are so marked a feature, in 
Hungarian music^says T. L. Southgate, in the Musical 
sagas 
Standard. The gypsies* the privileged musicians of 
the country, have introduced the quaint turns, embel¬ 
lishments, and grouped notes common to Oriental 
music. These features of his native music are constantly 
employed by Liszt; but they were not invented by him, 
as some of his devotees fondly imagine Haydn, who 
lived in Hungary with Prince Esterhazy, in his “ Gypsy 
Rondo,” notably in the slow movement of his E flat 
symphony, and in many parts of his works, has made 
use of those peculiarities. So has Beethoven in his 
‘‘King Stephen” music, Cherubini in his “Medea,” 
ansLlikewile Schubert in his “ Fantasia in C major.” 
Among the letter names who have written in this style 
are those of Brahms and Joachim. It is not therefore 
to Liszt that we muBt look for the introduction of Hun- 
~^rn>>B3pipmg modern music. And, moreover, it 
should be pointed out that these features constitute a 
provincialism in art, and in the ease of the augmented 
, seconds, their existence in the diatonic scale cannot be 
*■ acoustically justified. . To use them constantly is a sign 
of mannerism; to say that Liszt often does this is to 
charge him with being a mannerist. . . “ The Fifteen 
Hungarian Rhapsodies ” occupy a much more important 
position among Liszt’s writings. Here again we find 
- tire man, his nationality and disposition clearly dis¬ 
played. It is hardly necessary to say that Liszt was 
not the inventor of the Rhapsody, as has been absurdly 
claimed for him. The term is as old as the period of 
the Greeks, and the freedom of form which the use of 
the designation implies has been taken advantage of 
by several composers. In the time of Beethoven, Wor- 
zischeck, the Kapellmeister of the Imperial Chapel at 
Vienna, published a set of Rhapsodies so fresh in 
thought and redolent of genius that they might well 
have borne the name of the great tone-poet himself on 
the title-page. But here, though the .pieces partook 
somewhat of the nature of an improvisation, a certain 
amount of regard was paid to form and thematic develop¬ 
ment. Liszt, in his self-sufficiency, disdains any such 
restrictions, consequently these Rhapsodies are remark¬ 
ably free ; however, though they consist of & single 
fused movement, they cannot be termed shapeless, as 
maybe Baid of his other compositions. The fact they 
/are written in .the Hungarian style/the characteristics 
of which have been already pointed out, gives them a 
singular freshness and piquancy to our western ears. 
They have an eastern flavor about them, and a daring 
boldness which cannot but arrest and secure attention. 
They will not bear to be analyzed too closely, or the 
poorness of thought, bombast, occasional vulgarity, and 
the extravagance of diction which forms their staple 
will be too surely revealed, and cause us to regard the 
pieces as but weak imitations of the music' of Liszt’s 
native country. It is a little singular that one never 
notices these features on hearing the native Hungarian 
bands playing their stirring and remarkable music. It 
may be that the extraordinary verve and pathos 
with which they play are natural to them, whereas 
Liszt’s lights and shades, forced accents, and mbato are 
manufactured, and the compositions lack spontaneity.. 
However this may be, these Rhapsodies, both in the 
pianoforte form in which they made their appearance, 
and also in their piquant, if coarse, orchestral arrange¬ 
ments, must rank as his best compositions. The irreg¬ 
ular, unrestrained life of their author is mirrored in the 
music. It is evident that the instrument for which he 
wrote them, his beloved piano, supplied him with the 
precise means he required of giving outward expression 
to his inborn feelings. Many essay to play the Rhap¬ 
sodies ; probably only those of Magyar birth can thor¬ 
oughly succeed. 
MUSICAL HUMBUGS. 
BT LOUIS ELSON. 
The study of music has become so universal in the 
United States that it is not Burprising that the new field 
has brought forth a great deal of chaff, together with its 
wheat. We are not of those who imagine that the 
American people are essentially unmusical, because 
they tolerate and even demand a certain amount of 
humbug in their favorite art. Any one studying the 
history of the rise of music in America will be forced, 
in viewing the progress of forty years, to acknowledge 
that'no nation has made such rapid strides, and such 
healthy advancement in art in bo short a time. 
A music-printer of that epoch has given us statistics 
which conclusively prove that our picture is not over- 
Irawn. The sales of some very successful pieces did 
r iot exceed a thousand copies a year. To-day, the posi¬ 
tion of affairs is totally changed. The sales of Beeth¬ 
oven’s works alone number tens of thousands of copies 
annually; and the programmes of our choral and 
orchestral societies have been held up for emu¬ 
lation, abroad by some of the best European journals. 
But out of the ignorance of the past have sprouted the 
weeds of the present. National thoroughness is not a 
plant of such rapid growth, and, as a consequence, 
much superficiality is cloaked under the universal “ love 
of music.” 
The humbugs that have sprung up to pander to thiB 
failing are easily recognizable, but deserve pointing out 
to those who are young in study, and cannot yet distin¬ 
guish the false from the true. 
We need scarcely allude to the “ patent ” method of 
teaching music by charts, cards, or other devices. 
These do not teach music but do teach a mechanical 
execution of tonic, dominant, ,and sub-dominant chords 
in various keys,—a knowledge which the intelligent 
scholar attains without any trouble as he studies the 
scales, providing he has a careful teacher. Bat these 
three highly respectable and eminently useful- chords are 
underneath three-fourths of all the humbug of music¬ 
teaching and playing in America. If a man were to 
give tuition' in simple addition, subtraction, multiplica¬ 
tion, and division, and, after the course, tell bis pupil 
that he had taught him mathematics, the deceit would 
be apparent. Yet that is -the method employed by the 
musical tricksters. They teach the elements, and affirm 
that these are the Ultima Thule. 
The greater part of the “ popular ” piano pieces oi 
America come under the class of humbugs, for they are 
written to foster^ the deceit. Take up any of the Silver 
Sprays, Golden Waves, and other metallic wares (really 
brass”) of the “ favorite” composers, and you will 
find them ticketed Fantasie de Concert, Transcription 
Brillante or with other pompons descriptions. Open 
them, and (if you are not practically musical) you will see 
an array of small arpeggio notes that impress you with a 
sense of the difficulties of the work. Listen to them, 
and yon hear brilliant scramblings into the upper regis¬ 
ter of the piano, and are ready to acknowledge virtuos¬ 
ity, at least, when you suddenly observe that these 
scramblings are utterly devoid of meaning, and have a 
suspicions sameness. Then yon have solved the riddle. 
The piece is a “ musical humbug,” and has endeavored 
to dress up the elementary chords in tinsel splendor, to 
impose them on you as true gold. Its wild rushes and 
cross-hand movements are not so useful nor so difficult 
as the arpeggio exercises of the modest scholar of an 
honest teacher (wfeo will not arrive at Fantasies de 
Concert for some years yet.) The whole farrago can 
be memorized in ten minutes. We have dwelt at 
some length on this branch of humbug,.for almost all of 
the systems and methods used by “professors”, who 
accept ridiculously small sums for teaching music in 
an incredibly short space of time consist simply in 
making a parade of this A JB CL lesson in harmony. 
Harmony itself seems to be a very fatiguing study to 
the superficial pupil, who is yet beyptqd being misled by 
the clumBy deception above menticmect^and it is to this 
higher grade of incapables that the inventor of new 
systems of harmony addresses himself. In addition to 
teaching the elements, a few chords amz modulations, 
his views upon “ progressions,” arq, to say the least, 
progressive. He cites a few examples of the misdeeds 
of the Wagnerian school, and then tells his pupil, who 
has studied perhaps a week, “ Go, and do likewise.” 
In other words, his patent time saving system of 
teaching harmony consists in saying: “Write your 
progressions as yon please. There will always be simi¬ 
lar instances in the works of Wagner, Brahms, or even 
Schumann and Beethoven. Twenty dollars,’please.” 
Another class of hiimhng, and a very numerous one, is 
the too-learned vocal professor. He seldom teaches 
singing but advertises as a “voice-builder,” “teacher 
of vocal technique,” “founder of the respiratory or¬ 
gans,” or something of that terrifying sort. He does 
not sing to any appreciable extent, but he has memor¬ 
ized the entire nomenclature of “ the little muscles with 
the long names,” and frightens his pupils with “ thyro¬ 
hyoid ligaments,” “lateral crico-aretynoid muscles,” 
“ glosso pharyngeal nerves,” etc. ; and his room contains 
a sanguinary assortment of throat models, in various 
stages of dissection. We do not mean that singing 
should deny itself the advantages of scientific research, 
bat we affirm that many of these pompons teachers only 
nse their Blight physiological studies to befog and bum- 
bug their pupils. Porpora, who certainly was a good 
vocal teacher, was entirely ignorant of the anatomy of 
the throat. ^ 
Another numerous class of innocent “ humbugs ^are 
the young misses, who, while taking lessons on the one 
hand, give lessons to very young scholars bn the other. 
They generally do this without Consulting their teacher, 
and of course without his sanction. 
This pernicious practice of taking second-hand music 
lessonB is bred of the laughable idea, firmly rooted in 
the uncultured mind, that “anybody” will do to teach 
a beginner. As if “anybody” might do to plan a 
house, while the bricks must be laid by an artist, or 
“anybody” might be employed to cut a coat, but 
the later work must be confided to the best workmen 1 
But there is scarcely need to define further. The 
humbugs above sketched are the leading types. It is 
safest to distrust the distinguished professor whalhas 
discovered means of shortening the road to either piano¬ 
playing, singing or harmony, or who teaches at a price 
which suggests that his own tuition must have been very 
cheap indeed to allow him to do so. Twenty, even ten 
years hence, the rapidly growing intelligence of Amen-’ 
can mnsic lovers will have made such an article as this 
needless; and then we shall be able to Bmile at, as we 
now earnestly protest against, “musical humbugs.”— 
In “ Realms oi Tone.” 
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BY JOHN COMFORT FILLMORE. 
My Dear Friend—You are a young teacher, and I 
am an old one. I am very happy to give you the conn- 
Bel you ask for; but nothing will take the place of your 
own' experience. 'cDb not think that I, or~^nybody, can 
tell yon anything which will be of much use to yon until 
you have made it your own by actual use. Yon will 
make some mistakes, of course; that is the indispensable 
condition of learning thingsrin this world. Nevertheless, 
while it Is quite trne that knowledge gained by actual 
experience is the only knowledge which will do yon any 
good, it is also true, fortunately, that the laying down 
of principles, the pointing out of the directions in which 
valuable experience is to be gained, will be of inestima¬ 
ble service to you. This service I will try to render. 
You have, I am glad to see, a high and honorable ambi¬ 
tion in your chosen profession. You wish your pupils to ac¬ 
quire not merely a superficial smattering of musical know¬ 
ledge, still leS»-to be parlor players of the type familiar to 
us all, murdering.‘‘ The Maiden’s Prayer,” “ Silvery 
Waves,” and other nheap, slop-shop and1 machine-made 
productions of alleged composers without genins and with¬ 
out knowledge ; yon wish them to be musicians and also 
artists, according to their grade. In this you are entirely 
right. Even a young pupil may have genuine, sound, 
musical knowledge, as far as it goes; and. may play 
small, easy pieces by the greatest of masters with genuine 
artistic quality. But in aiming at such results as these, 
I warn you that you will find much to discourage yon. 
In the first place, you will have a great many pupils, 
Borne young and some not so young, whose natural artis¬ 
tic gifts are exceedingly limited. Then, in the t,ease of 
children who have natural artistic capabilities, you will 
find many whose desire to accomplish results far ontruns 
their—willingness to work. Industry, severe and long- 
continued, is the one condition of success; but there is 
a vast number of pnpiis who arATiitremely unwilling to 
fulfil this condition. Many desire to play and play well, 
who are unwilling to go through, thejamount of labor 
necessary to attain the goal. ^ 
Then there are many who are careless. They force 
themselves or are forced by their parents to spend time 
enough each day at the piano to accomplish the results 
yon and they both desire; but they practise listlessly, 
with their minds preoccupied with something else be¬ 
sides their music. Of coarse no results can be got in 
that way, either in technic or interpretation. It is not 
so much the amount as the quality of work that tells on 
the result. And this many pnpiis cannot or will not see. 
They never do anything really well, and nobody can 
make them do so. .They will have to discipline them- 
Belves if they ever accomplish anything worth while. 
It is generally a long and severe straggle on the part 
of both teacher and pnpil, to get anything ont of this 
class of young persons. Frequently it results in failure. 
There iB still a worse class of pnpiis which I have often 
met: those who are insufferably vain and whose vanity is 
fostered by the folly of injndicions parents. I know moth¬ 
ers who are always anxious to have their children show off, 
and who are never satisfied unless the chill is constantly 
working, no matter how sn^pficially, at show-pieces 
which are entirely beyond its present capacity and attain¬ 
ments. These cases are perhaps the worst that teachers 
ever have to deal with. Bat between lack of musical 
talent, lack of mental discipline, lack of power of com¬ 
prehension, lack of industry, and lack of good sense on 
the part of both pnpiis and parents, yon will find a 
large portion of your class, wherever it may be, who will 
give you very little pleasure or satisfaction. And often 
those who are most at fault in the quality of their study 
are most ready to find fault with yon, when tangible re¬ 
sults in the shape of ability to show off before admiring 
friends and envions rivals, do no\speedily appear. 
All this you will have to face, if you mean to make 
music-teaching a profession. Yon will never make any 
money; all that yon get yon will get by hard work and daily 
drudgery, often with small thanks, sometime? with mis¬ 
understanding and abuse. Your aims will not be appre¬ 
ciated by the most of the community in which yon live. 
If they are aB high as I believe them to be, you will be 
looked on as a ‘‘ crank ” by many who call themselves 
“ practical.” There will be a majority of your towns¬ 
men who will be carried away by stich trash as ‘‘ Ta-ra- 
ra-boom-de-ay,” and *;‘ After the Ball,” and will not care 
a straw for any music which represents brains, genius, 
creative power, intelligence, or any quality of mind which 
yon or I respect. In the small town in which you live, 
yon will have very few opportunities to hear good music 
performed by great-artists; yon will have few or per¬ 
haps no associates whose aims and tastes are similar 
to your own ; you will have to depend on your own re¬ 
sources for your own maintenance and give, give, give 
continually, out of them for the benefit of your pnpiis. 
It will be all give out and no take in, except from your 
own private Btudy of the greatest works and from your 
occasional visits to the nearest'great city and your occa¬ 
sional intercourse with the best mnsicans yon know there. 
Yon will get some encouragement out of a small percen- 
tage of your beBt pnpiis and out of a few friends who. 
are appreciative to the exjtent of their knowledge and 
ability ; but that is all. The most of your experience as 
a musician will be far from inspiring. If you rnn away 
from it all And try to establish yourself in a large city 
where your opportunities may be greater, you will find 
all the cities overcrowded ; and besides, they have their 
fall proportion of unmusical people. A large share of 
the city teaching is fully as uninspiring and unremunera- 
tive, from a musical point of view, as that in the small 
towns, or even in the country districts. Some of the 
most promising pnpiis I have ever had have come from 
the latter. 
Now, if you are going to be disheartened by all this, 
you had better make up your mind at once, before it is 
too late, to quit the profession, and leave music-teach¬ 
ing to be done by somebody who has more plnqk* faith, 
and energy. But I warn you that, if ydST' have not 
these qualities, you will be jnst as badly off in any other 
occupation as in that of a maric-teacher. “Pluck” 
said Charles Kingsley,“is the only thing that will wash.” 
He was entirely right. Go at the difficulties pluckily 
and yon will attain a fair measure of snccess. Do not 
be discouraged because your snccess is not at all that 
yon conld desire; complete satisfaction is not to be had 
in this world. Hold yourself strictly responsible for 
everything in your work which belongs to you ; but do 
not wear yourself out by worrying too mnch over the 
faults of others, for which yon are not responsible, and 
in the curing'of which you can only play a subordinate 
part. Do your best, and then do not worry abont the 
results. Says Carlyle: “ Let a man do his work; the 
fruit of it is the care of another than he.” And so 1 
bid yon God-speed, and for this time, good bye. 
LOOKING AHEAD. 
BY J. E. P. ALDOUS. 
The cause of many a stumble and many a mistake with 
the average pnpil will be found in a lack of the faculty 
of looking and thinking ahead. In piano playing, as 
well as in any other phase of life, it is essential to provide 
for the future. If the pitesage yon are playing is simple, 
send your thoughts on to the next and be prepared for it. 
If one phrase or figure is ended, and yon have a short 
rest, do not let your hand stay where it last played, 
neither let it go to Bleep in your lap, bnt place it where 
it will be wanted next. If this lack of preparation is 
very marked in any one, the following exercise will help 
to correct the fault. Take any common jumping bass, 
and get the hand ready for (not on) the first note. Then, 
thinking of the second note, play the first and immedi¬ 
ately place the handover (not on) the Becond ; then think¬ 
ing of the third note, play the second and immediately 
place the hand over (not on) the third, and so forth. 
Let this also'be donq with the right hand ; and a few 
minutes’ practice of this daily, will soon have the desired 
resnit. In making skips, where there is no spare time 
available for preparation, a useful exercise will be found 
to take the two noteB between which the skip" occurs and 
treat them in the way I have described, making the 
transit of th^bhnd over the distance aB rapid as possible. 
Instance, Czerny’s first Velocity Study. 
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TBADITIONAL BEETHOVEN PLATING. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
How often of late years we hear this expression. Will 
some one who claims to know, kindly tell ns what it. 
means? For one, I confess myself, after a decade of 
careful, thoughtful investigation, utterly unable to find 
out. We hear one pianist extolled as wonderful 
Beethoven player, as a safe, legitimate, trustworthy 
champion of the good old classical traditions; and an¬ 
other equally, eminent artist condemned as wholly un¬ 
worthy to lift for the public the veil of awe and mystery 
enshrouding the mystic sublimities of this grandest of 
tone-Titans. 
The late von Billow, for instance, was well-nigh uni¬ 
versally conceded to be the representative Beethoven 
player of the age ; for no better reasons, so far as I can 
discover, than that he was generally admitted to be 
a failure in the presentation of most works of* the 
modern school, and that cold, calculating, cynical in tel 
lectuality was the predominant feature of his personality 
and his musical work, which made him the dryest, most 
uuideal, uninteresting pianist of his generation, in spite 
of his phenomenal technique, memory and mental power. 
On the other, hand Paderewski, with all his infinitely 
magnetic personality, his incomparable beauty of tone 
and coloring, his blended nobility and refinement of 
conception, is decried as a perverter of taste, a de¬ 
stroyer of traditions and precedents, because forsooth, 
he plays Beethoven too warmly, too emotionally, too 
subjectively. 
l)e grace, messieurs, what does it all signify? Are 
we then to accept perforce as final, in spite of our better 
instincts, the dictum of the long since petrified Leipsic 
School, which holds technique of the hand and head, not 
only as the supreme, but as the sole element in musical 
art? Which relegates all emotion and its expression to 
the despised limbo of sickly sentimentality, and which 
epitomizes its highest encomium of an artmin the words: 
“•■He allows himself no liberties.” That is to say, he 
plays merely the notes, with the faultless precision and 
soulless monotony of a machine. Is ^tHis then tradi¬ 
tional playing of Beethoven or any other composer ? Is 
it art at all ? If there is any such thing as an authentic, 
authoritative musical standard conceding any given 
composition, upon what does or should it rest? Surely 
either upon the way its composer rendered it, or desired 
it rendered, if that can be ascertained, or upon the way 
it was given by its first great public interpreter. Let 
us examine the scanty available data concerning Beet¬ 
hoven’s piano works from this point of view. How did 
. Beethoven himself play his own works ? 
This question reminds one of the century old dispute 
among scholars as to the propriety of the so-called Eng¬ 
lish pronunciation of Latin, an absurdity on the face of 
it. Fancy talking of the English pronunciation of French 
or German ! Of course we do not know and have no 
means of learning exactly how the old Latins did pro¬ 
nounce their language in all the niceties of detail, but 
one thing we do know with absolute certainty, and that 
is that they |lid not Anglicize it, for the one good reason 
that oar language did not come into existence until cen¬ 
turies after the Latin tongue was dead. 
Similarly, as there is itf one now living who can re¬ 
member and tell us just how Beethoven didpfcy any given 
sonata, and as unfortunately, the phonograph was not 
then invented, to preserve-for us the incalculably preeiouB 
records of his interpretations, we have no means of as¬ 
certaining jnst what his conceptions were, even supposing 
they had been twice alike, which they probably were not. 
Bat this we may be sure of, beyond a question or a 
donbt. He did not play them according to von Biilow. 
Furthermore there is no ground for bel;eving that his 
performances were at all such as the conservative stick 
lers for classic traditions insist that oar renditions of 
Beethoven must be to-day^ We know this from a study 
of the life and characteristics of the man, from the inter¬ 
nal evidence of his works, and from the reports given ns 
by his contemporaries of his manner of playing them and 
their effect upon the hearer. 
Beethoven was preeminently a romanticist, in the con¬ 
tent if not always in the form of his works, a man of 
pronounced, self-loyal individuality.and intense subjec- ' 
tivity, who wrote, and consequently must have played, 
as he felt, and not in accordance with prescribed rales 
and formulas ; a man who can reply without immodesty 
when criticised for breaking a pre established law of 
harmony, “I do it,” with the calm confidence in the 
divine right of genins to self utterance in its own chosen 
way, which always accompanies true greatness and has 
been the infallible compass of progress in all ages. 
The man who was the fearless outspoken champion of 
artistic sincerity and profound earnestness, whose scorn 
of shallow, pedantic formulas was as uncompromising as 
it was irrepressible, whose watchword was universality 
of content, who believed that music could and should be 
made to express every phase of human emotion, who 
could venture on the unheard of innovation of beginning 
a sonata with a pathetic Adagio, and introducing a 
chorus into the last movement of a symphony, in open 
defiance of all established tradition, who was repeatedly 
accused by the critics of his day, of being unable to write 
a correct fugue or sonata, and whose music was declared 
to be that of a madman by leading musicians even as late 
as the beginning of our century,—this is Burely not 
the man whose artistic personality can be fairly repre¬ 
sented by a purely intellectual, stiffly precise, though 
ever so scholarly reading of his printed scores. How is 
that better than the bloodless plaster casts of the living, 
breathing children of his geninB ? The printed symbols 
represent audible sounds, and the sounds symbolize 
emotions. The mere sonnds with the emotions left out 
are no more Beethoven’s music than the printed notes 
if never made audible. 
Of his own playing, we are told that it lacked finish and 
precision, but never warmth and intensity; that like his 
nature, it was stormy, impetnons, impulsive, at times 
even almost brutal in its rough strength and fierce 
energy; that he often sacrificed tone quality and even 
accuracy in his complete abandonment to the torrent of 
his emotions, but never failed to stir to their profoundest 
depths the hearts of his hearers. Isthistheman, this hero 
of musical democracy, this giantr embodiment of the Tita 
nic forces of primitive Nature, this shaggy maned lion, 
with the great warm keenly sentient human heart, whose 
nearest prototype among modern players is Rubinstein; is 
this the man with whom originated the severely classical 
school, the cold, prim, stately interpretations, which we 
are told to reverence as traditional, in which the head is 
everything, the heart nothing, form all important, and 
feeling a deplorable weakness ? It is impossible, incred¬ 
ible I 
I honestly believe that if Beethoven himself could re¬ 
visit the world and appear incognito in the concert hallB 
of our musical centres, to give us an ideal, authoritative 
rendition of his great works, one half of his audience 
and nine tenths of his critics, wonld hold up their hands 
in holy horror at his nntraditional and un-Beethoven- 
like readings, and wonld declare that while he was an 
interesting and magnetic artist, and an enjoyable player 
of the lighter more emotional modern school, his rend¬ 
erings of the revered classics were dangerously pervert¬ 
ing to the public taste and coaid not be sufficiently con¬ 
demned. 
(Concluded in next issue.) 
A VALUABLE HINT. 
_ 
Editorial en Vocalist. 
One of the purposes of this column is to suggest busi¬ 
ness ideas to the Binging teacher. I have had a thought 
in mind for a year or more which I wanted to verify be¬ 
fore speaking of it and trying to draw a lesson from it. 
It is that our best musical institutions are seeking those 
3 men and women for teachers who have already estab¬ 
lished their reputations. The colleges do not care to 
make reputations for teachers, and do not care to engage 
teachers who are perfectly good, without- they have be¬ 
come somewhat known. Now, what is the lesson ? Get 
reputation, of course. It has commercial value. How 
can one do it? That is not so easy to answer. Every 
one can find a way to do it, and perhaps no two can 
achieve reputation in exactly the same way. . Rest as- 
snred of one thing: the man talked about is snre to be¬ 
come known. If he is well spoken of his good name 
grows. We langh at and decry printer’s ink, bat it 
spreads one’s good name quicker and better than doeB 
anything else. Reports of the concerts of a Theodore 
Thomas have made his career possible; the published 
music of Dudley Buck has made people, especially 
church musicians, love the man; the books of W. S. B. 
. Mathews and A. B. Goodrich have given them place in 
high esteem. I would say to any man who wishes to 
hold high honors at some time (and whadoes not?) to. 
develop that way which is his, whether it be as com¬ 
poser, author, or what-not, and use that as a means of 
keeping his name before the eyes of men. To be sure, 
the real merit mnst be in the man or he will never obtain 
repute. Self advertising, when there is little or no 
merit, may give name for a day, but cannot give lasting 
reputation. EvdrV one can gain reputation if he will 
use hiB own gifts and persist in making the .most of them 
through, a term of years. 
1 IB THE ETUDE 
PUBLISHER'S BOTES. 
Ws have published a new edition of‘‘Studies in Melody 
Playing,” Vol. I. The volume has been greatly enlarged; 
the first edition had only 23 pages, while the new edi¬ 
tion has 81; the entire set has been closely graded, and 
Vol.'ll will form a continuance of Vol. I, thus making 
a complete graced course of pieces. Vol. II will also 
be revised and enlarged shortly. The price remains the 
same. This set of pieces we no\y consider, perhaps, the 
best collection of easy, chaste, and attractive pieces ever 
published. Every one is a gem. They are selected 
ffom'5tfcu==bast=<authors. Almost every author who has 
written easy pieces is represented in the set. The an¬ 
notations are copious, the fingering is carefully done, 
and the phrasing is correct. The whole-set forms one 
of the best collections of instructive pieces it is possible 
to put together. 
***** 
One of the most useful things that The Etude fur¬ 
nishes its subscribers -is its advertisements. No pro¬ 
gressive and “ up to the times ” teacher can afford to 
miss a thorough and thoughtful reading of the adver¬ 
tisements of this magazine. Try it once, and see what 
a large amount of practical and Valuable information 
you will get from them. 
***** 
The Etude would like to present to its readers ways 
of conducting weekly classes in musical history, biog¬ 
raphy, and especially in musical theory, harmony, and 
general musical informations, such as is gotten from the 
best primers, etc. Please write up how you are con¬ 
ducting your general class work, and send it to us. 
/ 1 * * 
Have you a clear appreciation of how much The 
Etude would do for your pupils ? Get up a club among 
them, and then talk about its articles1 in your weekly 
class, or when they are with you at the lesson hour, and 
if what many teachers write us is. true, and it doubtless 
is, you will find a quickened and active interest in music 
among your pupils that will do you good. 
***** 
Send us your programs. We will not promise to pub¬ 
lish them, but we desire to tabulate them, and give our 
readers an idea of the kind of music that is being used 
for recitals and concerts. By comparison we can make 
out a list of the most used pieces, and so help you in 
making up your selections for another season. 
* * * 
* * 
Be sure to put your name.upon, and also inside of the 
package of music that you return to ns, or we cannot 
make your account out correctly. Please give careful 
attention to this, and so save much vexation, trouble, 
and, perhaps, hard feelings regarding your account, all 
through no fault of this office. 
***** 
We carry a large stock of violin music, methods, etc. 
This stock includes combinations of all kinds of string 
and wind instruments. We also have a fine lot of flqfe 
music, methods, studies, etc. We can fill orders for 
anything in these lines. Try us. 
***** 
v We have a fine lot of music for piano and reed organ 
’combined. Also a selection with; piano, reed organ, 
violin, or cornet, or flute, etc. We can fill orders for 
Anything in the line of pipe organ, music for. church, 
concert, or private use. * 
* * * 
* **:. ..■ 
We have just printed anew edition of “Touch and 
Technic,” Vol. I, in which several important additions 
are made, a page and a half entirely new matter being 
added to the volumes We have printed all the new mat¬ 
ter separately,' in Bheet form and, can furnish it at 10 
; cts. per copy, aubject to the usual discount. 
***** 
There has been considerable delay in the issuing of 
the second volume of Landon’s “ School of Heed .Organ 
* ~ -4- 
Playing,” but thesame is now on press and will be ready 
about the time this issue goes out. This volume con¬ 
tains the.same amount of material as one of the grades 
of “ Mathews’ Graded Course for the Pianoforte,” and is 
very much on the Bame order, containing the best variety 
-of material for the cabinet organ, and we believe it to be 
far in advance of anything on the market. This grade 
is intended to follow the instruction book. We shall be. 
glad to send it on sale to any one who may-desire to 
examine it, - . 
* -tt- 4 
* * 
“ Embellishments, of Music,” which has been delayed 
on account of the difficulty of making the ancient signs, 
is on press and will be ready about the time this issue is 
in the hands of our readers, when we will send copies to 
all who have subscribed for it. We feel confident that 
this volume will meet with a great deal of favor. It is 
a work of unusual merit, very interestingly written and 
contains a great dekl of information about music in gen¬ 
eral. The special offer oh the book is now discontinued. 
But the special offer on the four new works (as in April 
issue), is still in force during this month. 
* * 
* * * 
The present is an opportune time for us to remind all 
teachers, and especially conservatories of music, of our 
blank form of diploma, or certificate. It is so worded 
as to be applicable to either or all branches of music or 
education. It is neatly engraved, and printed on parch¬ 
ment paper about the size of an Etude page. 
We would suggest that a fine penman fill out the 
blanks when the diplomas are given. 
The price of a sample is 10 cents, or $1.00 for a dozen. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
I have received your “ Classic Gems for Four Hands,” 
and most sincerely congratulate you on having brought 
together some of the most exquisite gems with which I 
am acquainted. Certainly this is joadbook which no 
progressive teacher can afford to without. 
M. Ea Donohoe. 
The Practice cards have hadsuch. a charming effect 
on my pupils, little sb well as big, that I would not be 
without.them ; better lessons, more punctuaipupilB, and 
more interest on' all sides. ’ Jessie C. Whitlock. - 
Among your many excellent publications I think it 
would be difficult to select a finer work ihan “ Howards’ 
Course in Harmony.” 
My Btudies in Harmony and Counterpoint with one of 
the most eminent composers in the country, added to an 
experience of several wears in teaching Harmony, en¬ 
able me to form, aS' I..believe, a dear judgment con¬ 
cerning & work of this kind- lam satisfied that this is 
the best work I have ever seen. Fbanx L. Collins. 
I have received and examined the Eighth grade of the 
“Graded Course of Piano Studies” by Mr. W. S. B. 
Mathews. They contain many original and superior 
ideas, and are full of genuine melodic qualities- ~ 
. The technical difficulties are arranged progressively. 
The annotations on each composition; the studies for 
left hand practice, and bravura playing, are invaluable 
to teachers as well as pupils. 
Pupils taught by these Studies, with the careful appli¬ 
cation of “ iason’s System of Touch and Technic,” 
should make rapid progress. ^Jean Ootavia Young. 
The sketch after Millet’s “Angelas,” by Wilson G. 
Smith, which I found in The Etude, I used in the pub¬ 
lic examination of the American Conservatory Analy¬ 
sis class last June. It was the test for auricular analy¬ 
sis and one class (57 members) made a fair report. I 
also played it as an illustration in my lecture on “ A 
Theory of Interpretation,” delivered before the Ind. 
M. T. A., at La Porte, last summer. A. J. Goodrich. 
I am very much pleased with the copy of “ I 
Studies,” by Wilson G. Smith. I have also 
I have received Yols. Six and Seven of thh “ Mathew’s 
Graded Course of Studies for the Pianoforte,” and am 
much pleased with them, especially the Grade Six, 
I also received the “Pedals of the\Pianoforte,” by 
Hans Schmitt. I have,read only twenty-five pages (as 
my time has been limited), but I most say that I very 
seldom have a book that I can take every word of the 
-author with such unlimited faith as I have theBe few 
pages, and I feel safe in saying that T'fflce the whole 
book, and would not part with it for twice its price. I 
almost swear by Mason and Mathew, though I can’t 
quite agree with all their ideas, but Herr Schmitt says 
nothing that can clash with common sense and good 
.judgment, to my way of thinking, I hope we and our 
pupils may learn his teachings well. 
A. Henderson. 
I make constant use of your edition of “Mason’s 
Touch and Technic.” I have accomplished some wonder¬ 
ful results therewith. Pupils who invariably objected to 
exercises or studies oLagy kind, have been charmed and 
interested and beyond measure by the Mason 
Studies. Anna Hughspurger. 
I shall try to secure a few new subscribers for the 
Etude, though our town is small. I have not been 
more pleased with any other musical journal than I 
have with the ij&yDEi Every page contains some 
valuable thoujgb^'wd tbe journal is useful alike to the 
scholar, teacher^ ". and professional musician. The 
muftcj too, is of a good order, and generally, the 
pieces, beside being quite harmonious, are very instruc¬ 
tive. In fact, I cannot say too much in favor of the 
Etude and its promoters.' > 
Mss. Bessie von H. Ting. 
I have quite recently received two of your latest pub¬ 
lications, viz.:“ Pedals of Pianoforte,” by Hans Schmitt; 
“Writing Book for Music Pupils,” by C. W. Landon. 
I find them each in their own way invaluable. 
The work on Pedals is very exhaustive, and one that 
no musician should neglect toTSgd;:; while for teachers 
and pupils it supplies a long felt’want. 
The writing book is the best I have yet'used, and 
thctaeh there are many others to choose from, I shall 
use only C. W. Landon’s. S. S. Hendrickson. 
; The Etude has given me better lessons in mnsic than 
I have ever received from my piano teachers. I have 
studied with the best and highest-priced teachers in San 
Francisco, and it is a sad confession to make, bat it is 
true that the piano teachers do not teach the principles 
of music. Mrs. Henry Brown. 
Romantic 
received 
the second volume of “The Musician,” by Ridley 
Prentiss, and am even more pleased with it than the 
first grade. Mrs. Mary Whitt. 
I have examined Mr. Smith’s “ Romantic Studies,” 
with interest and fonnd them very attractive and bril¬ 
liant. I trust they may receive the deserved recogni¬ 
tion by the profession. Harry S. Schweitzer. 
I have received and examined Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s 
“Romantic Studies,” for the piano. The melodic 
qualities of these studies are invaluable for forming the 
taste of pupils, and Mr. Smith should be thanked for 
arranging the technical difficulties for the middle grade 
pupils. 
They serve as a valuable introduction to the great 
works of the old masters. ' Each study is a gem. 
Jean Ootavia Young. 
In response to your wish to give you my opinion on 
“The Pedals” by Hans Schmitt, I must say that I do 
so with great pleasure. It is well written (well trans¬ 
lated) and must win the admiration of all eminent 
teachers. But clearness of exposition fits it equally 
well for the perusal, I should say study, of the Btudent 
also. 
Its great usefulness lies in the fact that it calls the 
attention of the student to a very important part of his 
art and thereby opens a new field ; a field that to a great 
extent was hitherto a “ terra incognita.” It is true 
that thereby his duties will be increased, but he will find 
that the result rewards him welrlfor the time and trouble 
spent oh the acquirement of a judicious control over 
the pedal. The new, but little explored field, begins with 
the 2d chapter and stretches to the end of the work. 
If the purpose of the work were no other than to fence 
in the indiscriminate use of the pedal, regardless of 
prescribed notation and harmony or disharmony, it 
would do a large amount of good; for the market is 
flooded with players believing in the plentiful mingling 
of all kinds of chords andidiscorda, and compositions 
teeming with incorrect pedal notations. But it also 
teaches him new effects and new ways in which to 
beautify his executions, and explains the object of pedal¬ 
ing so clearly as to guide him in all cases to a correct 
application of the pedals, even where incorrect signs 
would otherwise mislead him. 
It is to be regretted that the pedal arrangements on 
most pianos (both square and upright) even superior in 
every other respect, are yet so imperfect as to get out of 
order very soon. Some will act too heavy, others too 
noisy (like the soles of new boots), and yet others not 
damp sufficiently. On the latter kind it is impossible to 
produce acoustic result^ as aimed at in Mr. Schmitt’s 
work. I hope the sale will be rapid enough to justify 
Mr. Schmitt to publish soon an enlarged edition ; for I 
’ doubt not but that, several points have not been touched, 
for fear to trespass'the limits set by the author. 
E. Von Adelung. 
I am much pleased with the eighth grade of “ Ma¬ 
thews’ Graded Course of Studies for the Pianoforte,” 
yriiich I ordered from you in advance. It is’’beauti¬ 
fully printed, carefully and helpfully fingered and an¬ 
notated. The suggestion regarding the- simplification 
in Si oiseau fetais will, I am sure, be appreciated by 
others as highly as it is by me. - S. Earl, 
Bwmmm july 2, and continuing four wffks, 
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jwq Goncert etudes fjg || 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By ADOLPH M. FOERSTER.- Op. 37. 
No. i. exultation; ■ 
No. 2. LAMENTATION, 
50c. 
- 40c. 
Theee rank among the more important of modern pianoforte compo¬ 
sitions of recent date, and are extremely valuable f&r certain phases of 
musical perception. They *are difficult, but well worth the Btudy 
required for their finished'ptSformance. 
«E(k-W. CHAl)WI|(k Bays: “ I find them not only extremely 
^eftSfcs^danmuiis'ppces, hut grateful and artistic musically.” 
DR. N.EI.SESijftEEMEK Bays: “ Both.compositions can be 
well recommended for recital programs, where variety iB to be a 
conspicuous feature.” 
ARTHUR FOOTE says: “I find the two dtudes most interesting, 
‘ Lamentation ’ especially so, from a mnBical standpoint.” 
W. W. ©IUCHRIST says: “I admire-thorn exceedingly.” 
J. H. HAHN says: “ They are altogether beyond the common order j 
of excellence, and from actual test have been found effective both 
for instructive and concert purposes.” - j 
ASGERHAMIRKK says: “They are large and impressive 
(impositions, written in an earnest style, and will be exceedingly j 
interesting to any player who can command his instrument.” 
EMlli LIEBLINO says: “ They form a decidedly valuable addi- | 
tion to American piano literature.” 
CONSTANTIN STERNBERG says: “ I think they will prove 
valuable material in teaching,—the one rhythmically, the other as j 
a wrist study.” _-  
The two will be mailed for 45 cts., postage paid, to readers of 
THE ETUDE. , 
PUBLISHED BY 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY, 





THE LEADING MUSICAL 
MUSIC TRADE WEEKLY. 
OFFICES : 23 UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK. 
WM. M. THOMS, Editor; 
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY. 
Subscription S3.00 a Year. 
FAXJjOEJEfc*® 
New Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of lusicai Terms. 
• 3000 TiEILM:© DEFINED. 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently beesgagsned, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It Bhould 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 3S CENTS. S-'* 
Address THEODORE PRESS1ER, 
1708 Chestnut St., Phllad’a, Pa. 
A POPULAR MUSICAL MAGAZINE FOR 
TEACHERS, PUPILS, AMATEURS, 
AND MUSICAL PEOPLE. ^ 
Sheet music size, 32 pages each month (sometimes 401 
pages), with cover, with always an Anthem Supple¬ 
ment of eight or more pages, , „ 
The reading consists of instructive articles on Binging 
and playing, musical theory, illustrated, biographies of 
well-known musicians, illustrated- stories, all the latest 
musical news and gossip, and everything calculated to 
make a musical journal interesting and instructive to 
the general mnsical public. 
The music is all new, written especially for The 
Messenger by the most popular composers,—instru¬ 
mental music for the piano and organ, and vocal music, 
sacred and secular, for the home, the concert, and church. 
The general verdict of the people is that The Mes¬ 
senger is the handsomest mnsical journal published, 
and gives more for the money than any other. 
Subscription Price SI.OO per Year. 
A sample copy free.. We are making a splendid 
special offer to choirs for clubs. Send for particulars. 
FILLMORE BROS., 
141 W. 6th St., Cincinnati, ©., 
Or 40 Hible Mouse, New York. 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
PRICE $1.00. 
This Beginners’ Instruction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
every thing a progressive teacher might desire. 




School of Four-Hand Playing, 
VOLUME III. I*- ■ 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRICE $1.00. 
OosTSEraB.—Sfeelneelte,' Christmas Eve; X.aelmer, Marche 
.Celebre; lioeschtaom, Dance Hongroise; Schubert, Op. 78,' 
Menuet; Ranmfelder, Minstrel Song; Cbopin, Funeral 
March; Schubert, Marche Herolque. 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. SELECTED OCTAVE STUDIES 
rhe only Complete Bnoyclopsedla of Music in 
. the English Language. 
Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put np in boxes and 
sold only itt«ara$deis seta. This now edition includes the Index. 
Price for 5 Volumes, (ineluding IndeXjYf S8.50. 
Price for Index, - - - « S2.50. 
Address THEODORE) PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTFUT ST., PHII^A. 
. ) - \- 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING, 
With Particular Reference to the Development ol 
the Third, Fourth, and Fifth Flngeri 
of each Maud. 
IN TWO EOOKS. EACH SI.OO. 
COMPOSED FOR PIANOFORTE BT 
WILiON G. SMITH. 
They are highly recomman&ed by Dr. Wm. Mason and other 
eminent teachers. 
LANDON’S WRITING BOOK 
nv I,: i 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRICE *70 CENTS. 
Theee Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Spindler, Hants®, Bartini, Kull&k, etc. They are of great educa¬ 
tional value. h 
THACHKES’ 
POCKET METRONOME. 
Ill'Ll, GB1VE1IE1T, BEIT, 111 1EIPE1SIIL 
FOR'MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
From the Von Btilow Bditton. 
PRICE $1.60. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PROFESSION. 
The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Billow 
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four 
books. This abridged edition can be used in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the most difficult and^qn- 
important ones have been eliminated. 
Address Publisher, 
TMm PltlMEB, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
This new book is a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil.. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from so many sides that even 
the dullest pupil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration; It is thorough clear in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil 
who faithfully works out its exercises will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocaL 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher. 
Price, Miokel-plated, 60 Cents, Hot, Postpaid. 
. --- £>.* 
Giving the correct Metronomic Marks after the 
Maelsel Standard, together with the 
True Tempos of all the Danoes. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
for Ths Enron, and will be sent as a premium to any one 
sending two subscribers. Address 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTFUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THIRTY 
HOME RULES FOR MUSIC SMUTS 
Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. 
BY H E It 3VT .A. IN’ 3ST IuSC O H It . 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
...... ... -■ v, fi 
■ THEODORE PRESSED, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
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1867. Volkmann. Op. 27, No. 5. Folk 
Song. Grade II.... 
- This is a selection from MacDougal’s “Studies In 
Melody Playing,” Yol. II. It demands a slow delivery 
and a very sustained, firm tone. Impassioned delib¬ 




1375. Delahaye, L. L. Op. 18. Valse. 
Grade V....... 
This waltz is not hackneyed either in melody or 
style. There is originality about it and fine work for 
intermediate students. Like alt this set, it requires 
taste and intelligence for its proper understanding. 
- ORDER BY 8 
BRICE NUMBER ONLY. 
1890. Geibel, Adam. Morning Time March. 
^80 Grade II....... 
A melodious piece in an easy grade, which will be 
hailed with pleasure by both teacher and pupil. It 
furnishes a good study in wrist touch as well as in 
finger action. 
Tsehaikowsky. Op. 39, No. 17. 
G^MhSarM’Song. Grade JI... 
A very graceful piece in % time. It should not be 
played too fast, like a waltz. -A good exercise in light 
wrist playing. 
Gurlitt, O. Op. 140, No. 7. Fes¬ 
tive Dance. Grade II. 
A spirited waltz, glvingopportunity for phrasing, 
expression, and light left-nana playing. 
Schytte, L. Op. 69, No 12. Good 
Night. Grade II.... 
' A. very effective short piece. The work for both, 
hands is good, and the whole ia interesting and' 
attractive. 
, MacDougal, H. O. Christmas Pas¬ 
torale. Grade II.. 
Both bands have Important work in this piece. It 
is well calculated to develop young students in taste 
and intelligence. It must be studied to be properly 
rendered. 
, Von Wilm, N. Op. 81, No. 13. 
Oradle Song. Grade II... 
This is a melody and accompaniment for the same 
hand. The bass has also an effective figure. The 
phrasing is indicated. It is a good study In melody 
playing. 
. Kavanagh, I. Andante. Grade II. 
This piece approaches Grade IEF in difficulty, and is 
worthy of hearty commendation. Melody ana accom¬ 
paniment are Doth in one hand, while the interest 
of the other (the left) is fully equal. Thirds and 
chords Increase the difficulty of the piece. 
, Rummel, J. Romance. Grade II. 
A good study in cantabile playing. A broad sing¬ 
ing tone is required, and figures of sixteenth notes 
require fluency. Worth trying. 
. Kullak, T. Op. 62, No. 12. Even¬ 
ing BelL Grade II.. 
This also approaches Grade III in some respects. 
The hell effect is made by a reiterated B-flat in the 
treble. The melody begins in theleft hand and is re¬ 
sponded to by the right. A crossing of the hands 
takes place in the latter part of the piece. 
. TsohaikowskL Op. 39, No. 18. 
Italian Song. Grade II.. 
A bit of musical fun at the expense of an early 
Italian style. Of interest to a young student. 
. Wilm, N. v. Op. 81, No. 2. Hilarity. 
Grade II........ ..... 
Valuable for staccato practice. Figures in both 
hands respond to each other. Bright and lively in 
style, united with pedagogio value, it will be a 
favorite. 
1376. Oolomer, B. M. Serenade Galante. 
Grade V....... 
Another interesting piece for both teacher and pu¬ 
pil. The style is .-elevated, and the effects good 
throughout. 
Tnere is a touch of mixed rhythm, and the left-hand 
work is valuable, because of the exercise it gives in 
wide accompaniment playing. It cannot be com¬ 
mended too highly.  l
1377. Vilbao, Renaud de. Pompadour' 
(Gavotte). Grade III.. 
A quaint gavotte, furnishing a first-class study in 
staccato work. To phrase it properly and render it 
with a crisp staccato touch and light arm careful 
practice will be necessary. 
1378. Thome, Francis. Minuet. Grade III- 
It is a pleasure to commend such pieces as this. It, 
when properly taught, will do much to awaken musi¬ 
cal taste, and a higher understanding of musical 
form. 
The content 1b excellent, and will he of decided In¬ 
terest to teacher and pupil.- 
1379. Delahaye, L. L. Op. 16. La Ronde 
, , du Serail. Grade III.. 
- The melody is principally in thirds (semi-staccato), 
with occasional chords, while the climax is given in 
full chords. The left hand has an effective accompani¬ 
ment, the occasional iteration of hi flat, first line of 
treble, giving a good effect, which is heightened later 
on by bringing this iteration into more prominence. 
Useful and pleasing. 
1380. Godard, Benjamin. Op. 14. Les 
Hirondelles. Grade IV....... 
A rather odd theme in minor, with occasional 
lapses into the major. A good exercise in rapid ar¬ 
peggios and in' two-finger work. A useful teaching 
piece. 
1381. Chaminade, C. Op. 36. Filieuse. 
(Etude de Concert, No. 3.) Gr^d^ 
A good concert dtude 
arm and wrist and fiexit) 
requiring well-controlled 
e fingers. Both hands' are 
given opportunities for work. While a good techni¬ 
cal study, it is also tuneful and capable of a musical 
rendering. This, with the numbers from 1370, was 
revised and fingered by Mr. Bichard Zeckwer, a fact 
which enhances their value. They comprise! a set 
of teaching pieces prepared for the press by an\emi- 
nent musical authority and teacher, and commend 
themselves to all teachers. \ 
1382. Fillmore, T. H. Barcarolle. Grade 
IV...... 
A thoroughly good piece. The running accom-_ 
paniment of the left hand is good; the melody sim¬ 
ple, but effective. ’ A contrast is afforded by the 
short middle part in six sharps, the original key being 
A major. 
LIchner, H. Op, 24. Scherzo. 
Grade II....... 
A good piece by a popular writer. Scale passages 
and staccato choms alternate with each other. The 
scale passages, later, are passed from hand to hand. 
An accompaniment of eighth notes in the left hand 
affords excellent finger practice. 
. Bohm, C. Op. 169. Little Love 
Song. Grade II.... 
Bather more difficult than some -of the foregoing. 
It.is a beautiful melody and accompaniment, giving 
an excellent; chance for tasteful and expressive play¬ 
ing. Its octaves increase its difficulty. 
. Schytte, L. Op. 69, No. 11. Fairy 
Tale. Grade II. .  
Somewhat on the tarantella style, grang practice in 
broken chords and in the light arm movement. 
The pieces from No. 1356 to 1370 are from H. C. 
MacDougal’s “ Studies in Melody-Playing,” Vol. II. 
The fingering, phrasing, and pedaling are carefully 
and critically marked. They are chosen for their 
edncssioaml value and form a valuable addition to the 
list of interesting teaching pieces iu Grade II. The • 
convenience of securing them in single form will be 
appreciated. 
. Lamothe, Georges. Op. 262. Estu-^ 
diantind (Gap. Espagnol). Grade 
IV.... 
A characteristic piece of Spanish type. The rhythm 
of the dance is in it, and it is valuable for acquiring a 
light arm touch. Itisinterestingas well. 
. Vilbao, Renaud de. Valse des Mer- 
veilleuses. Grade ..... 
•This piece requires musical intelligence for its 
proper rendering. - It belongs to a higher order of 
composition, and will not give out its, value unless 
there is study. It serves an excellent purpose, both 
technically and mnslcally. 
It Is a piece which affords full opportunity for the 
teaching of modern technics of touch. 
. Ten Brink, Jules. Op. 12. In the 
Forest. Grade IV. 
The melody is carried by the left hand to an accom¬ 
paniment of broken chords in the right. Near the 
close the same theme is delivered by the thumbs of 
both s -‘•t.s » lie *■-» r in . nir , fi| ert % .1 b isle I 
1 * It is also a good teaching 
pie 1,butt 111 require vorkoi ah itellig ntsort. 
Ohaminade O Oj 24. The Dragon 
Flies. Grade 7,. .... . .... ... . , 
Arm, hand, and finger control are necessary here 
in full 'measure. ' Charming effects! can be made in 
this pi »>-*, 11 a left >>-*;*« is a accoi ip is Ime j.‘ 
o a neta f ttsell aff< - ing opportnn * a (or phras¬ 
ing, a figure of sixteenth notes, through which there 
sounds a repetition of a single note, D below the treble 
1383. Reed, Ohas. H. Gavotte a la Fan- 
tasie. Grade TV........... 
A good study in wrist and arm playing. It con- 
1 tains a short but interesting trio. 
1384. Rathbun, F. G. Elfin Dance, Grade 
111............ ... 
A very delightful and interesting piece. Popcirr, 
but not trasisy. It contains excellent practice in 
touch and phrasing, and can be given a distinctly 
educational value. " 
1385. Moter, Carl. Gp. 1, No. L Menu- 
etto. Grade III............. 
Attractive and useful. Of good form and melody, 
and introducesMts of octave work for left hand. 
Moter, Carl. Op. 1, No. 2. Capric- 
cietto. Grade Ill.. 
A good study in seals piayingt, The piece of imita¬ 
tion with which the- piece begins is interesting, and 
throughout, the entire piece excellent opportunities 
are given for improving practice. 
1887. May. Walter H. Entre Nous. 
Grade III..........:............. 
A bright,, efifeotive polka caprice. It will be found 
useful and pleasing, while it does not sink to the level 
. of trash. • • 
76 1388. Presser, Theo. Octave Studies. 
Octave studies which are neither too: hard nor too 
mechanical are in demand, and this is a set of such 
studies as will meet the requirements of the ease. 
They are decidedly interesting, and are carefully 
graded. Each study ia prefaced by a preparatory ex- 
®relee, to be repeated a number of times, and which 
will prepare the hand for the work to follow. A list 
of pieces and Bindies. also graded^ is given which 
contains works of this class. These octave studies 
, can be used as a complement to Maaon’s Touch and 
■ Technic,Vol.TV.';; ;■aA; (AA; A 
1391. Geibel, Adam. The Jolly Pienicers. 
40 Grade II..... 
A tarantella after the order of Heller. Graceful 
and pretty. 
1392. Geibel, Adam. In the Shadow. 
Grade II............... 
This can be used early in Grade II, and will serve 
an excellent purpose in acquiring a light arm and 
i wrist. 
40 1393. Geibel, Adam. Eventide Reverie. 
* Grade II..........>... 
Another of the same set. It is written with the 
well-known fluency of this writer. Useful for 
teaching. 
40 1394. Geibel, Adam. Fairies’ Serenade. 
Grade II.... 
This is the last of a set of five pieces by, a well- 
known writer. They form a very welcome addition to 
the list of easy teaching pieces- This last number is 
very graceful, and when, played with a light arm 
and delicate touch produces a very pretty effect. 
An 1395. May, Walter H. XJne Petite Rhap- 
w sodie. Grade IV....... 
The theme is good and quite well developed. The 
ba® affords good practice in theme-playing and 
broken chord work. It can be recommended as a 
good piece of teaching music. 
1396. Bohm, Carl. Op. 309. The Hunter’s 
Call. Gra„de IV...... 
A characteristic piece by a popular writer. The 
horns first call the hunters together, when the chorus 
a begins. A good study in staccato chords. 
1397. Lebierre, O. Op. 33. Fidelia. Grade 
IV......................... 
A dance of Spanish character, graceful and airy in 
Btyle, but with a very decided rhythm and sharply- 
marked accents. The bass with its rhythm of eighth 
and sixteenth notes is good practice. 
Elleneureich, A. Spinning Song. 
Grade II....... 
An excellent, easy piece, bright and taking. The 
bass carries an accompaniment of-broken fifths and 
octaves, while the right plays the melody, which, 
later, ia transferred to the left hand. 
1399. Cheeswright, F. Song—-One of TTs 
Two................ 
A singable melody with, a rather quaint accompani¬ 
ment. It is not hard, and being of moderate compass, 
40 it will suit a middle voice. 
1400. Goerdeler, R. I Think of Thee. 
Grade III.. .. 
A popular piece, well on—in parts—in Grade ill. 
Syncopation, sixths, and arpeggios form the features 
of the piece. It is melodious. : 
60 1401. Godard, Benj. Op. 66, No. 6. Mar¬ 
cel (The Huguenot). Grade V. 
Introdussed into this composition is Luther’s chor¬ 
ale,“ Ein Feste Burg ” The piece aboUgda in octave 
"ana chord work and affords a good study in full-arm 
60 touch. * , 
[1402. Carpenter, T. Leslie. A Twilight 
I Meditation. ( Grade 111.............. 
This piece will present no especial difficulty to a 
! student well on in Grade III, and will be found to be 
very interesting. 
The melody is goods and the entire piece is well 
worked out.- 
The crossing of hands is effective, and the piece is 
. musicianly/ . * • 
1408. Presser, Theo. School of Four-hand 
Playing.. Grade III............. 
I This volume of the “School of Four-hand Flaying ” 
includes duets by Keinsiake.Iu^chhom.BauinfeMer, 
• Schubert, Larimer, and Chopin. Each number is 
valuable, and, as four-hand playing is a most import- 
. ■ antfeatureof piano study, tneir usefulness to teachers 
can hardly be overestimated, This volume presents 
a serlei of four-hand pieces, graded, carefully edited, 
and finely printed, ana :it should be ip the hands of 
every teacher of piano; ' " " 
1404. Loesohhorn, A, 0& 88, No. 3. 
Dance Hongroise. Four Hands. 
Grade III...'-.... 
/ A melodious piece for two young players, giving 
good practice in staccato-playing. Instructive, but 
not difficult. , ! ( 
1889. Smithy Wilson G. Op. 66, Book I. 
j Spe< ial Exercises in Seal© Pie 
ing, with particular r« ferenoe to 
the development of he 3d, 4th 
and 6th fingers of each hand . .. 
TI m «» raises t ipri a ». of 'it studies— 
aeohanlc 1 in their nature—for tl more rapid devel¬ 
opment of he weak fingers of the tatu .* 
rhe« ar j b used uj he exp< riehw t he an h n 
s. teaohei oi >, i -*** > t putation «> •,» 5', tna 
nflied npoi , it they fulfill their muafam. 
? wiU repay tn, 
1406. Baumfelder, Fi Op. 161, No. 6. 
Minstrels’ Song. Four, hands." 
Grade III... 
Another piece fhr four hands. 
The primo haa a taking melody which may he 
. phrased effectively, while the secondo has passages of 
' thirds whlet wil > jute little practice 
1406. Schubert, F. Op. 27, No. l. Marche 
H k que Fbur ' j- 7 
A hurt nan > whHfh will in >ress itself •( nth® 
, oung piayerc S * ,,>K. > utstrong .* ?> ■f <- - 
1107. Schubert, F. Op. 78. Minuet. Four 
hands Grade II. ...... ■- «•. - * , 
The lebiated Minuet, flrom Op. 78, arrafiteffror , 
f^,.^htthd«:;!Ttinhdsit^Iftathearranflmeww®M. 
and brings this piece within the reach of young play» 
era. Thetrfota snallybe» ■-| 
■■ LATI > r PUBLIC ATIONS: 
THEODORE DRESSER, 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
1 GRADE I-X. 
ORDER BY 
HUMBER OMLY. 
1408. Laohner, Fr. Op. 113. Marche 
Celebre. Pour hands. Grade Hi.. 
This march will find many admirers. There are ex¬ 
cellent points, both of teaching and salon character. 
It will commend itself to all who use it. 
1409. Chopin, P. Op. 35. Funeral March. 
Pour hands. Grade III..... 
The famous Chopin “Funeral March” is here 
$ wrtliin the reach of young pianists in a way 
\fco make it effective. 
The solemn opening theme and exquisite melody 
' which formsthe trio will delight all who study them. 
The above six numbers are from Grade III, School 
of Four-hand Playing, and tan thus be obtained 
singly. 
1410. Braungardt, Pr. Op. 7. In Light 
Mood. Grade IV........... 
A good teaching piece ; the figure played by the 
_right requires evenly-developed and flexible fingers. 
It will also demand a light, well-controlled arm. 
1411 Mihaly, I. Op; 4. A Storm on Lake 
Platten. Grade V.... 
Work in two-finger exercise, light wrist, tremolo, 
heavy chords, and rapid arpeggio playing.. The trip¬ 
lets, long continued, of full chords at the close, will 
• test the player's endurance. 
1412. McDonough, P. J. In Dreamland. 
Grade IV.......;. 
This piece is to be heartily recommended.- It will 
develop a light, delicate touch, and can be used to 
teach phrasing. 
It will also please, because of its tunefulness and 
graceful rhythm. 
1413. Goerdeler, Richard. Summer Morn¬ 
ing. Grade III........ 
A bright piece of music, tuneful and graceful. It 
will interest and is very useful in teaching both 
melody and accompaniment playing. 
I The second theme with its embellishment adds 
/ variety to an interesting teaching or salon piece. 
1414. Webb, F. R. Op. 65. Venona 
(Gavotte). Grade IV..,... 
One of the best of thiB writer’s pieces. A fine study 
- in arm and wrist touch. It is musicianly, and the 
chromatic passages of chordudd atouch of piquancy 
to the effect. The teacher will be pleased with it. 
1415; Smith, Wilson G. Op. 54, No. 1. 
Spinning Wheel. Grade V. 
A waltz that may be used for concert purposes. It 
will require considerable technic for its proper per¬ 
formance, and will show to advantage the work put 
upon it. At the same time it is musically interesting 
to the pupil. The left hand has an opportunity to 
acquire equality and smoothness. 
1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Emilynne. Valse 
Caprice. Grade V.. 
This is another waltz worthy of concert use. It is 
very different from the preceding, although in the 
same key (E flat). An enharmonic change to five 
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a 
crisp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece 
should be on every teacher’s list. 
1417. Spindler, P. Op. 249, No. 20. 
Trumpeter’s Serenade. Grade II.. 
, A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright, 
pretty, and- instructive may be mentioned as its 
characteristics. 
1418. Swaim, L. A. Op. 3, No. 1. Playful 
Zephyr. Grade III... 
Combines finger, hand, and arm touches and will be 
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The 
-themes are bright and the piece is of good length, 
neither too long nor too short. 
1419. Wilm, k Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬ 
lage Musicians. Grade II. 
These village musicians indulge in rather better 
music than do some others we have heard of. This is 
a useful and pretty teaching piece for young pupils. f 
1420. Nurnberg, H. -Op. 419, No. 2. Santa 
Glaus March. Grade II.. .... 
A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste 
in young pupils. It is rather advancedtibr Grade II 
in certain respects, requiring considerable?! raining in 
third and sixth playing. 
1421. Heins, Carl. 
Grade II...... 
Doll’s Cradle Song. 
A very pretty cradle song. The melody is bright 
and given alternately to right and left hands. A good 
piece to use in' the early stages of teaching discrimina¬ 
tive touch. 
1422. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry 
Ohildren’s Dance. Grade II.. 
A sprightly waltz, within the technic of young 
, pupils, which when played up to tempo will make the 
eyes sparkle. 
1423. Heins, Oarl. Dance of*the Bears. 
Grade II...... 
A jolly dance in two-four time in G minor. A 
good study, and musical-as well. 
1424. Heins, Getrl. MerrimefEt. Grade II... 
A well-named piece, as its character is jolly merri¬ 
ment. This set of pieces, edited by H. C. MacBougal, 
are annotated, and are to be commended for their 
value in the easy grade to which they are assigned. 
1426. Northrup, Theo. H.. Gigue Roman¬ 
tic. Grade III....... 
Bather difficult in some of its skips. It is odd in 
rhythm ml a good study In controlling the arm. ■ -■ 
'.'hp , * ,' i,A -iSi-Sui i _k’ J ,, r>i V . "A ' ^ „ , ’ ■„ D”, ; 
ORDER BY 
3E. NUMBER ONLY. PI 
1426. Goerdeler; Rich. Sunset on the 
36 Alps. Grade ril.......r*;, ... 
Another of Goerdeler’s taking pier.es. Melodious, 
' fluent, and easy are its commendable features. 
1427. Goerdeler, Rich. Columbian Galop, 
oc Grade III....... 
A contribution to the reigning subject of patriotism 
at this time. It will take. 
■ * 
1428- Rathbun, P. G. Romance. Grade 
II..... ... 
A tuneful piece of a rather tender character. An 
extended accompaniment in the left hand will need 
practice, and there are opportunities for phrasing and 
study of expression. 
35 1429. Smith, W. G. Op. 48, No. 3. . 2d 
• - Valse Caprice. Grade HI. 
.A good study in light arm-and-wriBt touches. Of a 
good swinging rhythm. Interesting and easy. 
r, 1430. Grossheim, Jul. Op. 23, No. 9. 
ou Morning Prayer. Grade II. 
A delightful little melody with a bit of chord play¬ 
ing introduced as the second theme. Needs alight 
accompaniment in left hand. 
1431. Schanseil, W; Op. 9, No. 2. Cradle 
50 Song. Grade 11..... 
Another excellent piece from the same set. 
1432. Spindler, P. Op. 308, No. 33. In 
Venice. Grade II. 
Thirds to be played by the right hand while the left 
plays a smooth accompaniment. Useful and pretty. 
1433. Krug, D. Op. 343, No. 5. The Merry 
Wanderer. Grade II. 
A somewhat longer piece in the same Bet. Gives 
practice in melody playing, scales, thirds, and Bixths, 
so that it may be called quite universal in its 
nature. It is calculated to be of interest to the pupil 
as well as instructive. 
60 
1434. Smith, W. G. Op. 56. Vesper 
Chimes. Grade 111..... 
This piece is a good study in the use of the damper 
pedal. The theme*is given out in chords which are 
sustained while the same hand plays an embellish¬ 
ment of broken octaves, and throughout there are,, 
60 excellent opportunities to becomft-praStised in its 
proper use. The piece is one which win, become 
popular among piano pupils. ) 
1435. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 5j5; B. 2. 
Special Exercises in Scale Play¬ 
ing-.-.——.\. 
We received the first book of these studies some 
75 time since. This book is the coneluding\volume. 
Particular stress is laid upon the development of the 
third, fourth, and fifth fingers, and the various 
exercises are so conceived as to bear directly upon the 
work in hand: They are by an eminent teacher, and 
cannot fail to be of great value. 
1436. Goerdeler, R. Alpha Omega 
Waltzes. Grade III.. 
20 An eaa'y set. of waltzes which will catch the popular 
taste. They are smooth, swingy, and tuneful. 
1437. Goerdeler, R. Fairy Queen Polka. 
Grade III... 
Another piece by the same writer. It will also 
30 . take. 
1438. Goerdeler, R. Columbian Galop 
(Pour Hands). Grade III.. 
An arrangement of the Columbian galop for two 
players. It will fulfil its mission as a popular piece. 
20 1439. Rathbun, F. G. Evening Song (Re¬ 
verie). Grade IV. 
A piece destined to be popular because of its melody 
and general style, while It contains no catches to 
trouble the amateur plqyer. At the same time it can 
be used by the teacher with profit. 
20 _ 
1440. Landon, Ohaa. W. Melodious Easy 
Studies for Piano or Reed Organ. 
These studies begin at the beginning and Increase 
gradually in difficulty. They are by a well-known 
musician and teacher of long experience. This 
coupled to the fact that there is a lack of properly 
oa graded and selected music for the reed organ, should 
create a demand for these, which can be relied upon 
as fir^t class. They are taken from the best sources 
and will advance the pupil gradually, but surely and 
completely. 
1441. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 81, No. 4. Chil¬ 
dren’s Festival. Grade II... 
20 It Is no easy matter to write music for children, 
and many great musicians have failed in such at¬ 
tempts. Here, however, is an interesting child’s 
. piece, which is neither too high nor too insipid. Such 
pieces should be treasured up. 
20 1442. White, Otis, R. The Conqueror’s 
Return. Grade III... 
A taking march movement, animated and yet not 
_ _ difficult. 
20 -_ 
1443. White, Otis R. Petite Barcarolle. * 
Grade II.. ....X 
A really good barcarolle movement, well worthy of 
use. 
1444. Hewitt, H. D. Barcarolle. Grade II. 
20 A good exercise for wrist In left hand in playing 
the repeated chords. A good study in rhythm ana 
phrasing. 
ORDER BY 
HUMBER ONLY. j 
1445. Hewitt, H. D. Melody in A flat. 
Grade IV........ 
The melody is taken in octaves, while the same 
hand plays an accompaniment ofdouble note*, which 
makss a rather difficult-piece of work. It is also 
valuable for its practice in syncopated rhythm. 
1446. Hewitt, H. D. The Miller’s Bong. 
Grade IV............. 
A good mill-wheel piece. Besides being valuable 
from a teaching point of view, it is melodious and 
interesting. 
1447. Goddard, Benj. Op. 56. 2d Valse. 
Grade IV.. . . 
A good waltz for concert use. It is by a good 
author and contains many good points for the 
student. Will require some technic for a smooth E- rmance. It is revised and fingered by Dr. Wm. 
n. 
1448. Waddington, Edmunf Op. 20, No. 
3. Gypsy Dance. Grade IV. 
A good study in time, touch, and group reading. 
Besides being of good technical va.ue, It is pleasing in 
harmony anff melody. Will be popular with pupils. 
1449. Neoke, Hermann. Op. 236, No. 4. 
Sing, Birdie, Sing. Grade IV. 
Beautiful in content, and a superior study in hand 
and finger staccato, and for legato in runs of short 
range. Pieces of this class exercise the imagination, 
and this one is charming. 
1450, Johnson, G. S. The Merry Maiden 
Polka. Grade V.-.. 
Bright and brilliant, with a free rhythmic swing. 
Abounds in runs, broken chords, octaves, and chords. 
The use of the pedal is carefully marked. 
1461. Kavanagh, Ignatius. Op. 12, No. 2. 
Minuetto. Grade IV. 
A thoroughly good composition, full of the 
divine fire of genius. It is decidedly pleasing in 
content. “ Choice notes ” make it equally available 
for small hands. This piece will be standard with all 
teachers once using it. 
1452. Niirnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 3. 
Little Character Sketch. , Grade I. 
Beautiful, and very especially valuable as a 
genuinely good addition to the small number of 
desirable pieces found in the first grade. Every be¬ 
ginner should learn this uniquely charming piece. 
1453. Goerdeler, Richard. Champion 
March. Grade. IV..... 
Has the “step and go” of a good march-. As is 
.00 always the ease in pieces by this composer, it is 
popular and decidedly pleasing. Makes a good 
study in octave playing in Borne of its passages. 
Six-eight time, brilliant and charming. 
1454. Geibel, Adam. Mignon Minuet. 
Grade IV... 
Abounds in harmonic contrasts. Pleasing mel¬ 
ody. A good Btudy in the hand touch. This com¬ 
poser always has something to say, and knows how 
65 to say it. The pupils will be advanced by the study 
of this characteristic piece, and will enjoy its study. 
1456. Goerdeler, Richard. Etude Waltz. 
Grade V... 
40 A delightful dance waltz by thja popular writer. 
Will be a great favorite with pupils and teachers. 
Clear-cut'ph rases, and full of pleasing content. 
1466. Streabbog, L. Paul and Virginia, 
76 Waltz. Grade. I....... 
A very simple waltz adapted for piano and organ. 
The piece has been revised and edited by Chas, W. 
Landon. It is an excellent composition as a very first 
* piece for beginners. 
65 
1457. Handel, G. P. Sarafeande. Grade III. 
One of H&ndel’s most tuneful pieces; the harmonies 
are quite simple. The execution possesses no diffi¬ 
culty whatever. This piece will answer for an excel¬ 
lent introduction for more difficult contrapuntal 
Btudy* 
oo . 
1458. Goerdeler, Richard. Enterprise 
Polka. Grade III.... 
This piece is a bright’ and attractive parlor com¬ 
position. It has been dedicated, by permission, to Mr. 
Jos. Pulitzer, publisher of the New York World. 
1459. Josie Maodonell, June Polka. 
Grade III..   * 
An excellent dance composition, affording at the 
, Of) same time a little practice in scale and arpeggio play- 
ing. The rhythm 1b very clear and the composition is 
easy to comprehend by the average player. 
1460. Low, Jos. Slumber Song. Grade II. 
This is an admirable teaching composition, finely 
edited by Hamilton C. Macdougall, and is^rgally a 
gem of ltd kind. i ■ 
60 
1461. Patrick, H. W. Sequoia Gavotte. 
Grade III..:...-. 
This composition was selected to represent at the 
or Fair in Chicago the musical talent of Calitprnia. The 
zo , composition, while it is not difficult, possesses great 
originality, for Which the composer was duly honored. 
26 1462. Goerdeler, Rich. My Alpine Love. 
A waltz song, on the popular order, with a pleasing 
melody—ending with the holdrio—siqpilar to that 
heard in the Sinss mountains. For a soprano voice. 
“ Instructive, Interesting, Entertainlnff.” PIANO CONVERSATIONS. 
BEAN ' - 
MOTTOES. 
THUD 'SKASGN, 
“History of Music/’ “Famous Symphonies,” “ Stabat Mater,,” 
“ Oratorios and Their Writers,” “ Beethovenians.,’* “• Bichard Wagner's 
Heroines,” “ American Music, Past, Present, and Future,” etc., etc. 
For terms and dates address 
FREDERIC DEAR, A. H., 
Jfo. 9 East 17th Street, Sew Fork. 
Mias Amy Fay desires to announce that she is ready to receive en¬ 
gagementsfor Piano Conversations next season. Miss Fay promises 
fine programmes, selected from the best works of both eimeHn and 
modern composers, and embracing a wide field of musical literature. 
She la in the habit of prefacing each piece with short comments. ■ 
oiograpnioal of the composer or descriptive of the composition, 
which render it clear to everybody when played. These “ conversa¬ 
tions ” are heartily enjoyed by audiences, and serve to bring them 
into a pleasant personal relation with both the pianiste and the 
mnsic, and are a great stimulus to musical students. Address, 
MW1M7FAT, 
8S West 81st Street, - lew Fork. 
fiADAHE A. PUPIH 
jirax aockft mvoAsairESTa ran bbcitais oh thb 
!W JANKO KEYBOARD. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
8S3 South Star 
Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, EUvabeth, AT. <T. 
Madame Pupin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad¬ 
vantages and Poasibilitiea of the New Keyboard. Specially adapted 
for Sohools and Conservatories of Music. Highest testimonials and 
press notices. Send for circular. 
PHILADELPHIA. 
_• 
IMNA'S 1USICAL INSTITUTE 
ORGAN OPENINGS, Eto. 
AND CON8ERVATOEY OH1 MTU SIC, 
WABBEN, OHIO. 
One of the oldest and most Influential Schools of Music In North 
America. Catalogues free. . 
arrariijs daha, s®e«st«ry. 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teacher of the 
ORGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
STANDARD WORKS. 
Dana’s Ebachcax, Hasuont.......„..92 00 
Dana's Pkacssoax, Truhov&u Bass. 1 00 
THE ABT Off 7B 
■ National. Smoot fob Oobnht.  • ••MN«MHHMNIUNMHNMWN« 2 60 
Pbooekots Studies fob Tiotra.. .....Each 1 00 
Address the Publishes, 
IOAHA’8 wroiminAT. IMSTimiFE, 
WARREN. OHIO. 
WM. KNABE & CO. 
GRAND, SQUARE, AMD UPRIGHT 
JAMES M. TBACYs 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1859-62 
P8ANI®TvTEACHERr AND WRITER. 
——TERMS:—— a 
660.00 for twenty one-hour lessons , 630.00 for twenty half-hour lessons. 
ADDBE88 
37 Fort Avenue, or Chlckering's, 1S2 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
TEA-OHIBR OB’ PIA^blTORTE 
These instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
MANOR’S “VOUCH AMD TTE 
Studio 8, Carnegie Mueie HaU, 1 
Kew York; j /and Friday. 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE 141 at., S&rday 
Which establishes them as nneqnaled in tone, tonch, 
workmanship, and durability. 
Every Plane Mf Warranted for 5 fm, 
WMt KNABE & CO., 
22 and 24 E. I . 1U & • * Si r < . . 1 LI Ill •• 
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WASHINGTON. O. C. 
INCORPORATED 1892. 
IDSIG 
For Musical Education and Examination in 
Practical and theoretical Music. 
AUDITORIUM BUILDING. 
BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR AMERICA 
REGULAR SUMMER TERM OPENS JULY 9. 
Private Lessons in All Departments. 
t - m MUSIC EDUCATION 
Btfhiilill PIANOFORTE students, 
iHw Blltfiinilsa . UNDER THE DIRECTION OF BKO H  
COURSE. CALVIN B. CADY and ERICK GRANT GLEASON. 
OBJECT, 
AND CANADA. 
Prof. CHAS. A. E. HARRISS, Organist of the Cathedral, Montreal. 
E. R. D0WARD, Esq., Toronto, Canada. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Esq., Mus.D., University of Pennsylvania, Philadel¬ 
phia. 
WALTER E. HALL, Esq., F.C.O., Organist of Trinity Church, Pittsburgh. 
Prof. SIMEON BISSELL, Director of Music, Curry University. 
S. AUSTEN PEARCE, Esq., Mus.D. (Oxon.), New Yolk City. 
D. J. i. MASON, Esq., Mus.D., R.A.M., Wilkes-Barre, Pa. 
F. C. SMYTHE, -sq., Mus. Bac., T. C. (Dublin), Principal Canadian 
College of Music, Ottawa, Out. 
.STOCKS HAMMOND, Esq., Mus.D., L.Mus. (L.C.M.i, Organist and 
Choirmaster of the New Memorial Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Reading, Pa. 
H. P. ECKER, Esq., City Organist, Allegheny. 
I. How to Develop the Child in Music Thinking m a Basis for 
Music Expression by Means of the Piano. 
II. What is MubIc?—A Practical Course In Mental Analysis of the 
Fundamental Mythmic, Harmonic, and Melodic Elements 
of Music. 
III. How and What to Teach. Lectures on the Principles of 
Teaching, and How to Apply Music Thinking to the 
Development of an Expressive Technique. 
IV. Practical Demonstrations of Principles. 
V. Principles and Practice of Harmony. 
VI. Material for Teaching. 
VII. Practical Analysis of Standard Art Works for Advanced Students 
of Teaching and the Pianoforte. 
Fall information sent on application to 
SAMUEL KAYZER, Director, 
AUDITORIUM BUILDING, CHICAGO. 
The Organizing Secretary for America: 
DR. STOOKS HAMIOTO, 
37 and 19 North Fifth Street, 
MISS CLARA B. HARRISON, 
TEACHER OF PIANO 
(a^Estisoxx Eyatsra of ’X’eciua.a.c), 
1019 O Street, H. W., WASHINGTON, ». C. 
SUMBllI®. STUD'S- AT dSBV&TPARS 
MR. LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL announces a Summer School of Music 
and Oratory at Asbury Park (on the sea), Monmouth Co., N. J., during 
July and August, where with competent assistants he will conduct 
special normal classes for teachers and earnest students in fortnightly 
terms, one or two lessons per day. 
All branches of Voice Culture and Singing, Pianoforte Methods, 
Classes in Virgil Clavier, and in Mason’s Touch and Technic, Harmony 
etc.. Applications now received and dates placed at the Newark College 
of Music, Music Hall, Newark, !*. J. ' 
h. BAYIjXS, General Secretary. 
PY M1 IT f In Harmony, Conntorpoint, 
JJi TtEIJj \ and Composition. TEAOHEB8 WANTED for every department of instruction by the Southern Educational 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn Large number of vacancies reported from 
the best schools of the South and Southwest. 
NORMAL MUSIC SESSION 
IN CHICAGO. 
3602 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. , 
BDWABD BA.ZTEB FSXUl'S’ 
CONOERT PIANI8T AND LEOTURER 
tasters Ws it Schools and Musical Societies a Specialty. 
Address: Care Dttson & Co., 463 Washington St, Boston. 
Mr. Perry nata an annual Western tour from October lit to the 
holidays, and a Southern trip in January and February. Engage¬ 
ments in the Eastern States during the spring months. 
Mr. A. J. Goodrich will conduct a Special Normal Session of five 
weeks from July 2,1894. 
Unusual advantages in Harmony and Composition, Voice-Cnlture 
Auricular and Theoretical Analysis, and the new Theory of Inter¬ 
pretation applied to Piano Playing. 
Address 
A. J. GOODRICH, 
lock Box 976, Chicago. 
SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL. 
TERM OF SIX WEEKS, BEGINNING JULY 9,1894. 
ONB3SR THB PBBSONAX. INSTRUCTION OF PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
AT ESSEX, GONN. 
Special courses for teachers in Mason’s Tonch and Teehnie, on the 
Virgil Practice Clavier, Brotherhood Teehnicon, and in improved 
methods of teaching the Pianoforte, Free class for the study of 
Musical Fornij Analysis, Expression, and Artistic Phrasing. 
All instruction will be adapted to the individual needs of the stu¬ 
dent, both as a pupil and teacher, and put into form for use in his 
own teaching. 
Address 
PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
CARNEGIE aUSS€ MALL, NEW Y#BK CKXF. 
GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST., LONDON, W., ENU. 
With a Large Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music, 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $300. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 6, and April 4. 
If yon are intending to study Music in any of its 
'ranches, send for catalogue to 
F. B. RI0E, Director, 
OBRSL1N, OHIO. 
Examinations in Pianoforte and Violin Playing, Singing, Theory, and 
all branches of Music will be held in New York, Philadelphia, Toronto, 
and many cities in America and Canada, in June, July, and December 
next, when certificates will be granted to aU successful candidates with¬ 
out restriction to age. Syllabus and Forms of Entry can be obtained of 
the Secretary, who will supply all particulars, 8ilver and Bronze Med¬ 
als and Book Frizes are offered for competition in accordance with the 
regulations. Applications for the Formation of new Centres should be 
made to the Secretary, who will furnish all necessary information. The 
Diplomas granted by the College arts Associate (A.L.O.M.), Associate in 
Music (A Mus.Ii.CLM.), Licentiate (L.L.C.M.), and Licentiate in Music 
(L MUS.L.C.M.). 
Local representatives are required for every city and town in America 
and Canada. All particulars can be had on application to 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
ASM ARBOR, MICHIGAM. 
A FIrst-CSaaia Musical Education Furnished. 
• A Faculty of %)xg»es,ienced TEACHEB3. 
Exceptional Advantages for Hearing Music. 
School Conducted according ■ to University 
Standards. < _ 
Address for Catalogue, 
BEADING, PA. DIREOTOR. 
itsfeaf-siwsmM 
■i I-- . . 1 ■ 
1QQ THE ETUDE. 
Arthur p. Schmidt ESTABLISHED iifc P Oar Faotory is the Home of the Seven-Ootave Organ. DO NOT WEAK YOUR MUSIC OUT BY CAREYING IT IN A MUSIC BOLL. 
TBEBOBT ST., IOSTOEI, BASS., 
M U SI PUBLISHER 
pat.ti Asmas ib ,rm3 vsisem sxaxb bob J 
Mmsy UtoMT, Brunewlok, Germany; Edition Ohanot | 
(Violin Music), and the Vienna Oonaereatory 
EdHfoa of the 
■ PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
NEW BALLADS BY FAVOBITE MO-USE COMPOSEES. 
Barnes, ILeoinsrd. 
Gondolier’s Serenade.80 50 
Bevan, Frederick. 
Taken in Tow... 60 
Blnmenthal, Jaeques. 
Wilt Thou Understand....,. 50 
Caldicott, Alfred J. 
Yesternight.—... 50 
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection. 
Don’t confuse it with the cheap imitations 
that flood the market. Send for 
. Price and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN S9F6. CO., 
Cantor, Otto. 
So Sweet a Dream...•. 50 
A Bose and a Thorn..... 50 
When Boses Bloom Again... 50 
The Slower of Forgetfulness..... 50 
Capel, 3. M. 
A Sea King.........■.-•. 50 
Her Lad at Sea.....;. 50 
320 South Tenth St., Easton, 
Bescon, Cliarlee.- 
Time to Spare... 
Lovers to the End-.. 
Hemaery, Valwarta®. 
The Bandits’ Brides...  50 
When You Be call.  50 
Meyto, W. S. 
Evensong.—...... 50 
fliln tcliina o a, Thomas, 
/ Silver Shadows.  50 
The Love 1 Bear to Thee... 50 
In Fair Lorraine,...... 50 
Jones, Hartwell, 
Voice of the Ocean. 50 
Kt nsr, ©liver. 
visions and Voices... .. 50 
- HiatgSity Joseph P. 
Sheltered.   50 
JLasie, Gerald. 
The Grown of Life.—. 50 
My Heart and Thine. 50 
lifter.    50 
X,a&b. IS.. Elliott. 
The Golden Hope..   50 
Love’s C rnier... 50 
Moorish Love So g...... 50 
Lennox, Mmdsay. 
An Old Time Song. 50 
Lloyd, C. Francis. 
My Liege Lady.  50 
De rie... 50 
Songs and Singers.  65 
When Love’s Afar.  50 
Were I the Streamlet.  50 
The Welcome Home.  50 
A Song of p . so 
Across the Minster. 50 
Newton, Ernest. 
The Holy Shrine... 50 
Finsati, Giro. 
True Courage...   50 
IPontet, Henry. [ 
Say “ Yes or No ”.... 60 
This and That  50 
Jtoe«is®l, Joseph h. 
King Davy.  50 
Looks and Eyes..  50 
Sir Bonald’s Bide. 60 
St. ^dentin, Ed. ' 
Hosanna in xcelsis.. 50 
Home Dreams..  50 
Southgate, F. Sewell. • 
Threads and Thrums. 50 
ADDRE88 PUBLISHER 
lllif TIE f Ell© 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
IP ETODE BINDER. 
It Ib simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. 
It baa a solid wooden back, which always keep! it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which ran the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copigSyDrlrfull year’s sub 
scription, of the Etude. \ 
Talbot, Howard 
The Golden Gross.. 50 
A Dre&ta of Spring. . .. 50 
Verne, Oscar. 
Springtime of Lifa.i. 50 
Wellings, Milton. ~ 
At Sundown...... 50 
White, Maude Valerie. 
. Music’s Strain. 
Published for High or Low Voice. j 
ANY OF THESE SONGS SENT ON SELECTION IF DESIRED. 
Complete Graded Catalogue Sent Free upon Application. 
Mall Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts of the Country. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST.', PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
Portraitsof freal Xusieians. 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 oti. Extra. 
“ $1.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s etargf. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, HSZT, 
v SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN. 
OTHSBS TO FOLLOW. 
This SATCHEL Is the very latest and 
most -convenient"'.manner - of carrying 
music, and does not necessitate the roll¬ 
ing. of It. It (s superseding all otTiers on 
the market. 
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un¬ 
lined, Assorted Colors,, price $1.50. 
DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION. 
THSO. PRESSER, PHIL A., PA. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Notices for this column inserted at 8 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable In advance. Copy must be received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication In the next number. 
MISS C. E. SHIMER WILL GIVE INSTRUC- 
tions in Dr. Wm. Mason’s method, “ Touch and 
Technic,” to teachers and advanced students dnring the 
summer months, from June 6th to Sept. 21st, in Allen¬ 
town, Pa. Address Union Hall Seminary, Jamaica, N. Y. 
Teh dollars buys teacher’s tech- 
nicon, good as new. Address F. Foster, 80 Ash¬ 
land Place, Brooklyn. 
WANTED.—A LADY OF FIFTEEN YEARS’ 
experience, wishing to secure the benefit of a 
change of climate for the summer months, would like 
to organize a class in either voice or piano at a summer 
resort. Has been not only remarkably successful in 
training the adult voice, but the voices of children as 
well. A graduate of the Boston Conservatory of Music. 
Best of references. Address 515 E. Columbus Ave., 
Bellefontaine, Ohio. * 
Lady of fifteen years’ experience, 
three years’ study-abroad, teaches Mason’s and 
Sherwood’s" Technic, also Carpi’s Vocal Method, de¬ 
sire i position as teacher of piano or voice in Western 
Conservatory. Best references. Address F. M. S., 
Box 88, ABtpria, Ill. 
SITUATION WANTED.—YOtlNG LADY, GRAD- 
uate of Broad St. Conservatory of Music, posses¬ 
sing exceptional talent as pianist and teacher, desires 
situation in school or seminary; willing to assume 
charge of musical department Tor small compensation 
and comfortable home. Gan furnish best of references 
as to character and ability. Address, giving full par¬ 
ticulars, Miss V. W,, care of Broad St. Conservatory 
of Music, 1831 South Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE DAVIS SPRING BACK CHAIR COMBINES 
all the advantages of chairs of this kind ever made. 
1 Persons whose occupations necessitate long sitting, 
whether at the piano, desk, typewriter, or sewing 
machine, will find the needed comfort by using this 
, chair. Cures weak backB and prevents round shoulders. 
_ Prices moderate. Send for catalogue giving full descrip¬ 
tion, prices, etc. 
. nflHE NEW SCALE “CROWN” PIANO IS 
1 meeting with greats success. Several of the lead¬ 
ing houses of the larger cities have recently taken the 
agency for these excellent instruments, and it is safe to 
say that they can .now be found in all the leading cities 
in the country and among the best class of dealers. 
The “Crown” piano is Qf highest merit, and with the 
late improvements has become more than ever an instru¬ 
ment replete with artiBtic and mnsical wealth. 
\ uviiuuuvi, Oiiv uaadm* nnHE HARMONIC ORGAN. —TWENTY-FOUR 
© U , tones to each octave; absolutely pure in tone inter- 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac- vals; has the ordinary keyboard j-enabl^sthe^performer 
ti®n wherever introduced. The former price for these to play the true tones, where he has hithelt &d only 
was §4.50 each, without frame. Suitable for the most substitutes for them. The inventor desires ie assistance 
elegant Studio, Music Room or Parlor. of an organ builder with small capital or small- plant. 
Levi Obseb, 680 Seventy-ninth Street, Auburn Park, 
Address THEO. PRESSES, PHILADELPHIA. 1 Chicago, Ill. , 
